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list Of aBBreviatiOns

 aTheme -  advancing the european multilingual experience

 aU -  school of arts
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 ePfl -  École polytechnique fédérale de lausanne

 eth Zürich -  eidgenössische technische hochschule Zürich

 eU -  european Union

 fh -  school of humanities

 fn -  school of natural sciences

 fPŠ -  Postgraduate school 

 fte -  full-time equivalent of employment (1700/annum)
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 hera -  humanities in the european research area

 iJs -  institute Jožef stefan

 inPrime -  abbreviation for an initiative of innovation
  breakthrough of the Primorska region

 isced -  international standard classification of education

 lds -  liberal democrats of slovenia

 mOnG -  city municipality of nova Gorica

 naKvis -  agency for quality assurance in higher education 
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  slovenian higher education
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 PnG -  nova Gorica Polytechnic 
  (in french Polytechnique de nova Gorica)
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 PtP -  Primorska technology Park

 saZU -  slovenian academy of sciences and arts

 ses -  school of environmental sciences
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 sls -  slovenian People’s Party
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  novel nanomaterials
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“PrehistOry”: 
slOvenian academic 
cOmmUnity and 
transitiOn

twenty-five years for a higher education institution (the school of environ-
mental sciences between september 1995 and december 1998, nova Gori-
ca Polytechnic until march 2006, and the University of nova Gorica since 
then) is a short period, but long enough for its genesis and role in slovenian 
academic environment to be analysed, and, of course, for the opportunity 
to record the views and assessments of the generation of founders, a group 
that began to design its intervention in slovenian higher education in the 
spring of 1993.1

The group consisted of danilo Zavrtanik, director of the Jožef stefan institute 
(iJs), an astrophysicist, the chemist mladen franko, who was a researcher 
at iJs (expert in the study of water pollution) and had just returned from 
doctoral studies in the United states (marquette University), Boštjan Žekš, 
who was a physicist and an influential member of the slovenian academy 

1 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019), Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020), 
mladen franko (11 July 2019); UnG archives, establishment of UnG; com. 
franko (1997), p. 97-101.
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of sciences and arts (saZU), especially in the research policy creation in the 
republic of slovenia and who was a chairman of the iJs board, and mr. Borut 
lavrič, a lawyer at iJs. The group’s common denominator was the assessment 
of the necessity for structural reforms in the slovenian academic system.2 
These protagonists therefore advocated the implementation of reform that 
would establish the conditions for broad autonomy, academic freedom and 
the decisive influence of researchers in the slovenian academic system.3 for 
Zavrtanik and franko, who originated from Primorska region, the establish-
ment of a higher education institution in the domestic region was an added 
value and their contribution to their “home” region.

The necessity for systemic transformation was also pointed out by others, 
mostly those returning from study abroad, who expected that it would 
be possible to copy Western organisational patterns and consistently im-
plement academic culture based on meritocracy due to ongoing political, 
administrative, legal and managerial breakthroughs, and last but not least 
slovenia’s independence.4

With the formal abolition of self-government and then with the adoption 
of the institutions act in 1991, the process of the status transformation of 
slovenian higher education institutions began. This also included reform-
ing higher education programmes, strengthening efforts for quality teach-
ing and international cooperation, and establishing institutional conditions 
for (international) scientific cooperation. as well as, of course, the return 
of slovenian scientists from studies or post-doctoral training to a newly 
established slovenia.5 This tradition of post-doctoral training - as a kind of 
 
 

2 at the beginning of the 1990s, the slovenian academic space consisted of two uni-
versities and research institutes which were established immediately after the sec-
ond World War within the slovenian academy of sciences and arts.

3 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019), Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020) 
and mladen franko (11 July 2019); UnG archives, establishment of UnG; see 
also franko (1997), p. 97-101.

4 turk (1990).
5 Oset (2016), p. 139-140; Oset (2017), p. 25-30.
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slovenian form of disabling the “inzucht” - was initially established among 
physicists and chemists, especially iJs associates.6

slovenia’s academic potential was concentrated in ljubljana (at the Univer-
sity of ljubljana and the institutes established by saZU, including the iJs, 
the institute of chemistry and the institute under the helm of the research 
centre of saZU), and the maribor centre was strengthened under the aus-
pices of the University of maribor.7 The general characteristics of the slove-
nian community in the yugoslav period were, initially, a reliance on estab-
lished european academic standards, frequent reforms, relatively modest 
state investments into science, the growth of the slovenian academic com-
munity after World War ii - more dynamic only in the 1970s - and frequent 
threats of closure and downsizing.8 above all, the latter contributed to the 
building of a “bunker” mentality in already established institutions, which a 
priori rejected “reforms” and the establishment of new institutions.9

Thus, the University of ljubljana understood the establishment of higher 
education institutions in maribor at the end of the 1950s as a form of pre-
ssure to implement higher education reform, resulting in the introduction 
of a three-tier system of higher education study. The main argument was 
the expectation that studies would be shortened; aleš Gabrič calls this a 
Bologna reform before the Bologna reform.10 at the same time, saZU un-
derstood the aforementioned reform, which heralded the focus of research 
at universities, as an attempt to take away its institutes. The reform was only 
partially implemented, and mistrust continued between the institutions.11 

 

6 interview with tanja Peterlin neumaier (October 29 2019); see also Zupančič 
(1997), p. 73-76.

7 Bračič (1983), p. 247-256; Gabrič (2000), p. 55-56; Oset (2017), p. 57-148.
8 Oset (2017), p. 126-140.
9 Oset (2017), p. 113-118; Grafenauer (1969), p. 148-150; Gabrič (1994), p. 105-120.
10 Gabrič (1994), p. 105-120.
11 Oset (2017), p. 113-118.
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as the largest slovenian research institute, iJs was financed from federal 
funds and remained outside these divisions, i.e., with substantial financial 
support, while maintaining its commitment to international cooperation. 
This was certainly a challenge after 1970, when financial maintenance was 
taken over from the yugoslavian federal fund for nuclear research by the 
slovenian budget, and afterward by the self-governing research commu-
nity of slovenia.12

The above-mentioned frictions, which were also the result of competition for 
limited funding, subsided in the early 1980s, due to stabilisation measures 
that drastically reduced funding for science, and severely limited the procure-
ment of instruments and literature, as well as international cooperation. The 
difficult situation brought the academic community together, which result-
ed in a greater community investment in science.13 The situation improved 
somewhat after 1985, when science was included in the concept of the league 
of communists of slovenia under the strategy of the long-term development 
of slovenia until 2000, also known under the slogan of “europe now”. The 
biggest structural shift was made with a project involving 2000 young re-
searchers and the systematic training of researchers for the rejuvenation of 
academic institutions and for greater academic flow. The aim was to trans-
form the academic system and to strengthen cooperation with the economy 
in accordance with the Western european model.14

The 2000 young researchers project relaunched the discussion regarding 
slovenian education and its relevance. Proposals for the structural adjust-
ment of the slovenian education system to modern european trends enjoyed 
a high degree of consensus, with less attention paid to implementation, with 
the exception of ensuring political support. The most sensitive question at 
the institutional level was whether research institutes would also be formally 
included in postgraduate studies. Until then, the postgraduate students of the 

12 ars, as_223, b. 4561, f. 69-12 / 66.
13 Oset (2017), p. 146-148.
14 Baškovič (2016), p. 18-23.
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University of ljubljana had only been able to undertake research work in 
laboratories, and some “institute people” were also lecturers at the University 
of ljubljana, so they were being involved in both types of setting. however, 
research institutes certainly expected more, such as partnership, at least, in 
the implementation of postgraduate studies. researchers led by saZU advo-
cated for strengthening the scope and quality of postgraduate studies and for 
reducing the structural development gap with the West.15

in may, 1990, after taking power, the demos government which consisted 
of a wide-array of opposition figures to the communist led-governments in 
the late 1980s, dealt mainly with the status transformation of universities 
and institutes, which was a necessity after the abolition of self-governance. 
Governmental reforms were not always welcomed by academia, which acc-
used the government of political bias,16 resulting in the government post-
poning the much-awaited reforms. The government therefore adopted the 
Public research institutions act and the research activity act and struc-
tural dilemmas had to be delayed for a couple for years.17

already in 1991, the law on higher education had been agreed upon. never-
theless, the University of ljubljana then withdrew from the agreement. The 
rector of the University of maribor, alojz Križman, complained that the 
University of ljubljana was withdrawing its consent to the solutions that 
had already been agreed upon, and that the minister was allegedly support-
ing this. On the other hand, the University of ljubljana had again taken the 
position that the government was once again using the University of mari-
bor and its readiness to accept the government’s views in order to apply 
pressure on the University of ljubljana concerning the reform.18

15 Oset (2017), p. 146-148.
16 archives of saZU, Presidency 1990-1992.
17 interview with Borut lavrič (14 may 2019).
18 Požar and Urh (1991), p. 26.
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representatives of maribor’s higher education have always emphasised 
the importance of decentralisation for the purposes of slovenia’s regional, 
more coherent and, above all, faster development, as the (centralist) de-
cision-making system, in which local self-governing communities are the 
executors of the governmental decisions that openly favours the biggest 
slovenian university in ljubljana. The reluctance of the slovenian govern-
ment to establish a second higher education centre in maribor in 1950s and 
1960s, also linked to the rivalry between maribor and ljubljana representa-
tives of higher education, was felt even decades later.19

in december 1993, the national assembly of the republic of slovenia fi-
nally adopted the higher education act. On its basis, the transformation of 
both state universities began, and for the first time, the establishment of in-
dependent higher education institutions was made possible. former higher 
education programmes have been abandoned and, in addition to university 
study programmes, three-year higher professional programmes have been 
introduced. With the transformation of postgraduate study programmes, 
the possibility of obtaining a doctorate of science without an intermediate 
master’s degree gradually began to emerge.20

Pursuant to the vocational and Professional education act, adopted by the 
national assembly of the republic of slovenia in february 1996, the pos-
sibility of studying at a tertiary level has expanded due to new vocational 
colleges, both in the two universities and in some other regional centres. 
in november 1999, the national assembly of the republic of slovenia ad-
opted the amendments to the higher education act, in which it imple-
mented the amendments that resulted from the assessment of the accom-
plished changes and further needs of higher education. in the decrees on 
the transformation of both universities, adopted by the national assembly 
of the republic of slovenia in march 2000, in addition to broadly defined 
scientific research and artistic activities, the fields of study were classified 
 

19 ibid.; see also Kmecl (1997), p. 17.
20 higher education act, legal information system, http://pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregled-

Predpisa?id=ZAKO172, 12. June 2020.
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in accordance with the international classification, isced (Unesco, 1997). in 
accordance with the legal principle that the university is an “autonomous, 
scientific research, artistic and educational higher education institution 
with a special position”, the decree regulates only the relations between the 
state and the university, and all internal relations of a university are regu-
lated by statute.21

The higher education act remained in force despite criticism, repeated 
amendments and attempts to draft a new, revised higher education act; 
some articles have otherwise been repealed, such as the retirement age of 
professors. The fundamental issue of the financial autonomy of higher edu-
cation institutions remained unresolved. The act therefore determined the 
basic conditions for the further development of slovenian higher education 
on the basis of general access to higher education. moreover, the state en-
couraged enrollment in higher education programmes with benefits, which 
on the one hand, was intended to significantly increase the proportion of 
highly educated people, thereby accelerating the structural adaptation of 
the slovenian society and the slovenian economy to post-industrial chall- 
enges, and, on the other hand, to reduce the pressure of the younger gene- 
ration on the labour market, especially in the early years of the transition.

The law enabled the strengthening of research at higher education institu-
tions and the introduction of competition between programmes and slove-
nian institutions. The latter was enacted in January 1995 with the adoption 
of the national research Programme. This was a hint to experts that en-
couraged the establishment of new, additional research groups within ex-
isting institutions, as well as outside of them, within new institutions, both 
in ljubljana and elsewhere.22

21 Oset (2016), p. 140.
22 ibid.
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The University of ljubljana was weary of the establishment of new inde-
pendent “private” institutions, however, the leading officials were over-
burdened by regulating relations between the rectorate and its faculties. 
nevertheless, while the establishment of a new institutions without the 
consent of the first university and its professors was theoretically possi-
ble, it was an almost insurmountable task. There were quite a few visible 
and invisible systemic barriers, among them the fulfilment of a sufficient 
number of habilitated professors. The habilitation procedure is much 
more than just meeting of the criteria as stated in the rules. The accusa-
tion of habilitating unsuitable candidates can have a devastating effect on 
the institution - in the academic world, quantity does not give birth to 
quality, it is rather the contrary.23

ideas of a non-governmental, even private, initiative in the field of education 
was regarded almost blasphemous. The state monopoly remained an axiom 
of the slovenian education system, and non-state institutions were always 
only adjunct to the system. systemic resistance to change was pointed out 
by (young) scientists who wanted to return to slovenia after completing 
their education or training and continue their careers in their own country 
- in their home region.24 in short, they pointed out the systemic rigidity, 
the power of informal networks in a relatively small academic community 
and established management patterns, which academician miha tišler calls 
the mandarin mentality, so that established patterns were perpetuated and 
changes were possible with a gradualist approach - evolution takes prece-
dence over revolution.25

23 ivelja (1995); see also Zupančič (1997), p. 71-76.
24 turk (1990); Pelicon (1990); Zidanšek (1992).
25 tišler (2001), p. 28-45; see also adam (1999), p. 65.
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Academic Prof. Dr. Boštjan Žekš’s inscription to the Book of honorary guests on 15 October 
2015, after being awarded the UNG gold plaque.26

26 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
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Of course, there were initiatives to establish new higher education institu-
tions, especially in the Primorska region. The interest of local communities 
in establishing such institutions as means of faster economic development 
also increased, primarily through the repatriation of intellectuals.27 But 
public opinion towards such projects was restrained. The rhetorical ques-
tion of whether slovenia could do it or could afford it was asked. Would it 
not be better to further develop another slovenian university in maribor, 
and only then think about other changes?28

27 see also Špacapan (1997), p. 19-22; see also Pečan (1998), p. 23-24; Krnel Umek 
(2004).

28 toplak (2000); see also Kontler salamon (2005b).
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the Path tOWards 
the schOOl Of 
envirOnmental 
sciences

The founding fathers of UnG, gathered around the iJs director danilo Za-
vrtanik, decided in the spring of 1993 to try to establish its own postgraduate 
school based on the institute’s experience in training young researchers, ex-
cellent conditions for research work, opportunities to join international re-
search groups and training at institutions abroad, while taking into account 
the immanent attractiveness of lecturing for some researchers who wanted to 
address the so-called pedagogical eros by transferring their knowledge out-
side the boundaries of their academic community.29

in accordance with the reputation of iJs in the academic system, the initiators 
expected covert and open opposition to the project, so they partly linked it to 
older pedagogical projects30 and the network of institutes of slovenia project. 

29 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019), Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020), 
mladen franko (11 July 2019) and Borut lavrič (14 may 2019); UnG archives, 
reserach on establishment of the Postgraduate school of environmental science.

30 in 1988, three yugoslav “nuclear” institutes tried to establish a postgraduate 
school, in addition to the iJs, in Zagreb and Belgrade (vinča). in the spring of 
1991, two proposals for the establishment of a postgraduate school were prepared 
by danilo Zavrtanik; the first in collaboration with Peter Križan, and the second 
in collaboration with Gabrijel Kernel.
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as part of the latter project, they examined the possibilities of cooperating 
with local communities in establishing their iJs postgraduate school.31

The initiators expected the University of ljubljana to oppose the iJs project, 
as such a postgraduate school would present strong competition, because 
the largest slovenian research institute met the academic requirements, had 
experience in training doctoral students, and its researchers could obtain 
habilitations at foreign institutions. nevertheless, the initiators wanted to 
avoid an open conflict, so they looked for a suitable (as yet untreated) inter-
disciplinary field of study and a location outside ljubljana. Thus, in the event 
of resistance within the academic community, the project could be present-
ed as an “experiment” within the provisions of the higher education act.32 
The ambitions of the management were, of course, significantly greater, as 
was realised by attentive observers of the slovenian academic system.33

Through silent diplomacy, the initiators communicated their intentions and 
goals to key personalities in the slovenian academic system. The key me-
diating role was played by the academic robert Blinc, who was associated 
with both the University of ljubljana and the iJs, and was at the same time 
the vice-president of saZU, as well as being among the influential strate-
gists of reforming the slovenian academic community. he remained in the 
memory of many influential people as a slovenian candidate for the nobel 
Prize, i.e., after an ambitious but unrealised project by milan Osredkar.34

Blinc’s support was important, but the initiators realised that they could 
not count on the support of the University of ljubljana. They decided to 
conduct the graduate school with american professors, who would also be 
involved in the preparation of the programme.35

31 franko (1997), p. 97-98.
32 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019), Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020), 

mladen franko (11 July 2019), Borut lavrič (14 may 2019).
33 see also Koron (1997).
34 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
35 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and mladen franko (11 July 2019).
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due to the vague status of the provision of public service, which limited the 
implementation of higher education programmes in a foreign language, and 
the related funding of programmes, the iJs was looking for a partner in the 
local community which could address possible political reservations in the 
higher political arena. They ascertained the level of interest from local au-
thorities in novo mesto, celje, Koper and nova Gorica. The first and second 
local communities did not decide to participate, the third had selected de-
signers of its own strategy (establishment of a state higher education insti-
tution - the University of Primorska in Koper), and the fourth community 
accepted the initiative to establish a higher education institution in the city.36

The mayor of the municipality of nova Gorica (mOnG), Črtomir Špaca-
pan, immediately accepted the initiative, as he was considering a strate-
gic transformation of the local economy, which relied on a service sector 
(gaming and tourism) that is mostly tied to italian guests. The municipality 
expected the project to establish a bridge for the return of domestic experts 
from ljubljana and abroad, including studies at italian universities, and in 
the long run to establish a new knowledge-based development paradigm.37 
Of course, the issue of establishing a university in the Primorska region 
already existed as political topic at that time.38

a cold shower for such ideas was the assessment by international experts 
that slovenia needed only two universities. in contrast to other transition 
countries, slovenia decided to address the increased interest in studying 
within existing institutions, in part by expanding part-time study, so that a 
portion of the financial burden would be taken over by part-time students, 
tuition payers.39 existing institutions were overcrowded, prompting some 
opinion leaders to point out the need to reform study and governance, but 
eventually supported the establishment of new higher education institu-
tions that would offer quality programmes to relieve existing institutions.40

36 franko (1997), p. 97-98; nm (2005).
37 Špacapan (1997), p. 18-22.
38 Krnel Umek (2004), p. 13-16; Plesničar (1997), p. 43-48.
39 Bieber and heppner (2015).
40 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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at iJs, the desire was to design an internationally comparable postgra- 
duate programme in which foreign students would be included and which 
would be carried out with the participation of foreign lecturers. a consid-
erable obstacle to the realisation of this idea was the provision in the higher 
education act that: “The teaching language is slovenian.” The law stipulated 
that, with certain exceptions, the implementation of higher education pro-
grammes in slovenian was an essential aspect of the provision of public 
service and thus for entitlement to public funds. The law restricted the im-
plementation of the study process to the slovenian language but provided 
exceptions as well. One of these was the implementation of parts of “study 
programmes [in a foreign language] if guest higher education teachers 
from abroad participate in its implementation or a larger number of for-
eign students are enrolled”. doubtful legal diction, otherwise a compromise 
solution, significantly discouraged both the group of advocates of greater 
inclusion of foreign experts in the slovenian higher education area and the 
advocates of slovenian as the language of instruction.41

in the described situation, Zavrtanik’s group decided to choose environ-
mental issues as a new field of study.42 in slovenia in the early 1990s, slove-
nian politics became greener, environmental legislation was adopted on the  
basis of the principle of sustainable management and the aarhus convention, 
and there was a lack of suitably qualified experts, especially those who could  
assess environmental issues in an interdisciplinary manner.43

41 higher education act, legal information system, http://pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregled-
Predpisa?id=ZAKO172, 12. 6. 2020.

42 at the end of the 1980s, environmental activism attracted a wide range of the 
population, and members of the movement founded the political party The 
Greens, which joined the demos government and contributed to the greening 
of slovenian politics. slovenia has modernised its legal order and has stepped up 
its efforts to protect the environment and transform its subsystems on the basis 
of the concept of sustainable management of natural resources. see also Oset 
(2019), p. 63-79.

43 see also marega and Kos (2002).
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The initiators opted for the postgraduate level due to the experience of the iJs 
in training young researchers and the possibility of including foreign lectu- 
rers in the study process. University professors from the Biotechnical school 
of the University of ljubljana were also invited to participate. due to the stat-
ed format and staffing conditions, the programme was designed in the form 
of condensed and intensive lecture courses. such a form facilitated the adap-
tation of the pedagogical part of the programme to the research work, and 
also enabled the inclusion of foreign students. in general, the fundamental 
component was international connectivity. a step in this direction was the 
introduction of a credit system, which enabled the student to adapt the study 
programme to personal interests and the field of research work.44

american professors accepted the invitation and came to give free lectures, 
even though they knew very little about slovenia. They trusted the infor-
mation provided by the circle of initiators that a top academic educational 
institution was being established and that there was latent opposition to the 
new institution, so the reputation of the lecturers would help its emergence 
(and then development) in the initial phase. at the same time, a new peda- 
gogical field would emerge, especially important for a transition country in 
which the environmental damage of aggressive management would have 
to be remedied and at the same time the understanding of environmental 
issues in a society in transition would have to be strengthened: politically, 
socially and economically - in post-industrial society.45

With the postgraduate school as an independent higher education insti-
tution - the school of environmental sciences - the founders (iJs and the 
mOnG) intended to supplement the offer of both slovenian universities 
with a new complementary and internationally reputable study programme, 
as well as to meet the economic and social need for experts with a broad 

44 UnG archives, research on establishment of the Postgraduate school of environ-
mental science.

45 ibid.; interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019); see also Oset (2019), p. 63-79.
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Prof. dr. Stanko Strmčnik, Professor Emeritus of UNG, on his contribution to the creation 
of UNG.46

multidisciplinary knowledge of environmental science. an important as-
pect was the strengthening of the transfer of knowledge and experience 
from the research sphere to social subsystems, including the education-
al sphere, which would upgrade the education system and its integration 
into modern international educational trends. The institution had a strong 
regional character, both at the level of slovenia - the creation of a higher 
education centre in nova Gorica - and internationally - at the level of the 
deepening of existing cooperation between italy, slovenia and austria, i.e., 
upgrading cooperation within the alpe adria regional initiative.47

When planning the postgraduate school, the initiators expected that the 
postgraduate students would do research work in their home institutions, 
and as an alternative, the iJs envisaged, students would be included in 

46 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
47 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and mladen franko (11 July 2019).
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Minister of the Environment Roko Žarnić on the role and importance of the School of 
Environmental Science in Slovenian society.48

48 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
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Joseph F. Sutter, Honorary Doctor of UNG, on the importance of science in society.49

research groups and provided with the necessary research equipment and 
facilities. already at the time of its establishment, the key goal was to es-
tablish the conditions for research work at the school of environmental 
sciences. The precondition for this was the acquisition of premises.50

49 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
50 UnG archives, reserach on establishment of the Postgraduate school of environ-

mental science.
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estaBlishment 
Of the schOOl Of 
envirOnmental 
sciences and its early 
years

Operational preparations for the establishment of the ses were carried out 
in the autumn of 1994, when Zavrtanik’s team officially invited foreign ex-
perts and institutions to participate. On november 14, 1994, a memoran-
dum was sent to rutgers state University in new Jersey. Professor sidney 
a. Katz, who shared the memorandum with his colleagues, reported in a 
letter to Zavrtanik on december 4, 1994: »There is interest. i will provide 
you with names and curriculum vitae in January. as you might expect, i am 
most anxious to participate in these lectures«. The memorandum was also 
sent to Professor Werner hofmann of the University of salzburg, Profes-
sor corrado sarzanini of the University of turin and Professor Burton c. 
cross of the University of iowa. interest in the collaboration was expressed 
by professors from other american universities, such as Professor elan 
Gandsman of yale University.51

51 ibid.
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In September 2012, the contribution of Prof. Dr. Corrado Sarzanini in the formation and 
development of the SES (School of Environmental Sciences), PNG (School of Engineer-
ing and Management) and UNG was acknowledged with the title of professor emeritus.52  
Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.

talks with potential lecturers from slovenian higher education institutions 
started when the basic network of lecturers had already been established. 
first, the iJs signed a statement on cooperation in the implementation of 
study Programmes with the institute of Biology ljubljana, on 16 June 1995, 
and then the statement was signed by a wide range of professors of the 
University of ljubljana: Prof. dr. Peter stegnar, Prof. dr. Janez Štupar, Prof. 
dr. Boštjan Žekš, Prof. dr. franc Gubenšek, Prof. dr. veljko rus, Prof. dr. 
andrej Čokl, Prof. dr. Jadran faganeli, Prof. dr. stanko strmčnik, Prof. dr. 
ivan marušič, doc. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, doc. dr. alenka malej, doc. dr. 
ana Gregorčič, dr. rafael martinčič, dr. ivan Kobal, dr. mladen franko, 
dr. radmila milačič and dr. Borut smodiš. With the acquisition of consent, 
an application was prepared for the approval of the establishment of the 
Postgraduate school of environmental science as an independent higher  

52 UnG archives, photo library.
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The signing of the founding agreement on 24 September 1995 at Kromberk Castle was 
followed by the inaugural session of the SES senate, which was attended by members of the 
SES senate (Prof. Dr. Franc Bizjak, Prof. Andrej Tokl, Prof. Dr. Ana Gregorčič, Prof. Dr. 
Franc Gubenšek, Prof. Dr. Nikola Kallay, Prof. Dr. Burton T. Kross, Prof. Dr. Ivan Marušič, 
Prof. Dr. Peter Stegnar, Prof. Dr. Janez Štupar, Prof. Dr. Boštjan Žekš - Dean), Representa-
tive founders (mayor of the MONG Črtomir Špacapan and director of IJS doc. Dr. Danilo 
Zavrtanik) and lawyer Borut Lavrič.53

education institution. Prior to submitting the application, the initiators ob-
tained the opinion of colleagues from the University of ljubljana and from 
various american universities. The application was sent to the council for 
higher education of the republic of slovenia (svŠ rs) on 22 June 1995.54

On 7 July 1995, the council for higher education of the republic of slo-
venia (svŠ rs) issued the consent for the establishment of the Postgradu-
ate school of environmental science as a faculty. The formal establishment 
took place on 24 september 1995, when the representatives of the founders

53 UnG archives, UnG photo library.
54 UnG archives, research on establishment of the Postgraduate school of environ-

mental science; interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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The inauguration ceremony was attended by representatives of Slovenian high politics and 
academia (President of Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts Dr. France Bernik and 
Rector of the University of Maribor Prof. Dr. Ludvik Toplak).55

signed a contract on the establishment of the ses at Kromberk castle: 
danilo Zavrtanik for iJs and Črtomir Špacapan for the mOnG. The school 
was entered in the register at the district court in nova Gorica in Octo-
ber 1995, and on 22 december 1995, svŠ rs issued the consent to the in-
troduction of the postgraduate study programme environmental sciences. 
On 6 June 1996, the ses was entered in the register of higher education 
institutions at the ministry of education and sport under serial number 4. 
With this decision, minister slavko Gaber confirmed the fulfilment of the 
conditions for the implementation of the postgraduate study programme 
environmental sciences, which began in the 1996/97 academic year. yet, 
the study programme already started in summer of 1996.56

The co-founder (mOnG) provided the appropriate offices and material con-
ditions for the lectures, thus demonstrating its intention to support the pro- 

55 UnG archives, photo library.
56 UnG archives, study transformation of the school of environmental sciences.
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ject long-term, thus fulfilling local desires for higher education in the Goriška 
region and for returning educated locals to the Goriška region, where a strong 
academic centre and generator of local development would be formed.57

The ses decided to attract a wide range of associates to management, in 
addition to the core members who designed the school. in this spirit - and 
following the example of american universities - they appointed two lead-
ing officials: a dean and a president. dean academic Žekš was placed in 
charge of academic issues, and President Zavrtanik was placed in charge of 
management matters. such a division between academic and managerial 
duties was formally in force until 2009, when, after the departure of Žekš, 
all managerial powers were combined in the function of the rector.58

The first turning point in the development of the ses was the change in the 
leadership of the iJs. in July 1996, the drnovšek government did not reap-
point Zavrtanik as director of the iJs. experts acknowledged Zavrtanik’s 
success in the transition of the institute, including the appropriate structural 
adjustment and independence of companies, so they estimated that the gov-
ernment decided to reform the slovenian academic system, as well as inter-
personal relations at the iJs. in other words, the government (among other 
things) prevented the establishment of a higher education institution under 
the auspices of the iJs, while allowing a “non-state” higher education institu-
tion as a kind of experiment and encouragement to state institutions to em-
ulate the ses in renewing programmes and fostering internationalisation.59

Under the new leadership, iJs undertook to contribute 2 fte60 as a co-founder; 
after 2009, due to austerity measures, the financial contribution was gradually 

57 see also Špacapan (1997), p. 21-22; UnG archives, management Board, minutes 
of the 11th meeting of the PnG management Board (3 december 1999).

58 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and Borut lavrič (14 may 2019).
59 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020); see also marsel (1995).
60 full-time equivalent - the full-time workload of a researcher is 1700 hours per year. 

it is an accounting unit to cover expenditure. The Public agency for research of the 
republic of slovenia has six accounting categories, which differ from each other in 
the amount of expenditure on the costs of research work and the support system.
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abolished.61 The impact of the iJs on the ses certainly exceeded financial 
contribution, because the academic culture within the iJs was “transplanted” 
to the new institution.

at the beginning, the mOnG provided premises for management activities 
in the archives in nova Gorica (two offices and a student room), and for ped-
agogical activities in the (old) Perla casino. a number of activities were still 
carried out at the iJs, mainly research work. spatial issues have always been 
a significant issue in the development of the institution, initially due to the 
great interest in studying, and later due to attempts to establish a campus 
modelled on american universities. such a model was foreign and unpopular 
to local and state decision-makers, and it was also a financially and (by place-
ment in urban space) administratively and politically demanding project.62

With this, a research-based higher education institution began to be built. 
The designers presented their plans at the principal level in the form of 
strategy and goals, primarily the achievement of international academ-
ic standards. at the same time, the city authorities secured the long-term 
ambition to build a university centre as an added value in the city, which, 
after the breakup of yugoslavia, wanted to maintain its status as a slovenian 
window onto the slovenian border, while establishing a slovenian cultural 
infrastructure that would match the intellectual potential of italian higher 
education institutions. This is a period when borders were expected to fall, 
including in cultural terms, with the entry into the european Union (eU), 
in favour of free movement of goods and services and people. at the same 
time, of course, the border reflex has grown, which is most often placed in 
the positivist context of equal competition.63

61 UnG archives, 2009_correspondence.
62 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019); see also crnica (1999b).
63 see also alič (1998); novak (2001).
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The proceedings of the SES were mostly conducted in English, as foreign professors and 
experts were involved in the operation of the SES.64

64 UnG archives, senate of the ses, minutes of the 8th meeting of the ses senate 
(24 september 1998).
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The interest of candidates in the environment postgraduate study programme 
exceeded expectations, so restrictions were introduced; in the first round, 
students were selected based on evidence of performance, and in the second, 
interviews were conducted with candidates. encouraged by the favourable 
response of the candidates, ses management began to assess initiatives for 
the introduction of new study programmes, such as economic management, 
woodworking, informatics and electrical engineering. The ministry under 
the leadership of slavko Gaber was satisfied with the work of the ses.65

The ministry, which was restrictive in regard to the establishment of new higher 
education institutions in comparison with other transition countries, wanted to 
prevent the creation of new institutions, especially non-state institutions. in pub-
lic discourse, the loss of state monopoly over education and the insufficient qual-
ity control in new institutions are most often referred to as deterrents. according 
to for higher education in 1990s, Pavel Zgaga, there was a fear that there would 
be a repeat of the maribor scenario in which, due to a political agreement, col-
leges were renamed as faculties without prior qualitative assessments.66 moreover, 
the greatly increased interest in tertiary education was thus solved by increasing 
enrollment for full-time study at existing universities and expanding part-time 
study, which in the first fifteen years of the independent state, contributed to 
strengthening non-state sources of higher education funding.67

The ministry wanted to gradually introduce internationally comparable 
criteria and take care of the internationalisation of slovenian higher ed-
ucation. There was less attention paid to the systemic regulation of the 
autonomy of university institutions and their establishment in the Pri-
morska region. at the same time, the idea of founding the University of 
Primorska gained political support among Primorska deputies. The project 
also enjoyed support from the academic community, including the rector of 
the University of maribor, ludvik toplak.68

65 UnG archives, study transformation of the school of environmental sciences; 
interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019); Koron (1997).

66 see also Kontler salamon (2001).
67 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
68 toplak (2000).
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due to all the above, the ses management spoke publicly about their plans 
only when they exceeded the required criteria to a considerable extent and 
were convinced that their arguments would pass the proceedings before the 
council for higher education of the republic of slovenia and possibly addi-
tional court proceedings.69 in public appearances, the representatives of the 
ses spoke only about themselves, and diplomatically pointed out the system-
ic challenges in higher education without an unnecessary and disrespectful 
assessment of other higher education institutions.70 as ranka ivelja wrote, 
they accepted the status of a creative shelter for those overlooked and mar-
ginalised by the media.71 academic Boštjan Žekš, dean of the ses, later head 
of the nova Gorica Polytechnic (PnG) and the University of nova Gorica 
(UnG), a member of the core management until 2009, agrees with this po-
sition. for him, the ses represented an institution that enabled the return 
of slovenian experts from abroad to slovenia at the macro level, and from 
ljubljana to its own regional centre at the micro level.72

in a way, this was an espousal of developments toward decentralization 
within the slovenian academic community, such as this had been estab-
lished in the late 1960s in the field of economics.73 With the transition and 
with independence, the centralisation of slovenia was greatly strength-
ened.74 With the concept of polycentric development, which was compa-
rable to that on a european level, there was a new generation of senior 
managers (d. Zavrtanik, m. franko, G. Bratina and iztok arčon). The ses 
used this as an argument as to why the north Primorska region needed an 
(independent) higher education centre.75 at the same time, there was the 
general latent Primorska refugee status, tied to generations of slovenian in-
tellectuals who, after the italian occupation and annexation of the western 
part of slovenian ethnic territories, went to yugoslavia while longing to re-
turn home to Primorska. refugee status thus contributed to the formation 

69 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and Borut lavrič (14 may 2019).
70 see also Švagelj (1998).
71 ivelja (1995).
72 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
73 see also Prinčič and Borak (2006).
74 see also lorenčič (2012); see also novak (2001).
75 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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of a strong identity related to Primorska, which, after the Paris Peace treaty 
in 1947 and the annexation of Primorska to slovenia, developed separately 
in both cultural centres of Primorska.76

due to this, the ses was warmly accepted at its inception as a “notewor-
thy event” and announced that a third slovenian university could be estab-
lished. Journalists often asked Zavrtanik if the ses would develop into a 
third slovenian university. he replied that, in principle, the new university 
must emerge from its foundations and not from the top, with academic 
standards being key, and the organisational status and organisational struc-
ture being subordinate to this.77

The issue of the University of Primorska is always present in the public dis-
course related to the ses. The public expected that the success of the ses, in-
cluding the ability to attract foreign professors and students and the publication 
of professors in reputable foreign journals, would contribute to the establish-
ment of the University of Primorska as soon as possible.78 at the ses, where 
new programmes were designed, it was diplomatically emphasised that the goal 
was not to compete with both slovenian universities or to establish a university, 
but to give students knowledge that was not present in the slovenian academic 
system or in those in its vicinity. This defined the mission and confirmed the 
homeland status of the ses within the slovenian academic system.79

Zavrtanik tested the response of the academic community in december 1996 
when he asked himself the rhetorical question of whether science could thrive 
outside traditional centres (ljubljana, maribor). had the digital revolution, 
which overcomes distances - which enthusiasts embraced in the metaphor 
of the creation of a “global village” - allowed changes in the slovenian aca-
demic system? in short, whether the university was still based on something 
megalomaniac, urgently needing the broadest political consensus, or per-
haps the time had come when stakeholders, primarily scientific, could decide 

76 see also dolenc (2010), p. 197-198.
77 see also Gerkšič (2000).
78 see also Plesničar (1997), p. 43-48.
79 franko (1997), p. 97-99; Švagelj (1998).
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President of the SES Danilo Zavrtanik.80

independently, on the basis of clear criteria, on the most appropriate form 
of organisation, including the accomplishment of the highest ranked and re- 
cognisable status existing in the academic system - the status of a university.81

at the same time, Zavrtanik pointed out the importance of supporting the 
hinterland, both in the form of a well-rounded research group that was em-
bedded in the local environment as well as local communities.82

in the spring of 1997, the local community decided to make the ses as a core 
around which higher education and research and technology activities in 
northern Primorska would develop. The substantive assessment of proposals 
and the determination of conceptual development taken by the ses remained 
the responsibility of management at a higher education institution. in the first 
years of the ses’s existence, science programmes were mainly those being 
discussed, although there was interest among the locals for the establishment 

80 UnG archives, photo library.
81 mušič (1998b).
82 mušič (1998b).
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of colleges in the field of social science and humanities.83 The initiators of 
these programmes gained the attention of the media following successful ef-
forts by coastal colleges, later members of the University of Primorska.84

The ses was the cornerstone for shaping the research paradigm in the 
Goriška region. The management of the mOnG, under the leadership of 
mayor Črtomir Špacapan, perceived the ses as an important building block 
in formulating a new development strategy based on the highest ideals of 
science. first and foremost, the mOnG expected that the establishment of 
a higher education institution would contribute to a faster return of Pri-
morska doctoral science graduates to their domestic region, where young 
people would revitalise the economy and create a dynamic economic en-
vironment, thus contributing to new businesses and thus prosperity. With 
the transition and facilitated crossing of people, goods and services across 
the border, the special geopolitical position of nova Gorica seemed under 
threat.85 in this regard, it is also necessary to understand the initiative for 
the establishment of the Primorska technology Park (PtP), which, despite 
bold plans, initially caused a dispute in jurisdiction between the newly 
established municipalities in the old municipality of nova Gorica.86 lat-
er, disagreements arose between the founders, mainly due to the failure to 
achieve set goals, a lack of vision and actions taken that were contrary to the 
project’s basic mission. in the early years, the PnG invested considerable 
involvement in the operation of PtP, as the management was convinced 
that cooperation between stakeholders in the local environment was crucial 
for participation in national and european tenders, for local employment of 
graduates and doctoral students and for higher added value, i.e., companies 
initially cooperating with a higher education institution might eventually 
be able to donate funds to it and generally support its operation.87

83 UnG archives, mOnG; UnG archives, minutes of Board meetings for the period 
1998-2005.

84 Žekš (2003).
85 Špacapan (1997), p. 19-22.
86 mušič and marussig (1999), p. 3.
87 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 19th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (4 march 2002); see also Kovač (2005).
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Nobel laureate Prof. Dr. James W. Cronin supported the creation of the SES and its devel-
opment, and in September 2000 he was the first in the history of UNG to receive the title of 
Honorary Doctor.88

The ses managed to bring top scientists to the Goriška region, including 
nobel laureate James W. cronin. during his visit at the beginning of June 
1997, at the end of the third academic year of the environment master’s 
programme, the ses was visited by a group of foreign journalists who were 
specialists in science. Public recognition for the ses and its final admission 
to the slovenian academic community was represented by the recognition 
awarded by the ambassador of science of the republic of slovenia to the 
President of the ses, dr. Zavrtanik on 24 June 1997.89

The recognition gave the ses leadership additional motivation, especially in 
light of favourable media reports that the higher education institution was a 
success  and the perception of Zavrtanik, who became the public face of the 
new higher education institution, as a cosmopolitan with a true sense of pa-
triotism and who thought globally and acted locally.90 The management took 

88 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
89 crnica (1997).
90 [ano] (1997), p. 7.
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advantage of the favourable conditions for structural growth by preparing new 
study programmes addressing initiatives in the local environment. first and 
foremost, this was the interdisciplinary field of economics and technology, i.e., 
a field that has been extremely popular in all transition countries, including 
slovenia. Therefore, in the first decade, until the economic crisis, such pro-
grammes had a very good enrollment of slovenian students, both from Goriška 
and central slovenia. from this, the school of Business and technology later 
developed, and after the transformation, when UnG became a university - the 
school of engineering and management.91 The second initiative led to the es-
tablishment of a centre for the sensory evaluation of wine under the auspices of 
the World Wine Organisation in Paris. This was the beginning from which the 
study programme viticulture and enology developed in 2003 (due to the long 
procedure before the council for higher education of the republic of slovenia, 
it was implemented for the first time in the academic year 2006/07).92

at the same time, the connection of the ses to the local region and especially 
with its economy was constantly sought, as is evident from the list of its first 
study programmes: the postgraduate study programme in environmental 
science and the undergraduate study programme economics and manage-
ment of Production technological systems. The two programmes were cho-
sen carefully, as they provided practical training and thus career planning 
for young people and (part-time) study opportunities for candidates who 
were already working for companies but who wanted to gain new theoretical 
knowledge and thus a more confident performance in their profession. The 
employability of graduates, masters and doctoral students was high, the result 
of quality work with students and highly motivated candidates.93

This is one of the reasons why the ses was able to obtain funds from donors 
for the setting up of laboratories. The company fotona d.d. helped to arrange 
the laboratory for semiconductors, and agroind vipava helped with the  
ultra-high-vacuum system.94

91 UnG archives, minutes of Board meetings.
92 UnG archives, minutes of Board meetings.
93 see also Švagelj (1998); mušič (1999b).
94 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 8th meeting of the ses 

management Board (1 december 1998).
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Work with students on the then “modern” information devices - personal computers.95

at that time, the ses created the public impression that it was a small in-
stitution with scientists who, despite modest conditions, do good science, 
transfer knowledge to young people, and are extremely ambitious and con-
fident in their success. This mentality was embraced by the university motto 
adopted at the time scientia vinces. at the same time, the representatives 
of the ses represented an unusual mentality for the slovenian academic 
system: young people will have to create their own jobs,96 thus striving to 
create new research areas that could form the core of future research or 
educational units within a higher education institution and thus herald its 
transformation into a university.97

95 UnG archives, photo library.
96 figelj (1998), p. 3.
97 im (1998).
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BISTRINE
DOGODIVŠČINE

Nika Simčič, Klemen Levičnik in Tina Mahnič

poučna ekološka zgodbica, nastala v sklopu projekta
Okoljsko ozaveščanje otrok z doživetji v naravi

Študentski inovativni projekt 
za družbeno korist za študijsko leto 2017/18

Students acquire a wider range of competencies within student projects, including within 
projects Creative Path to Knowledge and students innovative Projects for the Benefit 
of society (ŠiPK). An instructive ecological story of the Bistra adventure, Environmental 
awareness of children with experiences in nature, was created within the ŠIPK project under 
the tutelage of Prof. Mladen Franko.98

98 simčič (2018).
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Opinion of Dr. Alan Appleby regarding a study programme based on the principle of the cre-
dit system. The curriculum enabled mobility for students, and professors encouraged the con-
ducting of part of the study or research at other, including American, universities. The credit 
system in the Slovenian higher education area was introduced only with the Bologna reform.99

at the same time that the ses, in cooperation with foreign experts, inves-
tigated the presence of radon in buildings,100 measured the pollution of 
the soča river with pesticides and halogenated hydrocarbons. Professors 
involved their students in these projects. as domestic experts, they were 
expected to significantly strengthen the presence of stakeholders on the 
non-governmental side, thus invigorated civic society.101

99 UnG archives, study transformation of the school of environmental sciences.
100 it (1998).
101 mušič (1998a).
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The logo of UNG and its predecessors (SES and PNG) was designed by Milena Gregorčič, 
and the coat of arms by Pia Zavrtanik.102 

102 UnG symbols, http://www.ung.si/sl/o-univerzi/simboli/, 24 august 2020.
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transfOrmatiOn Of  
the schOOl Of 
envirOnmental 
sciences intO the  
nOva GOrica 
POlytechnic

in february 1998, the council for higher education of the republic of slove-
nia approved the introduction of a multidisciplinary undergraduate study pro-
gramme in economics and management of technological Production systems. 
With this, the ses added an undergraduate programme to the already-existing 
postgraduate programme in the field of technology, engineering, economics 
and management. With the introduction of this programme, it met the con-
ditions for obtaining state funds for the implementation of the study process. 
in addition, the undergraduate study programme in environmental science 
was prepared (the programme was created in collaboration with american 
and european universities; these participated in the temPUs Phare project: 
study Programme of environmental sciences and management), as was the 
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postgraduate study programme in instruments and measurement techniques 
(a result of cooperation between the ses and trieste synchrotron, i.e., ellettro) 
as well as the postgraduate study programme in radiation in the environment 
(a result of cooperation between the ses and the international atomic energy 
agency). The latter programme was related to the expert activity of the ses, 
which since the spring of 1997, had been monitoring the environmental im-
pact of the reconstruction of the Plave hydroelectric Power Plant and of the 
doblar hydroelectric Power Plant, along with other institutions specialising in 
this field.103

due to the expansion of activities and staff reinforcement and the planned ex-
pansion of research activities on the occasion of the third anniversary of the es-
tablishment of the ses, on 28 september 1998, management decided to trans-
form its status into a Polytechnic, a (small) university, specialized in natural 
sciences. The transformation of the institute was supported by ses’s founders, 
partner institutions and supporters. The title “Polytechnic” was chosen, i.e., an 
organisational format that was not defined by the higher education act.104

With the transformation into PnG, the management of the ses also 
wanted to formally strengthen the institution’s own characteristics, spe-
cifically, research excellence and international recognition, and to facil-
itate international cooperation with the new title. With the change, the 
management also deepened its internal organisation with the aim of a 
more efficient implementation of research and pedagogical activities. an 
accelerated development of PnG was also expected, due to successful 
candidacies in tenders of the ministry of science and technology, the 
eU, the ministry of education and sport, and the acquisition of company 
orders and donor funds.105

103 UnG archives, study transformation of the faculty of environmental sciences; 
see also turel (2000a).

104 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 9th meeting of the PnG 
management Board (17 february 1999).

105 ibid.; UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 11th meeting of the 
PnG management Board (3 december 1999).
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an essential innovation in the role of the ses’s transformation into the 
PnG, as sent to the council for higher education of the republic of slo-
venia, was the role of a higher education institution in a border area, also 
for slovenian national minority in italy. This became a subject of discussion 
with respect to the “brain drain” affecting the Goriška region. The manage-
ment announced that it would attract (slovenian and foreign) experts from 
the West to the Polytechnic, thus providing conditions for faster economic 
growth and establishment of a cultural focus for the north Primorska re-
gion. at the same time, it addressed the concept of a future international 
city after slovenia’s accession to the eU, a city at the crossroads of the slavic, 
romanesque and friulian worlds. it was envisaged that a higher education 
institution would be a defender of slovenian heritage on the western ethnic 
border as well as one of the platforms for economic, cultural and scientific 
coexistence along the border.106

in december 1998, the ses was transformed into the PnG, an institution 
with two intertwined areas: research and education. The research work was 
organised within laboratories (laboratory for Physical and Organic envi-
ronmental chemistry, laboratory for astrophysics of Primary Particles, 
laboratory for epitaxy and nanostructures) and the centre for cryptog-
raphy, and pedagogical work was established within schools. When the ses 
was transformed into the PnG, four schools were envisaged (school of envi-
ronmental sciences, school of technological management, school of app- 
lied science and school of medical Physics and radioecology), although 
the latter was not established.107

The transformation was followed by a transformation in governing bodies. 
PnG bodies were collective (PnG senate, board of directors, council of statu-
tory members, student council) and individual (president, dean). an essential 
innovation was the establishment of a council of statutory members, a consul-
tative body with representatives of (domestic and foreign) higher education 
or research institutions who were interested in the long-term development of 
the PnG and enabled the institution’s involvement in international research. 

106 UnG archives, study transformation of the school of environmental sciences.
107 ibid.
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Prof. Dr. Gvido Bratina, Head of the Laboratory for Epitaxy and Nanostructures, presents 
the equipment and approach for the acquisition and manufacture of research equipment 
to Minister Jure Zupan.108

among the more important tasks of the council was the evaluation of applica-
tions for management positions at the PnG. This body replaced the participa-
tion of foreign experts, who, during the establishment and development of the 
ses, had evaluated study programmes and thus had made an important contri-
bution to the international affirmation of the postgraduate study programme in 
environmental science and to the entire institution in general. There had been 
considerable interest in membership among foreign higher education and 
research institutions.109

The Board of directors, which consisted of representatives of the founders, 
associates and students, appointed members of the PnG senate as the gov-
erning body at the proposal of the chairperson. scientific disciplines and 

108 UnG archives, photo library.
109 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 18th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (28 november 2001); see also crnica (2005).
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In September 2011, UNG awarded the original members of the SES’s Senate with the reco- 
gnition of a gold plaque. Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.110

professional fields were set to be in equal representation. in the slovenian 
academic community, special attention was paid to the position of presidents. 
The head, as the professional head of the PnG, was in charge of facilitating 
and coordinating educational and research activities, carrying out the study 
process, issuing documents, and awarding promotions and prizes. The Pre- 
sident, as the managing body, was in charge of the administrative operations 
and the representation of the PnG. Both senior officials, appointed by the 
board of directors, had a four-year term. a statute stipulated that they consult 
with each other before making important decisions.111 This was a formality, 
because the cooperation between Žekš and Zavrtanik had been successful 
since the establishment of the PnG’s predecessor.112

110 UnG archives, photo library.
111 UnG archives, Board of directors, minutes of the 18th meeting of the PnG Board 

of directors (28 november 2001); UnG archives, management Board, minutes of 
the 23rd meeting of the PnG management Board (23 september 2003).

112 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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The management has always strived for an institution that would be small 
(up to 5,000 students), managerially lean and content-oriented in the field 
of applications and science. With the transformation to the PnG, this goal 
has certainly been achieved.113

educational activity was carried out at faculties and vocational colleges 
which were internal organisational units. compared to faculties at state 
universities, “faculties” - officially schools - at the PnG were not legal en-
tities. however, a senate was formed at each school, headed by the dean of 
each school. research activity took place within laboratories and centres. 
management has since strived to implement the 50-50 model of the divi-
sion of working time, half of the working time being for research work and 
the other half for pedagogical activities.114

The PnG management presented its plans in december 1998 and announced 
the growth in the number of students (1000 by year 2004).115 in doing so, they 
wanted to encourage the mOnG - their co-founder - to start procedures to 
build accommodation facilities for students. On this occasion, the idea of de-
signing a campus following the american example was introduced into pub-
lic discourse, with which the management, with its confident plans and fore-
casts, moved from its founding phase to the development of an independent 
higher education institution that was aware of its quality and potential.116 On 
a symbolic level, this was demonstrated by the production of representative 
symbols (coat of arms, flag and anthem) and the confirmation of the plan to 
move the headquarters to laščak’s villa on rafut.117

as the number of students grew, the management’s efforts to establish a U.s.-
style university campus intensified. This represented a novelty in slovenia, 
because the initiative to establish the campus of the University of ljubljana 

113 UnG archives, nova Gorica Polytechnic: smeri razvoja (2003); see also v. d. (2003).
114 UnG archives, nova Gorica Polytechnic: smeri razvoja (2003).
115 novak (2001); see also turel (2000b).
116 mušič (1999a).
117 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 15th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (5 december 2000).
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had failed in the 1920s due to a lack in money and the government’s lack 
of supportfor scientific institutions, especially on the periphery, where priv-
ileged people were educated in a supposedly separatist spirit.118 The second 
attempt, in the 1950s, was also abandoned, this time due to the inconvenience 
perceived by the authorities in uniting students in one location.119 The idea 
of a campus was therefore first a cognitive and then a technical-operational 
morsel with significant financial effects. The campus issue became an integral 
part of all further discussions, with UnG seeming to have come closest to 
being a nova Gorica campus in 2001. Operational steps were later taken, but 
there was a lack of political support for this project.120

in principle, the initiative for the construction of the campus was supported by 
the minister of education slavko Gaber, who expected that the development of 
the PnG would ease the pressure for the establishment of new higher education 
institutions in the Goriška region. The PnG also received an 80% share of a 
state grant for the implementation of undergraduate programmes.121

at the same time, the Polytechnic acted as a co-founder of the PtP, estab-
lished for the needs of the north Primorska region. a conceptual design was 
set up at the PnG, where they wanted to establish an environment within the 
PtP company that could be at the crossroads of research and entrepreneur-
ship.122 for delo newspaper journalist slavica crnica, the establishment of 
the PtP was a confirmation that nova Gorica had become a university town. 
The establishment of the PtP was somewhat overshadowed by the rivalry 
between the municipalities of nova Gorica and Šempeter - vrtojba, even 
with the establishment of another technology park (tehnološki park Plejade 
d.o.o.) two days after the establishment of the PtP. rather than for reasons  

118 Oset (2014), p. 64-65; dolenc (2005), p. 285-286.
119 ars, as_223, 18th session of slovenian government (12 december 1958).
120 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 11th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (3 december 1999); see also turel (2000a).
121 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 12th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (28 february 2000); mušič (1999a); dravinec (2003).
122 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 11th meeting of the PnG 

management Board (3 december 1999); see also dimic (1999).
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of conceptual divergence, the rivalry largely arose due to the possibility of 
obtaining a european grant from the Phare programme.123

Chieu D. Tran, recipient of the Honorary Doctor title, on his collaboration with UNG.124

123 crnica (1999c).
124 UnG archives, photo library.
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estaBlishment Of a 
state University in 
PrimOrsKa and the PnG

in just four years of operations, the PnG became a well-rounded and respect-
ed institution. This was why stojan Plesničar, a member of the board of the 
PnG and president of the academic society for the Third University of Pri-
morska, publicly took the initiative by proposing a university with two cam-
puses - one on the coast and the other in nova Gorica.125 This later became 
the official position of PnG leadership, especially after the time of drnovšek’s 
third government.126 Plesničar, as an advocate of freedom and academic au-
tonomy, thought that such a plan enabled the achievement of goals while 
maintaining a latent rivalry between the two regional centres that would cre-
ate long-term competition between the two campuses, thus adding value to 
the university and academic community in slovenia in general.127

The establishment of the University of Primorska received strong impetus 
from the formation of Bajuk’s government in June 2000, and even more so 
in the pre-election period taking place in the autumn of the same year.128 
at that time, the PnG had already decided privately to foster further in-

125 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 15th meeting of the PnG 
management Board (5 december 2000); im (1999).

126 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 18th meeting of the PnG 
management Board (28 november 2001).

127 im (1999).
128 Kontler salamon (2000b); Kontler salamon (2000č).
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dependent development, but it indicated its readiness to hold talks with 
colleagues on the coast and the ministry of education, science and sport, 
which had been headed by minister lucija Čok since december 2000.129

The establishment of the University of Primorska was one of the unresolved 
issues of the second drnovšek government, as well as the subject of a dis-
pute between the minister of education slavko Gaber (lds) and the min-
ister of science and technology lojze marinček (sls). The PnG expected 
the support of minister marinček, who, in his public speeches, emphasised 
the research success and integration of the PnG into the international com-
munity.130 But the success of the PnG was a double-edged sword; on the 
one hand, it provided a path toward further independent development, 
and on the other, it threatened its independence, because Gaber insisted it 
ought to be the bedrock for a new state university in Primorska. The issue of 
establishing a state university in Primorska thus became one of the key po-
litical issues in the (pre)election period, especially because of the Primorska 
opposition deputies who demanded government action.131

The progress of slovenia’s accession negotiations with the eU certainly con-
tributed to the intensity of discussion, thus strengthening a border reflex that 
was more pronounced on the coast. The discussions suggested that there was a 
whole series of well-organised higher education institutions on the italian side 
that were attracting slovenian students, and that, with the entry into the eU 
and the opening of the border, the brain drain was only expected to intensify.

On 17 february 2000, minister marinček, then a member of drnovšek’s 
government, publicly supported the establishment of the University of 
Primorska for the first time. he blamed minister Gaber, a member of the 
largest government party, for the slow resolution of the issue. Gaber was su- 
pposed to direct school policy toward establishing higher education schools 
on the coast, thereby reducing the chances of establishing a university, as 
this type of a school institution cannot be the basis for establishing a uni-

129 crnica (2000b); Krebelj (2000); cergol Bavčar (2000).
130 see also marinček (2000).
131 crnica (2000b).
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versity or at least representing its core.132 at the same time, marinček hinted 
that it would be better to define the PnG as a matrix for the new state uni-
versity. The management of the PnG reiterated its commitment to further 
organic development in accordance with the vision of remaining a small, 
specialised, internationally successful and competitive university.133

minister marinček then publicly - especially in the ljubljana newspaper 
delo - and repeatedly suggested that the PnG take the lead in the campaign 
for the establishment of the University of Primorska. in this context, he 
supported the planned construction of the University of nova Gorica and 
pointed out the possibilities brought by the introduction of the so-called 
technological fund.134 as response to marinček’s suggestion, President Za-
vrtanik emphasised that the PnG was strongly research-oriented, especial-
ly in new, emerging interdisciplinary niche areas. The PnG had therefore 
been ready to participate in this meaningful political project, provided that 
it could develop organically within a newly built campus in nova Gorica.135

as already mentioned, with the disintegration of drnovšek’s second govern-
ment and the formation of Bajuk’s government in June 2000, the issue was 
further politicised. On 1 august 2000, ten weeks before the parliamentary 
elections, six (opposition) deputies from the lds and Zlsd submitted a 
bill seeking the establishment of a state university in Primorska that would 
include all higher education institutions in Primorska. its inclusion criteria 
were not set. Opposition lawmakers criticised the government for delaying 
the adoption of the national higher education programme, especially min-
ister marinček and duša Krnel Umek, head of the government commission. 
Krnel Umek blamed previous drnovšek’s governments, which were not in 
favour of establishing a university in Primorska as well as the approach to-
ward establishing new institutions (higher vocational schools) by expanding 
the circle of stakeholders, something that, conversely, delayed the establish-

132 Krebelj and Kasal (2000).
133 Gerkšič (2000); see also d. v. (2003).
134 crnica and roš (2000), Božič (2000), dr. marinček at nova Gorica Polytechnic 

(2000).
135 Gerkšič (2000).
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ment of the university. a representative of the centre-right government accu- 
sed six deputies of seeking state funding for private schools through the cam-
paign; in the public discourse of the time, all non-state higher education in-
stitutions, regardless of their founder, were to be labelled private. however, 
Krnel Umek pointed out that the PnG lacked the humanities and social sci-
ences programmes that would be necessary for a state university.136

The PnG also responded publicly as part of the round table on the Univer-
sity of Primorska and the role of nova Gorica in the organisation of the sls 
+ sKd party. Zavrtanik pointed out that the Polytechnic was already carry-
ing out the mission of the university, and that it simultaneously enjoyed the 
support of the local community. similarly, President Žekš pointed out that 
state support for the PnG had decreased, but that this would not change the 
commitment of its leadership to further independent organic development. 
he reiterated that the only possible solution was the creation of two cam-
puses, and, in addition, indicated the readiness of the Polytechnic for the 
development of social sciences and humanities programmes, such as the 
establishment of a school for translation, interpretation and intercultural 
studies. This was a patch on the wound of the people of the Goriška region, 
who were proud of their mediating position between slovenia and the bor-
derlands. With this, the PnG management announced that it was ready 
to strengthen institutional cooperation between nova Gorica and Gorizia. 
The point of connection between the two cities would have been the seat of 
the Polytechnic in the villa rafut, a villa built at the beginning of the 20th 
century at a time when different nations coexisted in Gorizia and architec-
ture in the neoclassical arabic style was acceptable.137

The PnG managed a big coup before celebrating its fifth anniversary on 
21 september 2000. at that time, two competing coastal technology parks 
merged, and the PtP became the leader (with the support of the Polytech-
nic).138 at the celebration, nobel laureate James W. cronin was honoured 
with an honorary doctorate for his key contribution to justifying symmetry 

136 Kontler salamon (2000e).
137 crnica (2000b).
138 crnica (2000a).
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violation to the inversion of space and the transformation of a particle into 
antiparticles, and for outstanding achievements in high-energy cosmic rays. 
at the ceremony, which was attended by President milan Kučan, the support 
of the nobel laureate in establishing the PnG at the international level as a 
top research and higher education institution was emphasised.139

in these circumstances, on 26 september 2000, less than three weeks before 
the elections, a cooperation agreement was signed between the Polytechnic 
and the school of humanities in Koper in the establishment of the Univer-
sity of Primorska. an agreement was reached on a state university with two 
campuses, the introduction of modern management concepts and a close 
connection between research and pedagogical process. The signatories (Za-
vrtanik for the PnG and lucija Čok for the school of humanities in Koper) 
publicly committed to the idea that the emerging state university would 
not be a copy of ljubljana or maribor, and that it would instead be a new, 
modern network university.140

Zavrtanik defined attracting world class researchers as the biggest chal-
lenge, meaning the implementation of the habilitation procedure, which 
would be in accordance with internationally accepted standards, and such a 
procedure would be supported by the University of ljubljana or the Univer-
sity of maribor. The idea was spread that the habilitations would be award-
ed by the largest slovenian university, which would gain credibility in this 
procedure, and at the same time serve as a protection against the criticism 
of non-compliance with high academic standards. Of course, this was en-
visaged as a temporary solution, because Zavrtanik was mainly thinking 
of creating a new institutional framework in which to abandon hyper-nor-
mality. at the PnG, it was expected that the emerging (state) university 
would accelerate the reform of higher education legislation, which was in 
fact a snapshot of the situation when the higher education act (1993) was 
adopted. This is one of the reasons why Zavrtanik announced in the news-
paper delo in september 2000 that the establishment of the University of 
Primorska would take (only) five years.141

139 crnica (2000c).
140 Kontler salamon (2000c); mušič (2000); Krebelj (2000).
141 Kontler salamon (2000c).
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The agreement on the cooperation between the Nova Gorica Polytechnic and the School of 
Humanities in Koper set the goal of creating two equal and autonomous higher education 
centres in Koper and Nova Gorica.142

142 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 15th meeting of the PnG 
management Board (5 december 2000).
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They had a more institutionally ambitious agenda in Koper, especially af-
ter the signing of the intention to establish the University of Primorska at 
saZU on 4 October 2000. less than a week before the elections, lovro 
Šturm, minister of education and sports, announced the establishment of 
a state university that would significantly contribute to structural changes 
in slovenian society, primarily in raising the proportion of the population 
with a higher education from 15% to 30%. The minister welcomed the su-
pport of the local community. With this statement, the support in both po-
litical camps shifted in favour of the Koper group.143

among politicians, this was most strongly opposed by the mayor of the 
mOnG, Špacapan, who sought to locate the university campus in nova Gori-
ca.144 With the defeat in the municipal elections in October 2002, the PnG 
lost a staunch advocate and supporter. The general impression was that the 
decision to establish a third state university had already been made, and the 
help of the University of ljubljana for the University of Primorska was an-
nounced (with personnel and the permission for the free choice of its mem-
bers to leave and then join the newly founded university), but the issues of 
management and location remained unanswered. The debate was sparked, 
especially after the appearance of drnovšek’s third government and the elec-
tion of lucija Čok as minister of education, science and sport.145

PnG management presented the initiatives for inclusion in the newly estab-
lished university to the public as an attempt at centralisation, with which the 
Polytechnic would include its top brass staff in the newly established institu-
tion, contribute to international repercussions, gain more financial support 
but lose its autonomy. This would have jeopardised the successful higher ed-
ucation institution put on the map by the mOnG with its financial and po-
litical support, as well as the plans of PnG staff.146 local politicians in nova 
Gorica warned that such efforts either completely contradicted the plans for 

143 Kontler salamon (2000d).
144 see also it (2001); see also turel (2001c).
145 Pajnik (2001), figelj (2001).
146 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 23rd meeting of the PnG man-

agement Board (23 september 2003); interview with Borut lavrič (14 may 2019).
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Prof. dr. Janez Mencinger, Rector of the University of Ljubljana.147

more harmonious regional development or supported the concept of the 
regionalisation of slovenia with three regions (strengthening the coastal re-
gion based in Koper).148

The enthusiasm of initiators in Koper was somehow curbed by the rector of 
the University of ljubljana, who set the PnG as an example for a newly estab-
lished university that had built its teaching staff gradually and had expanded 
its offer of pedagogical programmes in accordance with the achieved level of 
internal consolidation. after the arguments presented by minister Čuk, how-
ever, the largest slovenian university revised its position.149

The PnG management had been repeatedly called upon to revise its position. 
for the leading PnG protagonists, the question of the seat, to which the public 
discussion was reduced, was a false dilemma, and key conceptual issues were  

147 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
148 see also crnica (2001č), turk (2001), crnica (2001c).
149 UnG archives, sodelovanje z univerzami; see also Pajnik (2001).
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Verica Trstenjak, State Secretary at the Ministry of Science and Technology.150

not debated or eliminated by announcing relations between members would be 
determined in the statute, after the establishment of the university.151

in July 2001, however, there was an escalation of pressure, including the sug-
gestion, on the part of the newspaper delo, that smaller higher education in-
stitutions needed greater exposure to the market, which necessitated (finan-
cial) support from the state. however, the PnG management, which accepted 
market exposure into its academic culture (with openness to the international 
arena) through cooperation with the business sector and through success in 
eU tenders, only reiterated the creation of two separate universities that could 
later merge. The PnG’s performance had been key to maintaining indepen-
dence, as was the absence of administrative penalties, including passivity in 
handling applications and processing financial claims.152 The reputation of the 

150 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
151 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 12th PnG senate session (14 de-

cember 2001); see also crnica (2001b), vidmar (2001).
152 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 12th PnG senate session (14 de-

cember 2001); see also Čič (2002).
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Polytechnic was illustrated by the article on the opening ceremony in Štanjel 
castle; the PnG is presented as the Oxford of the Karst.153

The PnG advocated an amendment to the umbrella higher education law 
which would allow autonomy at the level of (two equivalent) campuses, but 
this was rejected by the ministry of education, science and sport. stanko 
strmčnik’s discussion at the 12th session of the UnG senate in december 
2001 was the best summary of the PnG’s position: “inclusion means a de-
finitive loss of identity and an already established place in the domestic and 
international university space.”154

subsequently, the management of the Polytechnic repeatedly pointed out the 
need to change higher education legislation. The head of the Polytechnic, Bošt-
jan Žekš, was even sharper. On 26 april 2002, when he was elected president 
of saZU, he assessed that the transition in slovenian higher education was on 
hold. at the same time, he advocated for quality domestic schools, thus giving 
priority to quality over organisational issues, which must provide the condi-
tions for quality operations at the institutional level.155

The episode with the establishment of the University of Primorska had a 
positive effect on the internal consolidation of the PnG, proving its vitality 
in a politically demanding environment. Of course, since 1999, when the 
PnG obtained concessions for the implementation of study programmes, 
revenues had grown rapidly, their structure had changed and the scope 
of pedagogical activity had increased with an otherwise conservative ap-
proach, and a commitment to maintaining high academic standards, espe-
cially in replacing distinguished lecturers with younger ones. This meant 
hiring new permanent collaborators, which led to the establishment of joint 
services, but the collaborators had to continue to perform various tasks in 
addition to their basic ones, as well as research and pedagogical work. The 
biggest obstacle to bold plans was the unresolved issue of suitable premises, 
i.e., the issue being dealt with by the co-founder - the mOnG.156

153 Uršič Zupan (2001).
154 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 12th PnG senate session (14 de-

cember 2001); crnica (2001b); Šuligoj (2001); see also turel (2001a).
155 Bošnjak (2002); see also Kontler salamon (2003).
156 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019) and Gvido Bratina (26 June 2019).
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cOntinUatiOn  
Of the indePendent 
Path - tO the statUs  
Of a University

The episode with the establishment of the University of Primorska was used 
by PnG management to reflect on its development and key advantages, 
while recording opportunities for structural expansion. as President Zavr-
tanik said: “We do not strive for greater enrollment of students, we strive 
primarily for the quality of studies.”157

local political actors, although they publicly supported PnG and its decision, 
were disappointed with this decision on the part of the management of an au-
tonomous higher education institution. The support of the municipality was 
less pronounced in the following years, and, at the same time, the munici- 
pality supported the creation of new institutions - in december 2003 it estab-
lished a higher education and research centre,158 even though the PnG, in 
cooperation with the research centre of the slovenian academy of sciences 
and arts (Zrc saZU), had established the stanislav Škrabec school of slo-
venian studies, later renamed the school of humanities, thus addressing the 
interest of stakeholders in the local region.159

157 see also crnica (2001č); Uršič Zupan (2001).
158 UnG archives, mOnG; turel (2003); see also turel (2001b).
159 UnG archives, study of slovene studies; see also Krošelj (2005).
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in february 2001, PnG management established a foundation to imple-
ment its plans and limit potential negative economic and political effects 
on the structural stability of the institution. Preparations for the establish-
ment had been underway since autumn 2000 due to a favourable financial 
situation, on the one hand, and significant risks, on the other. The mission 
of the edvard rusjan foundation was to ensure long-term stability. simul-
taneously with the establishment of the foundation, the board of directors 
approved an anthem for the institution.160

With the establishment of the foundation, PnG management neutralised 
the pressure of the founders even before it could escalate into an open dis-
pute over the warning regarding the mOnG unfulfilled promises to ar-
range suitable premises. The mOnG had promised to temporarily solve the 
space shortage caused by the loss of study space by purchasing the Primex 
building in rožna dolina and by allocating villa rafut to the PnG until the 
construction of a campus in the centre of nova Gorica. at the above-men-
tioned november 2001 session, the Board of directors allowed the use of 
the premises outside PnG headquarters, as well as outside the nova Gorica 
area, which was a consequence of space constraints, offers from the local 
region and was also a reflection of dissatisfaction with the slow resolution 
of the issue of space constraints. it also represented a symbolic break which 
later led - due to the failure to implement the campus project - to the poly-
centric development of the PnG (from 2005 the UnG) in the vipava valley 
(at the rožna dolina, ajdovščina and vipava locations), with branches in 
Gorizia and venice.161 in february 2005, Primorske novice published an 
article entitled The Polytechnic may be going to Gorica. it emphasised the ac-
tive approach of the municipality of ajdovščina, which provided appropri-
ate spatial conditions, while in nova Gorica there was some tilting at wind-
mills (villa rafut, Primex and the spatial location of the campus), which 
upset the management of the mOnG. in the article, Zavrtanik’s assessment 
is given in support: “i often have the feeling that the Polytechnic is more 
ambitious than its environment in nova Gorica.”162

160 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 15th meeting of the PnG 
management Board (5 december 2000); crnica (2001a).

161 UnG archives, Board of directors, november 2001.
162 Željan (2005a); see also turel (2005b); see also crnica (2005).
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Minister Jure Zupan at the opening of the Centre for Astrophysics in Otlica.163

The decision to establish the foundation paved the way for new opportuni-
ties in the decade that the institute gained university status, while expand-
ing cooperation with new slovenian partners, the most important of which 
were the municipality of ajdovščina and the Zrc saZU. at the same time, 
the PnG was committed to remaining a high-quality and student-friendly  
institution. This was one of the cornerstones of the institution’s vision, which 
the management Board began discussing in the spring of 2002 - the vision 
itself was adopted in september 2003.164

cooperation with the municipality in the centre of the vipava valley intensi-
fied in July 2002 when mayor marjan Poljšak donated land to the Polytechnic 
in Otlica (with the name sibirija), on which an observatory was set up. This 
was the basis for the development of the centre for atmospheric research 

163 UnG archives, photo library.
164 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 21st PnG senate session (28 au-

gust 2003); UnG archives, Board of directors, conclusions and Positions of the 23rd 
meeting of the PnG Board of directors (23 september 2003); see also Željan (2004b).
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Slovenian studies were first taught at the Stanislav Škrabec School of Slovenian Studies. The 
linguist’s great-grandnephew Janez Škrabec (pictured with - from left to right - PNG president 
Danilo Zavrtanik, mayor of Ajdovščina Marjan Poljšak, PNG head Boštjan Žekš, ZRC SAZU 
director Oto Luthar, mayor of the MONG Mirko Brulec) allowed the use of the name of his 
relative and donated a sculpture to the PNG.165 Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.

(including remote measurement of air pollution by the lidar method), thus 
establishing a fourth area of research and teaching (after the environment, 
business and technological processes and epitaxy).166

The long-term adoption of the vision was the result of the existing academic 
culture and plans for the structural expansion of the PnG into the field of 
humanities. it was concerned with preparing a programme for slovenian 
studies or, more broadly, a programme for slovenian studies designed in 
response to initiatives in the local region and relating to the historical peri-
od prior to slovenia’s accession to the eU. since its establishment, the PnG 

165 UnG archives, UnG photo library.
166 imi (2002); see also Jal (2002), crnica (2002b), tratnik (2002), Željan (2005).
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In October 2009, Academician Prof. Dr. Andrej Kranjec was awarded the degree of Professor 
Emeritus.167

had been accepting new study programmes under its auspices, based on the 
research success of the programme proponent.168

The slovenistika study programme helped to establish by the Zrc saZU, 
the largest slovenian research centre for humanities and social sciences.169 
The Zrc saZU role was crucial since the University of ljubljana after 2001 
set stricter conditions for the participation of its colleagues than in the 
pedagogical process at other institutions.170

after the disappointment of Zrc saZU at the establishment of the Univer-
sity of Primorska on the coast and its already existing activities to include 

167 UnG archives, UnG photo library.
168 crnica (2002a), rijavec (2002).
169 UnG archives, study of slovene studies; see also mušič (2002b); see also JZ 

(2002); d. v. (2003).
170 UnG archives, cooperation with Universities.
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researchers in the pedagogical process, an agreement was reached on coop-
eration with the PnG. The introduction to this cooperation was the transfer 
of the postgraduate Karstology study programme from Koper to the PnG. 
The programme had begun in the 2003/04 academic year and had then 
been strengthened through research cooperation, in particular within the 
UnescO Karstology study centre, established in 2014.171

With the announced expansion of offered study programmes, the news-
paper Primorske novice reported that the Polytechnic was taking a new 
path.172 This was indeed true in the sense of an expansion beyond the nat-
ural sciences, but less so of the model involved in the establishment of new 
study programmes, that is, through a research institute. This model was 
tried at the time of the establishment of the ses (by involving the iJs and its 
staff pool). in the decade since the establishment of the ses, the attitude of 
the University of ljubljana towards the pedagogical activity of its own col-
leagues at other higher education institutions had changed the most - it had 
started restricting the cooperation of its professors with other institutions 
or setting conditions that were not acceptable to other slovenian higher 
education institutions.173

due to the above changes, the PnG accelerated its own network of lec-
turers, taking into account monnet’s thesis: nothing is possible without 
people, but nothing is lasting without institutions. in doing so, it initially 
tried to attract researchers with completed doctoral studies or postdoctoral 
training at a foreign higher education institution. Undoubtedly, the con-
tribution of researchers who transferred their knowledge directly into the 
study process within the framework of a supplementary employment re-
lationship (the so-called one-fifth additional load) was important.174 The 
golden age of “fives” occurred in the years 2006-2009, when the inclusion 
of researchers in the study process was financially stimulated by the Public 
agency for research of the republic of slovenia.

171 archives of Zrc saZU, faculty of humanities.
172 crnica (2002b).
173 UnG archives, cooperation with Universities.
174 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019).
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Lanthieri Palace in Vipava. First, the mansion was renovated, and later, the utility rooms 
where the UNG administration has been housed since 2018. The study process, lectures, 
symposia and promotions of the School of Business and Technology and the School of Viti-
culture and Enology now take place in the mansion.175 Photographer: Miha Godec.

after 2002, when the management of the Polytechnic was disappointed with 
the slow solution of the issue with space - and with the simultaneous offers 
of other municipalities - a pragmatic approach was adopted to the consider-
ation of offers for the occupation of representative facilities (vipolže manor, 
Štanjel manor, lanthieri Palace, visoko manor and srečko Kosovel Barracks 
in ajdovščina). among them, the offers of the municipality of ajdovščina 
and the municipality of vipava are definitely worth mentioning; both were 
looking for suitable content to fill two representative complexes in the ur-
ban environment. The first one drafted plans for the srečko Kosovel barracks 
complex,176 the other for lanthieri Palace.177 during the renovation of both 
facilities, content was sought that would convince the evaluators to award 
european grants.

175 UnG archives, photo library.
176 see also sh (2003).
177 crnica (2003c); tratnik (2003).
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The story of vipava unfolded quickly, mainly due to the possibility of ob-
taining european funds for the mansion, which was included on the list 
of the one-hundred most exposed monuments of the World monuments 
fund. in the spring of 2003, a contract of intent was signed, and in no-
vember of the same year, another contract, for the implementation of the 
higher education activity of the Polytechnic in the mansion. The building 
was leased to the Polytechnic for 85 years.178 The dynamics of acquiring 
premises in ajdovščina, where the municipality had donated the building 
to the PnG, was slower. The path to obtaining student accommodation 
in nova Gorica was even more complicated. The private company Presta, 
d.o.o. built a student dormitory, but did not receive the announced state 
support. PnG initially pledged funds to complete the facility as a loan, 
which was later transformed into an investment.179

as already mentioned, a vision for the development of the PnG was adopted 
in september 2003. The management publicly confirmed that the institution 
wished to remain a non-state, research and student-friendly university, where 
knowledge is created in a harmonious relationship between students and re-
searchers and passed on to younger generations and the business environ-
ment. at the same time, the institution was cohesive, with common services 
for all organisational units; in short, a gradual transformation was planned 
along the lines of a modern company. The key measure for the realisation 
of the vision were the researchers, who were expected to have a wide view 
and be integratied in the international research context and to have com-
pleted postdoctoral training abroad. in pedagogical work, the focus was on 
the transfer of knowledge in small, compact groups and the involvement of 
students in research work and practical training in companies. as a result, a 
high level of employability of PnG graduates was expected - the vision set an 
80% employability rate within six months of graduation.180

in the vision, management committed to diversified methods of financing. 
above all, they wanted to avoid dependence on state funding, so they relied 

178 interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019); tratnik (2003).
179 im (2003); crnica (2003b); rijavec (2003); Božič (2005).
180 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 21st PnG senate session (28 

august 2013).
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Grand opening of the premises on Via Croce in Gorizia.181

heavily on european funds, local community grants, donations and, of course, 
their own edvard rusjan foundation. to a limited extent, the PnG relied on 
the tuition fees of part-time students, but the funding available from this source 
was modest throughout, which was the largest difference in the revenue struc-
ture compared to that of state universities.182

Thus, the by-now internally consolidated higher education institution was pre-
pared for the challenges of the post-transition period. aware of their success 
and importance, the PnG management expanded its range of study and re-
search programmes. On 8 december 2003, a renewed founding agreement was 

181 UnG archives, photo library.
182 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 21st PnG senate session (28 au-

gust 2013); turel (2004b).
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Awarding of the UNG gold plaque to Mag. Mitja Jermol for his important contribution to the 
development of the material possibilities of UNG (12 December 2017).183 Photographer: Miha 
Godec.

signed with which the existing co-founders (iJs and mOnG) were joined by 
the municipality of ajdovščina and the Zrc saZU. in the spring of 2004, the 
centre for atmospheric research and the stanislav Škrabec school of slove-
nian studies (later the school of humanities) were established.184

The new reality was outlined in december 2003 in an interview conducted 
with President Žekš for the newspaper delo. for President Žekš, the PnG 
was an expansion of opportunities to address the population needs at the bor-
der region, as well as a response to the demands of the historical period and 
a consideration of the interests of the local region.185 The central fields still 

183 UnG archives, photo library.
184 UnG archives, Board of directors, conclusions and views of the 25th meeting of 

the PnG Board of directors (11 may 2005); see also crnica (2003a); figelj (2004b).
185 Kontler salamon (2003); sorta (2003); prim. figelj (2004a).
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In September 2015, UNG awarded Prof. Dr. Stane Granda the title Professor Emeritus.186

remained in the natural sciences, and the focus was on research work and 
the direct transfer of research findings into the study process. due to the 
growth of the student population, and partly also as information for the 
co-founders, especially the mOnG, the management publicly emphasised 
the commitment of small and manageable institutions to a maximum of 
2,000 students.187

in 2003 and 2004, the PnG developed programmes in cooperation with 
the Zrc saZU for interculturalism and comparative studies of ideas and 
cultures, and they also prepared an application for a tender to the european 
regional development fund for the construction of a modern develop-
ment and university centre in the area of srečko Kosovel Barracks. This 
reaffirmed the commitment to take into account the range of local interests, 
while the aim was to create an innovation-oriented research environment 
that would allow for the implementation of a variety of initiatives.188

186 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
187 sorta (2003).
188 interview with Gvido Bratina (26 June 2019); sorta (2003); see also crnica (2004).
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due to its achievements, the PnG has defended competition and comple-
mentarity in traditional universities with poorly connected research and 
teaching. in doing so, they referred to good practices, including the practi-
cal training of students in companies and interviews with doctoral candi-
dates. management predicted that the future is in small, dynamic universi-
ties that responded to the needs of the local region.189

since July 2004, PnG management has noted mOnG’s interest in devel-
oping new higher education institutions. The municipal leadership wanted 
to attract programmes from members of slovenian universities (school of 
mechanical engineering, school of electrical engineering, school of social 
Welfare, college of health), and at the same time act in a paternal manner 
towards a public that regarded the PnG as its own institution.190 PnG man-
agement responded to such public appearances by promoting the results of 
its research work and presenting bold plans.191 in september 2004, they pre-
sented a plan for the construction of a so-called lidar observation centre for 
atmospheric research in Otlica in the municipality of ajdovščina. The cen-
tre planned to research pollution, especially in western slovenia, and thus 
gain a better understanding of pollutants detected by lidar technology.192 
The centre itself was the result of cooperation between PnG researchers 
of the Pierre auger project and the municipality of ajdovščina. Professor 
Gvido Bratina spoke about this for the finance newspaper in september 
2004 - a month before the parliamentary elections. Bratina presented the 
construction of the centre as an example of good practice, calling on the 
slovenian government to encourage donations. at the same time, he add-
ed that the Polytechnic does not regret the decision to take an indepen-
dent path, but criticised the state, which encouraged the mass departure of 
young people to ljubljana, while being indifferent to the strengthening of 
the branch of the University of trieste in Gorizia.193

189 see also tratnik (2004a); see also i. K. (2004).
190 UnG archives, mOnG; see also turel (2004a); turel (2003).
191 Željan (2004a).
192 Bergant and veberič (2004); tratnik (2004b).
193 ručna (2004).
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The founding contract determined the obligations and rights of the founders, especially for 
a couple of new founders: Municipality of Ajdovščina and the ZRC SAZU.194

194 UnG archives.
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Dr. Murat Boratav, the first honorary member of the UNG (2008).195

This position was later reiterated by President Zavrtanik, who drew atten-
tion to the unperformed transition in science, culture and higher educa-
tion, and among the key challenges emphasised the establishment of an 
appropriate method of financing science. he estimated that the state prefers 
to invest in projects to which the media pays a lot of attention and those 
whose results are apparent in the short term.196

195 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
196 UnG archives, senate sessions, resolutions and Positions of the 54th session of 

the UnG senate (20 november 2013); see also maličev (2004).
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transfOrmatiOn  
intO the University  
Of nOva GOrica

institutional enlargement in december 2003 reopened the issue of transform-
ing the PnG into a university, also in formal terms. This was especially true 
after the Janša government took office in december 2004, with the minister 
of higher education, science and sport, Jure Zupan. The government at the 
time was very much in favour of private economic initiative and investments, 
including to higher education, referring to general european trends.197

as stated in the resolution on the national higher education Programme 
for the period 2007-2010, the purpose of opening the higher education 
area was to facilitate the creation or arrival of new, smaller, quality private 
universities, primarily from the eU. increasing the number of higher ed-
ucation institutions was expected to increase competition between study 
programmes and thus positively affect their quality. as part of the plan of 
economic and social reform to increase slovenia’s prosperity, a gradual ex-
pansion of the network of higher education institutions and an increase in 
the number of state and private universities from seven to ten were envi- 
saged. The network would first need expand regionally by supporting the 

197 resolution on the national higher education Programme of the republic of slo-
venia 2007-2010, available at:

 https://www.uni-lj.si/mma/20070118rnPvs/2013070110010162, 15 January 2016.
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activities of individual regions and the local economy. The integration of 
existing education and development units should also lead to the estab-
lishment of higher education and innovation centres in the region, which 
would support the local economy. The centres would carry out research 
and development projects that would contribute to the development of the 
technological level and the progress of the region.198

according to the resolution, regional higher education and innovation 
centres should consider the economic interest in the pedagogical and study 
needs (reduction of the number of students) by organically expanding 
higher education centres, innovation centres, technology incubators and 
local satellite programmes for larger universities as well as establish or ex-
pand their activities into regional centres. it was planned that these centres 
would develop into universities that would be specialised and highly re-
search-oriented, with at least half of them being private.199

despite the ministry’s support in principle, it took almost 12 months to 
obtain university status. The application initially surprised the ministry and 
the public, as well as opinion leaders, who initially suspected that the PnG 
might be counting on state funding. in fact, it was a deliberate move by the 
management, which, when joining new international consortia - and also 
when awarding an honorary doctorate to romano Prodi - found that this 
organisational type of university would be more recognisable in interna-
tional terms. discussions on this began in november 2004 as part of an 
update of the statutes in light of new, more diversified PnG activity. among 
these changes, the establishment of the school of Postgraduate studies for 
the implementation of all university postgraduate studies should definitely 
be highlighted. The application for the status of a university was prepared 
by april 2005, when the board of directors won the opinion of the head

198 national higher education Programme 2011-2020 and the research and innova-
tion strategy of slovenia

 2011-2020, available at: http://www.drznaslovenija.mvzt.gov.si/, 15 January 2016.
199 resolution on the national higher education Programme of the republic of slo-

venia 2007-2010, available at:
 https://www.uni-lj.si/mma/20070118rnPvs/2013070110010162, 15 January 2016.
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In June 2004, the PNG Senate decided to award an honorary doctorate to Romano Prodi, 
President of the European Commission, for his contribution to the development and en-
largement of the European Union and to the advancement of science and higher education 
in Europe. The award ceremony reflected the hope that Slovenia’s accession to the European 
Union would be a symbolic turning point and an opportunity to strengthen cooperation in 
the Nova Gorica region.200 Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.

Žekš that the institutional framework for a  higher education institution 
had already been exceeded, and that it made sense to obtain the status of a 
(non-state) university.201

The status change application, prepared in april 2005, highlighted the strong 
and broad support of the founders, its eligibility and a wide range of activi-
ties that complemented and enriched each other. in short, it met the highest 
academic standards. The application presented the organisational structure, 
vision and advantages of the PnG, with its innovation being the existence of 
two campuses and the implementation of postgraduate studies at the school 
of Postgraduate studies, thus pursuing uniform standards for the imple-

200 UnG archives, photo library.
201 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 28th meeting 

of the PnG management Board (12 april 2005).
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mentation of postgraduate studies. The importance of the institution to the 
coastal, slovenian and international context and thus also to the creation of 
a strong centre on the western edge of slovenia, at the crossroads with the 
border and the italian context, was also emphasised. at the very end of the in-
troductory presentation, it was stated that the language of instruction would 
be slovenian, but that individual study programmes or parts thereof could be 
conducted in english, if so determined by the study programme. The text ful-
ly corresponded to the provisions of the higher education act, so the state-
ment in the application was redundant. This was a deliberate move to reject 
in advance the allegations about the implementation of the study process in 
a foreign language, which confirmed the seriousness of the applicant about 
obtaining the status of a university.202

in June 2005, two months after the application was submitted, minister 
Zupan inaugurated the centre for atmospheric research. The minister wel-
comed the research work and recognized the importance of the centre for 
the involvement of slovenian researchers in international cooperation. a 
he shared only the official news about the role of PnG as this had been dis-
cussed at the council for higher education of the republic of slovenia un-
der the leadership of President Peter Jambrek. in september 2005, President 
Zavrtanik stated in a report on activities since the last meeting that “the pro-
cedures at the council for higher education are slow and the role needs to 
be supplemented using the same data”. The role was symbolically supported 
by Prime minister Janez Janša with an address at the celebration of the tenth 
anniversary of PnG in september 2005.203

While waiting for the final assessment of the application before the council 
for higher education of the republic of slovenia, in december 2005 President 
Janez drnovšek awarded Zavrtanik with the Order of service, specifically for 
his successful research work and merits in the establishment and operation of 
the Polytechnic, as well as his contribution to the development of higher edu-

202 UnG archives, application for the change of the status of the independent higher 
education institution Polytechnic nova Gorica into a university; see also alič (2005), 
Kontler salamon (2005a).

203 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 34th PnG senate session (7 sep-
tember 2005); see also Željan (2002).
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cation in the Goriška region.204 during this time, mladen franko also received 
an important accolade; the Zois award. meanwhile, there was a complication 
in assessing the application. The council for higher education of the republic 
of slovenia appointed members of expert groups for the evaluation of already 
accredited programmes at PnG, which was understood by the Polytechnic to 
be a delaying tactic. later, the length of the process was attributed to interdisci-
plinary programmes.205 Then, on march 8, 2006, President Žekš and President 
Zavrtanik informed Prime minister Janša about the slow resolution of their 
application for the transformation of PnG into a university. They pointed out 
that they understood the slowness of the application process, but that such a 
long application had become the predominant pattern and that the institu-
tion found it difficult to plan the introduction of new study programmes such 
as the viticulture and enology programme, which had been discussed at the 
council for higher education of the republic of slovenia two years previous. 
according to the signatories, such procedures do not lead to “the much-de-
sired increase in the quality of higher education in our country”.206

On 17 march 2006, the council for higher education of the republic of 
slovenia issued a decision approving the transformation of the nova Gorica 
Polytechnic into the University of nova Gorica - UnG. The mayor and the 
president received congratulations for their success, and the mayor of nova 
Gorica mirko Brulc sent a letter to the academician Žekš in which he po-
lemically responded to the mayor’s statement about the waning support of 
the mayor of nova Gorica as expressed in an interview with the newspaper 
delo. Brulc reiterated that the domicile municipality had always supported 
the institution materially, morally and declaratively, but could not overcome 
“some short contacts in arranging rafut Park and some, in your opinion, too 
slow procedures for evicting current tenants in your building” (Primex in 
rožna dolina). at the same time, the mayor complained that the highest re- 
presentatives of the Polytechnic did not publicly emphasise the support of the 
mOnG. Private thanks from management had not been enough.207

204 Prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, University of nova Gorica, http://www.ung.si/sl/
novice/753/prof-dr-danilu-zavrtaniku-je-predsednik-republike-slovenije-podelil- 
red-za-zasluge/, 5. 6. 2020.

205 UnG archives, interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019).
206 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2006; Željan (2004c).
207 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2006; turel (2005a).
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In a letter to the Prime Minister Janša, Zavrtanik and Žekš advocate that state bodies 
decide on applications on the basis of law and merit.208

208 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2006
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Mirko Brulc, Mayor of Nova Gorica, honours Danilo Zavrtanik on occasion of the tenth 
anniversary of the higher education institution in Nova Gorica.209

UnG leadership wanted to “cash in” on the announced support of the 
mayor and informed Brulc on april 26, 2006 that the institution had also 
become a de jure university, and nova Gorica a university town. Zavrtanik 
emphasised the importance of infrastructure for carrying out activities 
and attracting students to nova Gorica. he asked the mOnG to donate 
the Primex building to UnG, while initiating procedures to determine the 
location of a campus in nova Gorica.210 The first request was granted only 
in november 2008, after UnG had lost its use permit as a tenant due to the 
owner’s inept management of the building, which had made its operations 
very difficult. The placement of the campus within its detailed spatial plan 
turned out to be too hard a nut to crack and the “magic tricks” used in com-
piling the municipal budget were exhausted.211

209 UnG archives, photo library.
210 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2006
211 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2008
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The conceptual plan for the UNG campus was prepared by Boris Podrecca.212

despite its positive reception, the council for higher education of the re-
public of slovenia continued to conduct the accreditation process for the 
school of Business and technology separately. There was an awkwardness in 
this, as the reviewers publicly presented their views and made value judge-
ments before the procedure was completed. after the protest, the process 
started regularly and ended with the accreditation of study programmes.213

according to the academician Žekš, management of UnG paved the way 
for other higher education institutions, including those that did not meet 
the conditions to the same extent as the Polytechnic did when it submitted 
the application in april 2005.214

With a number of managerial takeovers of blue-chip companies since 2007, 
there had been a growing dislike for private higher education institutions that 
were said to be of lower quality than state universities and whose mission was 
rumored to be the enrichment of their founders. some had even begun to talk 
about the ‘tycoonisation’ of the higher educational context, which was thought 

212 UnG archives.
213 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2006
214 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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On 6 July 2011, the UNG Senate selected Evgen Bavčar as an honorary doctor of UNG for 
his outstanding artistic achievements in the field of photography. Congratulations were 
also expressed by the writer Boris Pahor.215 Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.

to be field-oriented in an era of widespread managerial buyouts by compa-
nies. initially, the movement against non-governmental institutions was led 
by students or student organisations (at the largest slovenian universities) and 
it later gained the support of some opinion leaders. all critics of non-state 
institutions made hints at the idea of enrichment and lower standards in non-
state higher education institutions. however, this was a form of opposition to 
all irregular forms of study that had formed the reaction of the slovenian aca-
demic community to the authorities’ attempts to shorten studies and abandon 
the old approach and goals since the mid-1950s (including the formation of 
a generally humanistically educated scholar). This later expanded, especially 
due to the availability of part-time forms of education.

UnG had to face these allegations in public for the first time since gaining 
university status. The academic community recognised the research and 

215 UnG archives, photo library.
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In 2006, the town of Nova Gorica became a university town Nova Gorica into a university city.216

 pedagogical excellence of UnG as the institution had been accepted into the 
rectors’ conference of the republic of slovenia, the representative body of 
slovenian universities. in public, however, management often pointed out 
that it was a non-governmental and non-profit organisation that invested 
its surpluses in the purchase of new equipment and the introduction of new 
programmes. The arguments of UnG were drowned out, however, by the 
clamour of founding a new University based in nova Gorica. The delicate 
balance between state and non-state institutions performing public service 
that was established in the 1990s had been upset. if the establishment of 
non-state institutions (first the ses) in the 1990s was a part of the reforma-
tion of higher education from within, after 2005, it served the function of 
cutting the Gordian knot or launching a decade of discussions on adopting 
a new law on higher education with the aim of establishing a new higher 
education area comparable to that of the wider european area. The systemic 
revolt by established state institutions that was steering public discourse 
had a negative effect on UnG.217

216 UnG archives, UnG photo library.
217 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020).
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The change of public opinion towards UnG, which until then had received 
correct presentations of its mission and, above all, its successes, surprised its 
management, which had otherwise enjoyed a rich and diverse experience. 
They found that such an incorrect presentation of UnG had a negative im-
pact on student enrollment and also on cooperation with stakeholders in the 
local region. They decided to tighten their criteria for habilitating their col-
leagues, to place them above the level of slovenian state universities, to es-
tablish a communication strategy for presenting the results of research work 
and to transform their vision. Through enhanced public action, they wanted 
to neutralise the zeal against non-state institutions, which was another such 
experience; the first was at the founding of the University of Primorska.218

They also responded to the changed attitude of the founders - the local 
community. relations with the mOnG revolved  relentlessly around the 
question of the location of the campus and the use of the Primex building 
in rožna dolina. The relationship with the mayor of the municipality of 
ajdovščina deteriorated due to different views on the status of UnG in the 
inPrime project. The municipality invited UnG as a partner on the project 
consortium, i.e., to apply for the tender for the development of the region’s 
centre. The tender enabled the establishment of an innovation infrastruc-
ture, with UnG expecting an important, if not leading, role in the light of 
its experience with this type of activity and research references. UnG, how-
ever, wanted the status of lead partner, which led to friction between stake-
holders, mostly between the UnG and the municipality.219 in the summer 
of 2012, the municipality of ajdovščina gave its provisional consent to the 
appointment of a new UnG board of directors with an annex to the gift 
contract with which the local community sealed the donated UnG build-
ing in the srečko Kosovel barracks complex. This concluded the story of the 
construction of a campus in ajdovščina on the barracks area; the remaining 
two buildings of the former barracks are still awaiting adequate renovation.220

218 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 18th UnG senate session (17 
september 2008); UnG archives, senate session, minutes of the 19th UnG senate 
session (20 October 2008).

219 UnG archives, 2007_correspondence - various.
220 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 27th PnG senate session (19 

January 2012).
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The Primex building in Rožna Dolina is home to the School of Environmental Sciences, 
the School of Humanities, the Laboratory for Environmental and Life Sciences, the Centre 
for Cognitive Language Sciences and the Research Centre for Humanities. Photographer: 
A-media, d.o.o.

however, the relationship of mOnG with UnG remained multifaceted. The 
mOnG developed its strategy for the development of higher education after 
the establishment of the University of Primorska, while maintaining a stable 
grant for the Polytechnic and later - until 2020 - for UnG. mOnG regulated 
its basic location conditions, albeit at a slower pace than planned and differ-
ently from the expectations of the PnG / UnG management. The relation-
ship cooled as PnG / UnG management spent a disproportionate amount of 
time and energy on administrative activities (such as evicting tenants from 
the Primex building) that were reminiscent of tilting at windmills.221

UnG’s tolerance threshold was exceeded in October 2008, following the 
withdrawal of the use permit for the Primex building. researchers were left 
without access to laboratories and the implementation of the study process 
was disrupted. The municipality intervened and resolved the complication, 
but UnG management identified the spatial issue as one of its key challenges. 
management had wanted to use the resulting complication as an argument  

221 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 16th PnG senate session (29 Octo-
ber 2012).
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Stephen Hawking accepted an invitation to make a speech at the 2007 Time and Matter 
conference. Due to health reasons, he did not attend the conference in Bled.222

222 UnG archives, correspondence - various, 2007.
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Anthem of the University of Nova Gorica; author Žiga Stanič.
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for the transfer of ownership of the Primex building to UnG. This was done 
after intensive negotiations that lasted until the summer of 2009.223

relations were further burdened by the decision of PnG or UnG to con-
tinue independently and to defend its autonomy in the field of research 
and pedagogy. in the second half of 2007, mOnG decided to support the 
planned higher education institutions in nova Gorica while maintaining a 
financial grant for UnG.224 This was a period during which UnG operated 
well financially and completed the renovation of the building in ajdovšči-
na, as well as beginning talks with representatives of the gaming company 
harrahs of las vegas, a company described as a strategic partner of hit 
d.o.o. it also set up a technology transfer office, which strengthened coopera- 
tion with companies, i.e., for marketing technologies, and at the same time 
they were looking for donors who would be willing to financially support 
UnG or the edvard rusjan foundation.225

as already mentioned, management of UnG lost confidence in the ability 
of mOnG to solve the issue of space shortage, so they looked for a solution 
within a wider radius. Thus, they accepted the offer of the municipality of 
vipava to participate in the tender for obtaining grants for the renovation 
of the lanthieri Palace, and in april 2008 a public tender was published by 
UnG to find a location for the campus. during this economically stimulat-
ing period, several interviews were conducted with representatives of local 
communities, but no municipality was able to offer a suitable communal 
space equipped for the needs of UnG.226

223 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 25th UnG senate session (16 
september 2009); UnG archives, Board of directors, conclusions and Positions 
of the 10th meeting of the UnG Board of directors (27 October 2008).

224 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 10th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (27 October 2008).

225 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 7th meeting of 
the UnG management Board (2 april 2008); UnG archives, 2007_correspon-
dence - various.

226 UnG archives, various correspondence, 2008; UnG archives, Board of directors, 
decisions and views of the 14th meeting of the Board of directors (20 may 2009).
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leadershiP chanGes, 
the ecOnOmic crisis 
and BeyOnd

in november 2008, after being appointed minister for slovenians abroad, 
the academician Žekš resigned due to incompatibility between his two exe- 
cutive functions. UnG had an established administration and manage-
ment decisions fell within the competencies of President Zavrtanik. The 
resignation had only a significant symbolic effect, as Žekš continued to be a 
member of the board and continued to have an impact on UnG’s strategic 
decisions in this capacity. The Board of directors had decided to assign the 
powers of one President to the other President until the approval of the 
new statute, and appointed two assistant Presidents: Gvido Bratina for the 
research field and mladen franko for the pedagogical field.227

at the beginning of the economic crisis, the slovenian government wanted to 
help slovenian higher education, which was in a most stressful period at the 
time due to the implementation of the Bologna reform. Therefore, in 2009 
the ministry of higher education, science and sport allocated public funds 
to state universities within the tender for centres of excellence. specifically, 
the ministry of higher education decided to encourage state universities 

227 UnG archives, management Board, decisions and views of the 13th meeting of 
the UnG management Board (19 march 2009); interview with danilo Zavrtanik 
(15 June 2019).
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Meeting of researchers from the Traveling Texts 1790-1914 project group: The Transnation-
al Reception of Women’s Writing at the Fringes of Europe, which included associates of the 
School of Humanities Prof. Dr. Katja Mihurko Poniž, Dr. Tanja Badalič, Dr. Megi Rožič 
and Prof. Dr. Aleš Vaupotič. The HERA project was implemented from 1 September 2013 
to 31 August 2016. Photographer: Megi Rožič.228

to strengthen their quality of research and pedagogical activities, i.e., to re-
ward excellence or to support it at the systemic level. however, the call was 
intended only for state universities, which meant that funds were allocated 
only to previously established applicants. UnG, meanwhile, had to finance 
the modernisation of pedagogical activities from its own resources following 
the introduction of the Bologna study programmes, which intensified dissat-
isfaction with media coverage of non-state institutions.229

The Bologna Process was a turning point in the development of slovenian high-
er education. The ministry based the entire process on the nomotechnical level,

228 hera project. UnG, http://www.ung.si/sl/raziskave/raziskovalni-center-za- 
humanistiko/literarne-avtorice/, 20 august 2020.

229 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 16th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (29 October 2009).
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Signing of a cooperation agreement between Rene Rusjan, head of the Famul Stuart School 
of Applied Arts, and Rector Danilo Zavrtanik (12 September 2008).230

which was followed by the largest slovenian university. UnG also recognised 
the process as an opportunity for the substantive renewal of study programmes, 
so as part of the Bologna reform it developed new quality programmes and 
used new approaches, among which the key one was student-centred educa-
tion - student-centred learning.231

however, UnG adopted new initiatives to mark the end of its first decade, 
such as the establishment of its own vineyard for the needs of the higher 

230 following the signing of the agreement, the UnG established the college of arts, 
and in the 2009/10 academic year, the undergraduate programme digital arts and 
Practice was launched. later, a master’s programme in media arts and Practice was 
added, and the school was transformed into the UnG academy of arts. UnG ar-
chives, photo library; andreja leban: signing of the cooperation agreement, UnG, 
http://www.ung.si/sl/novice/878/podpis-dogovora-o-sodelovanju/ (18 august 2020).

231 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 16th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (29 October 2009).
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education study programme in viticulture and enology.232 The art school 
known as the famul stuart school of applied arts also became integrated 
into UnG at this time, first as a college of arts, and from 2018, renamed 
the art academy.233

The first decade of the 21st century was symbolically concluded by UnG in 
October 2009 with the adoption of a development plan for the period 2010-
2025 which consisted of a medium-term, five-year plan and a vision for 
development within the 2015-2025 period. its key points were: strengthen-
ing the quality of research and intertwining research work and pedagogical 
activities as implied by a 50:50 ratio set between research and pedagogical 
work. With the aim of strengthening the reputation of study programmes, 
management decided to renew plans to complete the studies with a doctor-
al dissertation in english. such an orientation had already been indicated in 
the 2003 vision; doctoral students in natural sciences had chosen english.234

concerns about the mandatory writing of doctoral dissertations in english 
were expressed by representatives of the Zrc saZU, who defended the in-
terests of candidates in the field of comparative studies of ideas and cul-
tures. The first time such a discussion took place was in september 2009, 
during the examination of the dissertation of the candidate luka vid-
mar, also a young researcher at the Zrc saZU. in his case, a compromise 
solution was reached - a longer summary in english. But from then on, 
candidates had to either write a dissertation in english or, if they wrote 
a dissertation in slovenian, to publish an article in a journal with a high 
impact factor. representatives of the Zrc saZU unsuccessfully advocated 
that the decision regarding the language of the dissertation be made by the

232 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 14th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (20 may 2009).

233 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 13th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (19 march 2009).

234 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 16th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (29 October 2009).
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Conversation of the vice-rector Prof. Dr. Mladen Franko with Prof. Dr. Antonin Abrami, the 
recipient received the title of Professor Emeritus. Photographer: Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.235

candidate after consultation with the doctoral supervisor. The UnG senate, 
however, insisted on the belief that writing a dissertation in english demon-
strated important competencies that would contribute toward the inclusion 
of a doctoral candidate within the international academic context.236

in september 2009, it was agreed upon that Zrc saZU would conduct 
postgraduate studies within its (newly established) Postgraduate school 
Zrc saZU, and that UnG would enable the defence of candidates with 
doctoral dissertations in slovenian during a period of transition if the can-
didate published an article in a reputable journal with a high impact factor 
before the defence and added a longer summary in english to the disser-
tation. in 2012, candidates enrolled in the above-mentioned postgraduate 
study programme had the choice of either completing their studies at UnG 

235 UnG archives, photo library.
236 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 25th PnG senate session (16 

september 2009).
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or the Zrc saZU Postgraduate school. The final conclusion of institution-
al cooperation between the two institutions followed in march 2015, when 
Zrc saZU resigned as a co-founder of UnG. its associates nonetheless 
remained involved in the implementation of the pedagogical process at the 
school of humanities and the Karstology postgraduate study programme.237

in June 2010, the board of management adopted a new UnG statute. adopt-
ing the title of university acquired in 2006, the leading official became the 
rector, his two assistants and a vice-rector. structured and efficient man-
agement of the institution was further emphasised. following the adoption 
of the statute, the Board of directors, following the opinion of the coun-
cil of statutory members, appointed danilo Zavrtanik rector of UnG for 
a four-year term.238 subsequently, in november 2012, the appointment of 
organisational units acting independently from the board of directors was 
added to the rector’s responsibilities. The statute and changed the university 
symbols (coat of arms, flag) and anthem.239

The Board of directors intended to update the founding treaty to make a 
clean copy from which obsolete articles and provisions would be deleted. 
Both academic institutions supported the proposal, while the municipali-
ties opposed it.240

at the same time, management had to solve the liquidity problems of the 
institution that were a consequence of the success of the strategic direc-
tion and the acquisition of european projects in which institutions were 
required to pre-finance research. Of course, the change to a practice of state 
funding of postgraduate studies and the delay in the adoption of the state 
decree on the financing of higher education institutions also contributed 

237 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 41st meeting 
of the UnG management Board (9 april 2015).

238 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 19th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (23 June 2010).

239 UnG archives, management Board, minutes of the 31st correspondence meeting 
of the UnG management Board (16 november 2012).

240 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 20th meeting 
of the management Board (29 september 2010).
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Research work of the Laboratory for Materials Research on the transmission electron 
microscope, which was obtained from earmarked funds within the SUNGREEN project 
(2011-2015).241 Photographer: CasarsaGURU.

to this. UnG addressed the problem by setting up a scholarship fund to 
which it contributed its own funds, and additional funds were contributed 
by donors in the following years. due to the important role of financial 
contributions, especially during the ongoing economic crisis, reviews of the 
founders’ contributions had been prepared since 1997. This then became a 
regular practice.242

due to the economic crisis, which was deeper and longer lasting in slovenia 
than it was abroad, the key emphasis in the rector’s vision of UnG’s devel-
opment start in august 2011 was internationalisation, which became the 
leitmotif of the following years. for this, the rector explicitly drew on the 
accomplishments of the introductory period of the institution, when it had 

241 UnG archives, photo library.
242 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 28th meeting 

of the UnG management Board (5 april 2012).
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paved innovations within the slovenian academic system due to expand-
ed international cooperation, thus distinguishing it from its competitors. 
The key measures were identified: to acquire foreign lecturers and to attract 
motivated foreign students. to this end, the rector proposed strengthening 
the scholarship fund and revitalising the operation of the edvard rusjan 
foundation, which became less effective after the transformation of PnG 
into UnG. at the same august session, the management board presented 
awards to the members of the first senate of ses and agreed to transfer 
the comparative studies of ideas and cultures study programme to Zrc 
saZU.243

management of UnG was again dissatisfied with the decision of mOnG to 
locate the campus of Knowledge in the centre of nova Gorica, resulting in an 
administrative procedure for the placement of a campus for UnG.244 at the 
same time, UnG received an offer to establish a campus in Gorizia. further 
review and investigation of the conditions were carried out, but the price for 
the purchase of the real estate was too high. UnG management solved the 
space shortage by accelerating the renovation of the lanthieri Palace and by 
finding suitable premises in nova Gorica, at least for the needs of the mate-
rials research laboratory and the citiUs project and the art academy. The 
latter organisational unit had the most success, as it was given the premises in 
the alvarez Palace. With this, UnG again strengthened its presence in Gori-
zia after the period 2005-2008. during this time, an agreement was reached 
between ses and ca ‘foscari University of venice regarding double degrees 
programme.245

243 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 24th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (24 august 2011).

244 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 27th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (19 January 2012).

245 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 32nd meeting 
of the UnG management Board (27 august 2013).
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The first generation of doctoral students of the Cultural Heritage Study programme in the 
company of Professor Dr. Jukka Jokilehto in Venice, where he hosted the programme from 
2005 to 2019.246 Photographer: Marco Acri.

nakvis renewed accreditation for UnG for seven years in the fall of 2013, 
noting in its commentary the deviations from other, state-run universities. 
UnG management, which had always advocated modern concepts of insti-
tution management comparable to those of companies, emphasised in its 
response that the university was a whole, and that the joint services were 
designed to serve all the organisational units. however, there were changes 
in the formation of the school senates. initially, all members of the senate 
were habilitated associates, but with the growth of the number of associates 
and the necessary operation of the body, a range of seven to twelve members 
was introduced.247

246 UnG archives, photo library.
247 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 36th meeting 

of the management Board (18 december 2013).
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The common thread of all activities at UnG is the unity of criteria and the co-
hesiveness and compactness of the institution, and, of course, the persistence 
of its management. also, because of this, in the fall of 2013, they again started 
looking for (communally equipped) land for a campus that would have an 
area of at least six acres. The tender, published in september 2013, received 
bids from nova Gorica (mOnG and the bankrupt Primorje, d. d.) and the 
municipality of vipava. The bids did not meet expectations and significant 
risks to the project were recorded. in vipava, the land was endangered by 
flooding, and measures to ensure flood safety and other mitigation measures 
were not specified. The complex of Primorje, d.d., in bankruptcy, was over-
priced, so attention was again focused on mOnG.248

in June 2013, UnG organised its second strategic consultation to discuss 
the general situation in slovenia given the second wave of recession in the 
midst of a protracted economic crisis, a change of government and a relat-
ed budget revision. These and delays in payment for completed european 
projects were the reason behind liquidity problems at UnG. The intersec-
tion between national and cross-border challenges was discussed on con-
sultation. extended management was officially briefed on the nakvis report 
for re-accrediting UnG for seven years.249

The Bologna reform brought extensive growth in the number and scope of reg-
ulations at UnG (and also at other slovenian higher education institutions) 
while insufficiently addressing interconnectedness of research and peda-
gogical work. UnG strived for high, internationally comparable standards 
of lecturer excellence. They have been always advocated through measures 
including the training of its staff at foreign universities under the erasmus+ 
programme and the involvement of visiting researchers in the study process.
This was the institutional basis for the regular quality renewal of curricula, 

248 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 25th UnG senate session (18 
december 2013); UnG archives, Board of directors, conclusions and views of 
the 37th meeting of the UnG Board of directors (16 april 2014).

249 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 34th meeting 
of the management Board (9 July 2014).
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Researchers of the Centre for Cognitive Language Sciences with Language Experiments 
(project AThEME, 2014-2019) investigate the effect of the link between bilingualism and 
musical proficiency on the ability to distinguish sentences in an unknown language.250 
Photographer: Matic Pavlič.

the introduction of new subjects and non-formal methods of learning, and 
the inclusion of new lecturers in the study process. nakvis representatives 
even estimated that UnG gave too much weight to the research success of 
an individual candidate. however, UnG implemented the state-support-
ed projects “Quality in higher education” and “creative cores”. With this, 
they later renewed their study programmes and prepared the basis for the 
introduction of e-learning. With this, they wanted to address an increas-
ing number of foreign students and student-athletes who undertook study 
obligations continuously and on an ongoing basis.251 since the outbreak of 
the coronavirus and the declaration of the epidemic on 12 march 2020, the 
agenda has greatly expanded.

250 UnG archives, photo library.
251 ibid.; interview with danilo Zavrtanik (15 June 2019).
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The core issue of slovenian higher education, however, remained unresolved: 
the financing of higher education and the academic system in general. With 
the establishment of the government of alenka Bratušek, the preparation of 
a new law on higher education and thus a new model of financing higher 
education began. This was discussed in november 2013 by the UnG senate, 
which jointly adopted the rector’s position that the law should only determine 
the funding criteria, while abandoning the etatistic component.252 (The new 
higher education act is yet to be adopted despite multiple attempts.)

during this period, the emphasis on integration into the international con-
text was even more pronounced, both in research work and in the enrollment 
of students. doctoral students were expected to write their dissertation in 
english. This led to changes, especially at the school of humanities, where 
the homogenisation of our own research potentials took place. The changes 
condensed in the spring of 2014, both in the pedagogical and research fields. 
Both humanities programmes have been renamed: linguistics in cognitive 
sciences of language, and comparative studies of ideas and cultures in hu-
manities; the third programme, in which the collaborators of the Zrc saZU 
- migration and intercultural relations - played a leading role and was car-
ried out in the same form and with the same staff. in the field of research, the 
institute of ideas and cultures was renamed the research centre for human-
ities, with the group of linguists separated off into an independent research 
unit, the centre for cognitive language research.253

UnG also paid more attention to its public image by looking for external 
evaluators unencumbered by the organisational structure of slovenian state 
universities. They had decided to do so due to noticeable changes in the state’s 
attitude towards non-state higher education institutions, which were increa- 
singly treated as a group, mainly in accordance with their founding status, and 

252 UnG archives, senate sessions, resolutions and views of the 54th session of the 
UnG senate (20 november 2013).

253 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 39th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (10 July 2014).
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Promotion of doctor of science Dr. Neža Zajc (in the photo, next to the doctoral student, 
Rector Prof. Dr. Danilo Zavrtanik, the Dean of the School of Postgraduate Studies Prof. 
Dr. Iztok Arčon and the doctoral supervisor Prof. Ddr. Igor Grdina).254 Photographer: Foto 
atelje Pavšič Zavadlav.

less so in accordance with measurable, internationally comparable criteria.255 
The country, which favoured UnG and its prior institional forms as a high-
er education institution that could promote quality renovation of slovenian 
higher education, fell into the trap of public discourse, which, after 2005, and 
even more so after 2008, strongly rejected non-state higher education institu-
tions. Within the discourse, however, there was a qualitative differentiation: 
non-state institutions at lower levels were labelled elitist, and higher educa-
tion institutions, of supposedly lower quality. critics of non-state forms of 
education did not have UnG in mind, but this had a significant impact on 
the higher education institution, which ranked high on various internation-
al scales for assessing the excellence of universities. UnG thus received less 

254 UnG archives, photo library.
255 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 41st meeting 

of the UnG management Board (9 april 2015).
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funding from the state, and in July 2014 the initiative to connect with the 
University of Primorska was mentioned again.256

UnG’s management preferred to focus on achieving its strategic goals, 
while also counting on the help of foreign partners, both donors and strate-
gic investors. even greater shifts were made within UnG. it is asserted that 
the period from the economic crisis to 2015 was one in which a whole series 
of internal acts were created as a result of the introduction of the Bologna 
reform and related changes, as well as structural adjustments to the new 
financial and human resources situation. UnG, which reduced the circle of 
its founders during this time, has substantially reshaped the structure of its 
revenues. if, in the early years, key sources for revenue were derived from 
projects within the business sector, tuition fees and founders’ contributions, 
then from 1999 to 2008, concessional funds for pedagogical activity con-
tributed the most to its development, and, after 2008, european research 
funds represented a dynamic additional component. in addition, funds for 
the renovation of lanthieri Palace were related to UnG - although finan-
cially implemented within the municipality of vipava. in 2014, funds from 
eU projects amounted to 40%, which was a structural challenge for UnG, 
due to the provision of liquidity or the implementation of pre-financing of 
project activities.257

in 2013, the european commission published a report entitled Scientific 
Output and Collaboration of European Universities, an analysis of the re-
search performance of european universities for the period 2007-2011. 
Based on bibliometric indicators (in sets: number of scientific publi-
cations, average citation of scientific papers, standardised by scientific 
fields, average impact factor of published scientific papers and the share 
of articles that are among the 10% most cited in the database) UnG was 
ranked at the top among 303 european and israeli universities surveyed. 

256 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 39th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (10 July 2014).

257 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the UnG manage-
ment Board (9 april 2015).
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The President of the Republic of Slovenia, Borut Pahor, awarded UNG the Order of Merit 
for its exceptionally successful development and the achievements with which it enriched 
the Slovenian higher education area. The decoration was awarded to UNG on the occasion 
of its 20th anniversary.258 Photo: Miha Godec.

UnG ranked first in terms of the average number of scientific articles 
cited and in terms of the share of articles that are among the 10% most 
cited in the database, i.e., ahead of the École Polytechnique fédérale de 
lausanne (ePfl) and eth Zurich, who landed in second and third place. 
in the category of average impact factor of published scientific works, it 
ranked second, behind Weizmann institute of science and ahead of the 
University of Oxford and the University of cambridge in third and fourth 
place. The report of the european commission also states that, according 
to the absolute number of scientific publications, UnG does not achieve 
the scientific production of distinguished and older european univer-
sities, but that, according to the criteria of scientific excellence and the 
scientific impact of its scientific publications, the best-rated slovenian 

258 andreja leban (2015): The University of nova Gorica received the Order of merit. 
University of Nova Gorica, http://www.ung.si/sl/novice/1649/univerza-v-novi-gorici- 
prejela-drzavno-odlikovanje-red-za-zasluge/, 12 may 2020.
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university ranks among the four best european universities, including the 
University of Oxford, ePfl and eth Zurich.259

a group of evaluators of the european University association came to simi- 
lar conclusions in terms of content, and, in June 2015, they conducted an 
evaluation of UnG. in their report, they wrote, among other things: “We 
have found a small, young, active and enthusiastic university with happy 
and satisfied students.”260

in march 2015, a new vision was presented, which had an academic com-
ponent (research and internationally recognized academic excellence) 
and staff component (reliance on own collaborators and stricter habili-
tation criteria) and that dealt with the issue of the campus. concerning 
this issue, UnG received an offer from the President of the Province of 
friuli-venezia Giulia to set up a campus in the area of the old hospital, 
in Gorizia. Preliminary talks were held, but the price set for the premises 
was too high.261 instead of UnG’s presence in Gorizia being strengthened, 
it decreased in november 2015 when UnG vacated the premises in the 
via croce building.262 in the autumn of 2019, the art academy moved 
from italy to rožna dolina with the aim of strengthening and creating a 
more compact and dynamic university centre. it had been an interesting, 
to some extent, even historical, attempt to create a cross-border universi-
ty centre based on the historic intertwining of two cultures in one space 
and on the idea of overcoming differences in 20th century conceptions of 
political and administrative identity.

The international component, which is the cornerstone and modus operan-
di of UnG, proved itself starting in 2015 with approaches to international 

259 european commission: scientific Output and collaboration of european Univer-
sities, https://mail.ung.si/service/home/~/?auth=co&loc=sl&id=30304&part=2.4, 
5 may 2020.

260 vision, University of nova Gorica, http://www.ung.si/sl/o-univerzi/, 10 June 2020.
261 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 65th PnG senate session (8 July 

2015).
262 UnG archives, senate sessions, minutes of the 68th PnG senate session (25 

november 2015).
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consortia such as cherenkov’s telescope array. at the same time, UnG 
joined the consortia of slovenian universities, such as with the establish-
ment of the slovenian innovation centre led by the University of ljubljana, 
the innovative Open technologies project led by the University of maribor 
and the all-slovenia noč raziskovalcev (researchers’ night) project.263

This cooperation was an indicator of the success and commitment of em-
ployees, so in august 2015, rector Zavrtanik called on the members of the 
Board of directors to help achieve more important goals. among these was 
certainly the campus, the spatial placement of which proved to be an almost 
insurmountable obstacle. The project simply went beyond the reach of local 
communities and efforts to strengthen regionalisation, which could have 
contributed to the establishment of regional higher education centres, came 
to a complete halt after 2008.264

Gradually, a less favourable funding model was introduced for UnG; due to 
austerity measures, fewer funds became available, with the ministry grant-
ing additional concessions to non-state programmes that more openly sup-
ported state higher education institutions. UnG leadership considered the 
funding model for higher education to be inadequate. rector Zavrtanik 
sought to have the state finance the institute instead of programmes, which 
would then autonomously distribute funds among organisational units. 
UnG leadership supported its arguments with evaluations by international 
experts. UnG was rated on the U-multirank scale as one of the best uni-
versities in central europe in terms of the most evaluation indicators and 
research excellence. The relationship between professors and students was 
particularly successful in the evaluation set. it was ranked similarly high on 
the rUr scale.265

263 UnG archives, Board of directors.
264 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 42nd meeting 

of the UnG management Board (26 august 2015).
265 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and positions of the 45th meeting 

of the UnG Board of directors (7 september 2016); scientific Output and collab-
oration of european Universities, 2013, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/
publication/ea818496-b5f1-4ca7-9354-79ba99acd244, 27 may 2020.
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management at UnG was surprised by the decision of the ministry of 
higher education, science and technology in september 2016 to reduce 
funding for pedagogical activities by 5%. The financial shortfall was partly 
covered by mOnG with the approval of additional funds, and partly by 
reaching to surpluses generated in the most financially successful period 
of 2001-2007.266 UnG was more satisfied with the next intervention of the 
line ministry in august 2017, when the ministry rewarded UnG’s research 
performance. UnG received a 9.6% increase in the grant. There were also 
talks about greater autonomy in the use of concessional funds.267

The increased financial contribution of mOnG in 2016 temporarily re-
newed expectations of a resurgence of the UnG campus project in nova 
Gorica, especially since the preparation of a long-term mOnG develop-
ment strategy began in autumn 2016 and the economic situation was en-
couraging for planning significant strategic projects. The campus project 
did not enjoy wider support, and the founder - compared to the state - did 
not want to give the absolute advantage of their (own) university over other 
higher education institutions in the city.268

in april 2017, the third strategic meeting of the extended management 
of UnG was held, at which the possibilities for further development were 
examined, especially regarding to the question of filling the gaps after the 
resignation of the Zrc saZU as a co-founder even though Zrc saZU 
employees continued to participate in the pedagogical process of UnG. 
Options included status transformation in cooperation with a foreign uni-
versity, transformation into a state university, acquisition of a co-founder 
from business circles, and entry of the UnG foundation or another 
foundation among the UnG co-founders. The aim of the changes was to  

266 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 45th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (7 september 2016).

267 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 49th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (30 august 2017).

268 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the UnG manage-
ment Board (7 september 2016).
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University of Nova Gorica (UNG) has been involved in the global international evaluation 
of “U-Multirank” universities since the very beginning of this European project. Results of 
this comparative evaluation of universities from around the world “U-Multirank 2020”, 
published on the website www.umultirank.org, showed that UNG is again achieving high, 
above-average results on a global scale this year. The excellence of UNG in the field of re-
search, international orientation and regional involvement is especially recognised. It also 
shows good results in the field of learning and teaching.269

269 andreja leban: U-multirank - international comparative assessments of the Uni-
versity of nova Gorica, http://www.ung.si/sl/novice/2146/u-multirank-mednarod-
na-primerjalna-ocena-univerze-v-novi-gorici/, 20 august 2020.
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The Laboratory for Materials Research is developing technologies for the application of  
autogenous hydrogen obtained with the help of algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, with the 
financial support of the European Regional Development Fund in the period 2017-2020. 
Photographer: CasarsaGURU.

enhance the flexibility and resilience of the institution to external shocks or 
the economic and social challenges of the 21st century.270

The strategic consultation took place at a time when the prevailing assess-
ment was that the liquidity problems that had plagued UnG since 2010 
had been completely overcome and that funds from european projects had 
been disbursed.271 since then, more attention has been paid to financial sus-
tainability when evaluating study programmes, which represents a concep-
tual departure from the initial period when savings were used to finance 
the introduction of new programmes, and funds were more available on 

270 University of nova Gorica: annual report for 2018, http://www.ung.si/media/stor-
age/cms/attachments/2019/04/04/15/47/41/Koncno_Letno_porocilo_2018_copy.
pdf, 15 may 2020.

271 ibid.
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the “market”. structural changes in the student population (a small propor-
tion of part-time students with full-time employment) and a reduction in 
size, as well as the introduction of new approaches to education through 
the involvements of companies, have reduced the range of options. The ex-
pected generosity of the slovenian elite towards top scientific and cultural 
institutions is less pronounced and more spontaneous. frequent upheavals 
in the form of economic crises and the partial consolidation of the class 
of (new) slovenian capitalists and, of course, the nonattitude towards top 
institutions contribute to this.272

The management, which in the past had spoken out against the adoption of 
a state structure - the search for a foreign investor did not yield the desired 
results - set the entry of the UnG foundation among its founders as the 
most optimal path. to this end, in november 2017, the Board of direc-
tors approved amendments to the act establishing the UnG foundation. 
The foundation became formally independent of its founders.273 The entry 
of the foundation among the founders included Zavrtanik among its key 
task holders, whom the Board of directors, in accordance with the positive 
opinion of the international council and the UnG senate, reappointed in 
march 2018 as rector with a four-year term. among other important chal-
lenges, he cited attracting foreign and highly motivated students, obtaining 
concessions for programmes at the art academy, and maintaining UnG’s 
long-term financial sustainability.274

simultaneously with the appointment of Zavrtanik as rector, slovenia be-
came a full member of the Board of directors of the cherenkov telescope 
array Observatory, which was an important success for him personally and 

272 interview with Boštjan Žekš (15 January 2020); see also lorenčič (2012).
273 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 50th meeting 

of the UnG management Board (29 november 2017).
274 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 51st meeting 

of the UnG management Board (21 march 2018).
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for the entire UnG, which participated on this international project.275 The 
project group included UnG collaborators tanja Petrushevska and Ga-
brijela Zaharijaš, who were awarded the apple of inspiration by President 
Borut Pahor in february 2019; the former for the discovery of the first su-
pernova to form a close binary neutron star, and the latter for the study of 
extragalactic background light with the fermi satellite.276

less encouraging was the response of the founders to the proposal on the 
entry of the UnG foundation among the founders of the university, despite 
legal arguments and the presentation of good practices. lawyers rajko Pir-
nat and verica trstenjak did not recognise any legal obstacles, while the 
local communities persisted in their opposition. The municipal council of 
ajdovščina adopted the decision to resign from UnG in June 2019, and 
mOnG asked the ministry of higher education, science and sport for a 
legal opinion. The ministry was not in favour of such a solution, but did not 
comment on its substantive arguments, such as ensuring financial stability 
in the event of overdue funds within (european) projects or the absence of 
financial contribution from its co-founder.277

during this period, there were lively events at UnG in three pedagogical 
units: at the school of humanities, the college of viticulture and enolo-
gy (from 2019 the school of viticulture and enology) and the art acade-
my. The latter unit moved from Gorizia to rožna dolina, and an attempt 
to obtain concessions for pedagogical programmes and financial support 
from mOnG were unsuccessful. in this transitional form, the art academy 

275 UnG archives; Board of directors, decisions and views of the 51st meeting of the 
Board of directors of UnG (21 march 2018); UnG archives, Board of directors, 
decisions and views of the 52nd meeting of the UnG Board of directors (27 June 
2018); see also senica (2019b).

276 senica (2019a).
277 UnG archives, Board of directors, decisions and views of the UnG Board of 

directors (27 June 2018); UnG archives, Board of directors, decisions and views 
of the 54th meeting of the UnG Board of directors (19 december 2018); UnG 
archives, Board of directors, decisions and views of the 56th correspondence 
meeting of the UnG Board of directors (8 July 2019).
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The university vineyard produces grapes for the wines University pinela, University red, 
University green (Zelen) and Rector’s selection.278 Photographer: Marko Lesica.

successfully passed the long procedures before the council for higher edu-
cation of the republic of slovenia and nakvis, and still was able to meet its 
enrollment quota.279 nevertheless, the Board of directors, which had been 
pursuing the principle of financial sustainability of the programme since 
the summer of 2017, pointed out the need to provide additional sources 
of funding and to align with the university funding model of 50% - 50%, 
which meant strengthening resources for teaching in the case of the art 
academy. The situation at the school of humanities was financially stable, 
but UnG’s management wanted the school to renew its vision, taking into 
account the philosophy of its founding moment, that the higher education 
institution should offer internationally comparable and innovative study 
programmes and create homogeneous (research-pedagogical) organisa-
tional units.280 a second-cycle study programme was added to the college 

278 UnG archives, photo library.
279 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the UnG manage-

ment Board (18 december 2013).
280 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 55th meeting 

of the UnG management Board (3 april 2019).
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of viticulture and enology, and the school was transformed into the school 
of viticulture and enology.281

Other faculties and research units, developed by full-time associates from 
the initial, founding period had established an academic culture in the ini-
tial period that was then organically transferred to new associates. Thus, the 
greatest systemic risk for them was the delay of disbursements of research 
funds (from european projects) and, at some schools, the acquisition of an 
adequate number of motivated students.

in december 2019, the Board of directors supported the proposal to reg-
ister suitable candidates for the position of rector after the conclusion of 
rector danilo Zavrtanik’s term, thereby beginning an orderly transition to 
a new era, taking into account the achieved development and the impor-
tance of UnG for the development of slovenian higher education.282

281 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 56th corre-
spondence meeting of the UnG management Board (8 July 2019).

282 UnG archives, management Board, conclusions and views of the 58th meeting 
of the UnG management Board (5 december 2019).
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Entry of Miki Muster, the recipient of the title of Honorary Doctor, in the Book of Honorary 
Guests.283

283 UnG archives, Book of honorary guests.
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imPOrtant 
sPreadsheets and 
aWards

ManageMent of the University 
of nova gorica

Head of the School of Environmental Sciences
1995-1998
Prof. Dr. Boštjan Žekš

Head of the Nova Gorica Polytechnic
1998-2006
Prof. Dr. Boštjan Žekš

Head of the University of Nova Gorica
2006-2010
Prof. Dr. Boštjan Žekš

President of the School of Environmental Sciences
1995-1998
Prof. Dr. Danilo Zavrtanik
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President of the Nova Gorica Polytechnic
1998-2006
Prof. Dr. Danilo Zavrtanik

President of the University of Nova Gorica
2006-2010
Prof. Dr. Danilo Zavrtanik

Rector of the University of Nova Gorica
2010-
Prof. Dr. Danilo Zavrtanik

Vice Rector for Education
2010-
Prof. Dr. Mladen Franko

Vice-Rector for Research and Arts
2010-
Prof. dr. Gvido Bratina
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honorary titles and awards of  
the University of nova gorica

hOnOrary dOctOrs

2000 - Prof. dr. James W. cronin, nobel laureate in Physics

at its session on may 25, 2000, the senate of the nova Gorica Polytechnic 
decided that Prof. dr. James W. cronin would receive an honorary doc-
torate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his key contribution to 
justifying symmetry violations to the inversion of space and the transfor-
mation of particles into antiparticles, and for outstanding achievements in 
high-energy cosmic ray physics. 

2002 - Prof. dr. Paul J. crutzen, nobel laureate in chemistry

at its session on april 9, 2002, the senate of the nova Gorica Polytechnic 
decided that Prof. dr. Paul J. crutzen would receive an honorary doctorate 
- doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his pioneering work in research 
into the formation and degradation of ozone in the atmosphere and the 
development of the theory of heterogeneous reactions on the surface of 
particulate matter in polar stratospheric clouds, which significantly con-
tributed to the understanding of the phenomenon of ozone layer thinning 
and solving global ecological problems.

2004 - Joseph f. sutter, chief designer of the Boeing 747

senate of the nova Gorica Polytechnic at its meeting of 13 april 2004, it 
decided that Joseph f. sutter would receive an honorary doctorate - doctor 
honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding achievements in the glob-
al development of aviation, aeronautics and spaceflight.
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2004 - Prof. romano Prodi, President of the european commission

at its session on 17 June 2004, the senate of the nova Gorica Polytechnic 
decided that Prof. romano Prodi would receive an honorary doctorate - 
doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his contribution to the develop-
ment and enlargement of the european Union and to the advancement of 
science and higher education in europe.

2006 - dr. christer fuglesang, astronaut - discovery rocket crew (sts-116 
mission)

at its session on 22 november 2006, the senate of the University of nova 
Gorica decided that dr. christer fuglesang would receive an honorary doc-
torate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding achieve-
ments in the field of science and the development of space flight and living 
in space. 

2008 - acad. Prof. dr. vinko v. dolenc, world-famous slovenian neuro-
surgeon

at its session on 16 July 2008, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that acad. Prof. dr. vinko v. dolenc would receive an honorary 
doctorate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding scien-
tific and professional achievements in the field of the development of neu-
rosurgery in slovenia and the world.

2009 - Prof. dr. satya n. atluri, a top computer modelling scientist in en-
gineering and science

at its session on 16 september 2009, the senate of the University of nova 
Gorica decided that Prof. dr. satya n. atluri would receive an honor-
ary doctorate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding 
achievements in the development of computer mechanics.
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2010 - Prof. dr. michael Grätzel, one of the ten most cited chemists in the 
world, winner of the millennium technology Prize for 2010

at its session on 18 may 2010, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that Prof. dr. michael Grätzel would receive an honorary doctorate 
- doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding achievements in 
the field of modern materials and systems for capturing solar energy.

2011 - evgen Bavčar, photographer, essayist, philosopher and publicist

at its session on 6 July 2011, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that dr. evgen Bavčar would receive an honorary doctorate - doctor 
honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding artistic achievements in 
the field of photography.

2013 - Prof. dr. dirk hoerder, world-renowned migration historian and 
recipient of the 2003 sharlin Prize of the social science history association

at its session on 11 July 2013, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that Prof. dr. dirk hoerder would receive an honorary doctorate 
- doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding scientific achieve-
ments in the field of migration history.

2014 - Prof. dr. Peter Jenni, one of the most famous planners of the higgs 
boson hunt

at its session on 9 July 2014, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that dr. Peter Jenni would receive an honorary doctorate - doctor 
honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding scientific achievements in 
experimental particle physics.

2015 - mr miki muster, one of the best creators of picture books and comics 
and film cartoons. We consider him the originator of slovenian comics. 

at its session on 13 may 2015, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that miki muster would receive an honorary doctorate - doctor 
honoris causa - for artistic creation with which he enriched world art with 
outstanding achievements. 
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2015 - Prof. dr. Gerald P. schatten, world-renowned scientist in artificial 
reproduction, regenerative medicine and stem cells 

at its session on 13 may 2015, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that Prof. dr. Gerald P. schatten would receive an honorary doc-
torate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his outstanding scientific 
and professional achievements in development and regenerative medicine. 

2017 - Prof. dr. igor Gregorič, world-famous heart surgeon of slovenian 
descent

at its session on 15 march 2017, the senate of the University of nova Gorica 
decided that Prof. dr. igor Gregorič would receive an honorary doctorate - 
doctor honoris causa - for his outstanding scientific and professional achieve-
ments in cardiology.

2018 - Prof. rajko Grlić, one of the world’s most famous directors from 
the former yugoslavian area. at its session on 17 may 2018, the senate of 
the University of nova Gorica decided that Prof. rajko Grlić would receive 
an honorary doctorate - doctor honoris causa - in recognition of his out-
standing achievements in cinema and for the enrichment of the world art 
treasury.

2019 - Prof. Giacinto scoles, a world-renowned expert in the field of molec-
ular spectroscopic methods and biomedicine. The senate of the University 
of nova Gorica decided that Prof. Giacinto scoles would receive an hon-
orary doctorate of the University of nova Gorica - doctor honoris causa 
- for his outstanding scientific and professional achievements in the field of 
time-dependent spectroscopy and nanoscience.

2020 - Prof. dr. heino falcke, a world-leading astrophysicist who took the 
first ever picture of a black hole. The senate of the University of nova Gorica 
adopted a decision that the title of honorary doctor of the University of nova 
Gorica - doctor honoris causa - is to be awarded to Prof. dr. heino falcke for 
his outstanding scientific achievements in the field of astrophysics.
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hOnOrary memBer

2008 - dr. murat Boratav
2010 - Prof. dr. neil mcn. alford
2011 - Prof. alfonso franciosi
2012 - Prof. dr. dane Bićanić
2013 - dr. suzan van dijk
2014 - dr. vincenzo Palermo
2015 - Prof. dr. Urška vrhovšek, Prof. dr. chieu d. tran
2016 - Prof. dr. William e. eichinger
2017 - Prof. dr. Paolo samorí
2018 - doc. dr. Julij nemanič
2019 - Prof. dr. lawrence Banks
2020 - dr. salvatore la rosa

PrOfessOr emeritUs

2005 - Prof. dr. stojan Plesničar, Prof. dr. sidney a. Katz
2007 - Prof. dr. Janez Štupar
2008 - Prof. dr. franc Bizjak
2009 - acad. Prof. dr. andrej Kranjc
2010 - Prof. antonino abrami
2012 - Prof. dr. corrado sarzanini
2015 - Prof. dr. stane Granda
2016 - Prof. dr. stanko strmčnik
2017 - Prof. dr. Boštjan Žekš
2018 - Prof. dr. Jukka Jokilehto
2019 - Prof. dr. Xavier Greffe
2020 - Prof. dr. miran veselič
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GOlden Plate Of the University Of nOva GOrica

2005 - Črtomir Špacapan
2007 - Boris Peric
2008 - Prof. dr. Giorgio margaritondo
2009 - Prof. dr. Bogdan Glumac
2010 - Prof. dr. francisco ernesto Baralle
2011 - members of the first senate of the school of environmental sciences 
– the predecessor of the University of nova Gorica. The members of the 
first senate were: Prof. dr. franc Bizjak, Prof. dr. andrej Čokl, Prof. dr. 
ana Gregorčič, Prof. dr. franc Gubenšek, Prof. dr. nikola Kallay, Prof. dr. 
Burton c. Kross, Prof. dr. ivan marušič, Prof. dr. Peter stegnar, Prof. dr. 
Janez Štupar and Prof. dr. Boštjan Žekš
2013 - mag. ivan Princes, Prof. dr. tanja dominko
2015 - Prof. dr. Boštjan Žekš
2016 - Prof. dr. matjaž Klemenc
2017 - mag. mitja Jermol
2020 - ivo Boscarol

alUmnUs PrimUs

school of environmental sciences
2007 - Katjuša Reja Mozetič
2008 - Marko Kete
2009 - Lilijana Piščanec
2010 - Kristina Obu
2011 - Anja Soklič,  Simona Jerenec
2012 - Maja Cerar
2013 - Rok Vidic
2014 - Nina Nemec, Neža Orel
2015 - Tjaša Kolar
2016 - Sandra Dukić
2018 - Tanja Batkovič
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Urša Papler (married Prša), recipient of the alumnus primus and alumnus optimus 
awards, became a young researcher at the Research Centre for Humanities after successfully 
completing her studies in Slovenian Studies.284 Foto atelje Pavšič Zavadlav. 

school of engineering and Management
2007 - Dejan Trojer Smrečnik
2008 - Petra Madon, Bojan Korečič, Drago Papler
2009 - Matej Štokelj
2010 - lucija vidrih, Jelena andrlič, marko Ostojić
2011 - Jana Gregorič, robert Čebron, tadej Kodelja
2012 - lea manfreda
2013 - Joško Zamar
2014 - tanja abram, sara vodopivec, tomaž colja, lea manfreda
2015 - Gašper Puš
2016 - mariam Parekhelashvili
2017 - Gašper Čefarin
2018 - eva Battistel, Peter ferfoglia
2020 - lucija rutar,  Peter ferfoglia

284 UnG archives, photo library.
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school of humanities
2008 - mojca vah
2009 - Kristina ivšič, Urša Papler
2010 - mateja Košir,  manca erzetič, ines vidmar
2011 - nikola Babić, hedeja mikuž
2012 - megi rožič, Urša erjavec, laura Brataševec
2013 - tina Šuligoj, Jure Gregorčič
2014 - daniela stekar
2015 - manca mušič
2016 - lara Brankovič
2017 - manca Koren

school for viticulture and enology
2009 - nika Gregorič
2010 - Borut trbižan
2012 - valter Bembič, manca Gabrijelčič
2013 - sašo Gabršček
2014 - tereza Jakin

school of science
2010 - Jurij Urbančič
2011 - Gašper Kukec mezek
2012 - Jurij Urbančič, Blaž Winkler
2013 - aleš Bogovič
2014 - miha Gunde, Gašper Kukec mezek, Blaž Winkler
2015 - matija stupar
2016 - Gregor mrak, hovhannes demirtshyan
2020 - matej stanič

school of arts
2010 - Polona Zupan, Urška djukić
2012 - alenka Černe
2013 - anja Perše
2014 - Urška djukić
2015 - roberta Battiston
2016 - ester ivakič
2018 - taja Košir Popovič
2019 - Josipa Škrapić
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alUmnUs OPtimUs

school of environmental sciences
2007 - Katjuša reja mozetič
2008 - robert mozetič, nastja tomšič
2009 - lilijana Piščanec
2010 - ivana Kacafura
2011 - erika Jež, anja soklič
2012 - anja Kucler
2013 - alja markelj, Jelena topić, rok vidic
2014 - neža Orel, tina ravnikar
2015 - lara valentić, rok Oblak
2016 - tine Bizjak
2017 - Jacopo segato
2018 - teja cankar, neža Orel
2019 - Gaja tomsič
2020 - anja Petra Bencek

school of engineering and Management
2007 - Kristina Kosič
2008 - Bojan Korečič, Petra madon
2009 - aleksander Boškin, marijan Kerševan, matej Štokelj
2010 - martin Krečič, nina duša, lucija vidrih
2011 - darijo faganelj, iztok Kodrič, Uroš Kobal, silvester Jeršič
2012 - marko lazar, Blaž Ukmar
2013 - lucija vidrih
2014 - tanja abram, lea manfreda
2015 - martin Bizjak
2016 - Johannes vuga Gregorič
2017 - maja tišma, ikram muhammad
2018 - Peter ferfoglia,  Jure Krečič
2019 - andrea torroni
2020 - lucija rutar,  Jožef Petelinek
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school of humanities
2008 - mojca vah
2009 - Kristina ivšič, Urša Papler
2010 - mateja Košir, helena Plahuta, megi rožič, irena troha Jejčič
2011 - Petra mišmaš, daniela stekar, hedeja mikuž
2012 - megi rožič, Petra Kavčič, Jana murovec, igor ivašković
2013 - daša medvešček, tina Šuligoj, Božica Špolad Žuber, mateja Kregar Gliha
2014 - calum James riach, Jani toplak
2015 - manca mušič, laura Brataševec, eva Poplašen
2016 - vesna Plesničar
2017 - ana cukjati, Jani rijavec, tina Šuligoj
2018 - tjaša Petrič
2019 - Zala Zbičajnik, nik Obid, nika Kravos, ana cukjati
2020 - anika velišček, martin Batagelj, anej Žagar

school for viticulture and enology
2009 - nika Gregorič
2010 - Borut trbižan
2012 - manca Gabrijelčič
2014 - Jan tronkar
2017 - natalia mikhaylina
2018 - vanesa Klinec
2020 - matic ferjančič

school of science
2010 - Jurij Urbančič
2011 - Gašper Kukec mezek
2012 - Blaž Winkler, Jurij Urbančič
2013 - aleš Bogovič
2014 - miha Gunde, Gašper Kukec mezek
2015 - anže Peternel,  matija stupar
2016 - hovhannes demirtshyan
2017 - aleš Bogovič
2018 - luka novinec
2019 - nada ihanec
2020 - matej stanič
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school of arts
2010 - Polona Zupan
2011 - mateja lukežič
2013 - valerija Zabret
2014 - Gaja Kutnjak, Urška djukić
2015 - roberta Battiston, lavoslava Benčić
2016 - nika lemut, valerija Zabret
2018 - neva Kumelj, helene Thümmel
2019 - Josipa Škrapić, mery Gobec
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associate awards of 
the University of nova gorica

1996:
Prof. dr. iztok arčon, the Golden emblem of Jožef stefan
Prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, ambassador of science of slovenia award

1998:
Prof. dr. matjaž valant, the Golden emblem of iJs

2004:
Prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik and Prof. dr. marko mikuž, ljubljana, Zois 
award for scientific research
Prof. dr. mladen franko, Zois award for scientific research

2005:
Prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, Order for merits (slovenia) 

2006:
Prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, Puh award for achievements in development
Prof. dr. iztok arčon, Zois award for scientific research
Prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štangar, Zois award for scientific research

2008:
Prof. dr. Polonca trebše, Zois award for scientific research
dr. Urh Černigoj, the Golden emblem of iJs

2009: 
Prof. dr. irena avsenik nabergoj, Zois award for scientific research
Prof. dr. Gregor veble, Puh award for achievements in development
miha Založnik, the Golden emblem of iJs
Prof. dr. Oto luthar, austrian cross of honour for science and art
Prof. dr. Jure Piškur, miroslav Zei award for Outstanding achievements 
in research 
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2012:
Prof. dr. Jure Piškur, ambassador of science of slovenia award
Prof. dr. matjaž valant, Zois award for Outstanding scientific achievements

2013:
Prof. dr. nada lavrač, Zois award for scientific research
Prof. dr. tanja dominko, ambassador of science of slovenia award

2014:
Prof. dr. Giovanni de ninno, Zois award for important scientific achievements
Prof. dr. Klemen lisjak, award for achievements in development
Prof. dr. Urška vrhovšek, ambassador of science of slovenia award
dr. rok Prebil, Pregl award for Outstanding doctoral Thesis

2015:
Prof. dr. andreja Gomboc, Zois award for important achievements in  
scientific research and development
Prof. dr. Katja mihurko Poniž, Zois award for important achievements in 
scientific research and development
Prof. rajko Grlić, american Grand Prix for Best film
Prof. rajko Grlić, vesna award for Best co-Production film

2016:
Prof. dr. Gregor cevc, ambassador of science of slovenia award
Prof. dr. franc marušič, Zois award for important achievements in linguistics
Prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, Zois award for Outstanding achievements 

2017:
Prof. dr. Gregor mali, Pregl award
dušan Kastelic, vesna award for Best short film
doc. mag. Janez Burger, eight vesna awards in various categories, including 
vesna award for Best feature film
Prof. dr. Gregor mali, Zois award for important scientific achievements 
Prof. dr. Kozma ahačič, apple of inspiration, recognition of the President 
of the republic of slovenia, Borut Pahor
Prof. dr. Kozma ahačič, Golden emblem of Zrc saZU
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2018:
acad. Prof. dr. Boštjan Žekš, Zois award for lifetime achievements
Prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, Pregl award
Kolja saksida, vesna award for Best animated film
Prof. dr. Petra svoljšak, decoration of the Knight’s cross of the hungarian 
Order of merit

2019:
dušan Kastelic, Prešeren fund award
doc. dr. Gabrijela Zaharijaš, apple of inspiration, recognition of the President 
of the republic of slovenia, Borut Pahor
dr. tanja Petrushevska, apple of inspiration, recognition of the President 
of the republic of slovenia, Borut Pahor
igor Prassel, decoration of the Knight of the national Order of arts and 
letters of the french republic
Prof. dr. Barbara Pregelj, lirikonov zlát - international festival literary 
award 
martin turk, vesna award for special achievements for a feature film
milanka fabjančič, vesna award for Best animated film
neda rusjan Bric, mira award for Outstanding achievements in literary 
creativity and holistic Personality attitude
Prof. dr. mladen franko, honorary doctor of the azerbaijan state agricul-
tural University

2020:
dr. tina Škorjanc, Pregl award for exceptional academic achievements
Prof. dr. Prof. dr. samo stanič, Zois award for exceptional research achieve-
ments
Prof. dr. marko Zavrtanik, Zois award for exceptional research achievements
Prof. dr. andrej filipčič, Zois award for exceptional research achievements
Prof. Oskar Kogoj, lifetime achievement award of the designers society 
of slovenia
Prof. dr. tanja Urbančič, Open collaboration award for excellence of the 
international Organisation Open education Global
Prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, Blinc lifetime achievement award in the field 
of physics
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In 2006, Prof. Dr. Iztok Arčon received the Zois Award for Outstanding Research Achieve-
ments in the field of X-ray absorption spectroscopy with synchrotron light. Photo: Prof. Dr. 
Iztok Arčon.

Prof. dr. Giovanni de ninno, Blinc award for extraordinary single achieve-
ment in the field of physics
Prof. dr. iztok arčon, Pregl award
acad. Prof. dr. Boštjan Žekš, The Golden Order of merit

2021: 
dr. fabio lapenta, lapanje distinction of the slovenian Biochemical society

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
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stUdent awards of the 
University of nova gorica

1997:
lea Pogačnik, first prize for conference contribution 5th international 
young investigators seminar on analytical chemistry, slovenia
Barbara vokal, simsUG accolade prize international conference on stable 
isotope and isotope effects at carry-le-rouet, france

2003:
miha Založnik, award for the Best contribution of a young researcher in 
metallic materials, 11th conference on materials and technologies, slovenia

2007:
nika Gregorič and Borut trbižan, silver plaque in the category “Best euro-
pean team” and silver plaque for the special Prize of spain “special award 
spain” for knowledge of spanish enography, second europea Wine cham-
pionship, spain

2008:
Peter Bakaršič and marko Benčina, 2nd place in team competition, Third 
europea Wine championship, Portugal
marko Benčina, 5th place in the category of grape growing, 5th place in 
the category of winemaking, Third europea Wine championship, Portugal
Peter Bakaršič, 1st place in the category of grape growing, 3rd place in the 
category of winemaking, 1st place in the category of wine tasting and eU-
rOPea chamPiOn, Third europea Wine championship, Portugal
andraž Petrović, award for the Best scientific contribution of a young re-
searcher european materials research society 2008 spring meeting, france
mag. malgorzata Piecha, award for the best oral presentation at the confe- 
rence, 9th european meeting on environmental chemistry - emec 9, spain
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2009:
drago Papler, trimo research award 
andrej Ovca, award for the Best scientific contribution at the conference 
5th young investigators’ seminar on analytical chemistry - yisac 2009, 
austria

2011:
valentin Koblar, trim research award 
edina talić, sid bank award for the thesis
tina Jerman Klen, award for young researchers, 1st euro-mediterranean 
symposium fruit & vegetable Processing

2012:
Petra Kavčič, award of the slavic society of slovenia for the diploma work
tina Jerman Klen, national award of the World federation of scientists of 
the slovenian science foundation

2013:
tina Jerman Klen, award l’Oréal-UnescO for Women in science
matej Boltar, award of the slovenian maintenance association for the best 
diploma thesis in maintenance

2014:
Jan Krivec, 3rd prize for diploma thesis in the field of computer science and 
informatics, days of slovenian informatics 2014
mag. manisha chhikara, award for the best poster at the workshop, inter-
national Workshop on solar energy materials - sOlmat 2014, slovenia
tina Kocjan, Bronze nahtigal award of the dolenjska academic initiative 
society
dr. mojca stubelj ars, alpine convention award for young scientists

2015:
dr. iva mrak, award for the Best doctoral dissertation in innovative methods 
and instruments for the Promotion of flexible, creative and sustainable cities, 
Università degli studi di napoli federico ii, italy
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lea manfreda, technology networks award Process control technology 
(tm) tvP)
ivana Kacafura, european energy manager award for Best energy concept
valerija Zabret, vesna aawards and restart for the best study film, slovenian 
film festival

2016:
Urška djukić, vesna award for Best short film, slovenian film festival
dunja danial, award for Best music documentary, Grossmann festival
ester ivakić, special mention for a student film, slovenian film festival
sandra Jovanovska, first prize for a student film, festival of european film 
cinedays, north macedonia

2017:
vanesa Klinec, 2nd place and silver medal, european championship of 
young Wine specialists, france
alexey yurts, 1st place at the 11th international Olympiad on astronomy 
and astrophysics, Thailand
aleksej Jurca, apple of inspiration, recognition of the President of the 
republic of slovenia, Borut Pahor

2018:
aleksej Jurca, award of the capital city of ljubljana
maruša mugerli lavrenčič, international festival literary award lirikonov zlát
sandra Jovanovska, Best experimental film award, Progeny film festival, 
United states
samo Bihar, award for a student animated project in development, award 
of the slovenian animated film association
Katarina Blažič, recognition for a student animated project in development
irena Gatej, Best student film award, cinedays festival of european film, 
north macedonia

2019:
hanna Budasheva, first place for the best poster presentation, Winter college 
on applications of Optics and Photonics in food science, italy
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sandra Jovanovska, award of the educational programme sharpening the 
view for a master’s thesis, slovenian film festival
maruša mugerli lavrenčič, Poetry award of the institute for culture, sport 
and tourism Žalec fanny haussmann 
anja resman, award for a student animated project in development, award 
of the slovenian animated film association
sandra Jovanovska, award for a student animated film, award of the slovenian 
animated film association

2020:
anja Polajnar, Open collaboration award for excellence
miha reja, award for a completed student animation project 
Jošt Šeško, special recognition for a completed student animation project
larisa nagode, special recognition for a completed student animation project
Katarina Blažič, special recognition for a completed student animation 
project 
amadeja Kribiš, award for a student animation project in progress
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MeMbers of senates

senate of the ses
1995-1999
Boštjan Žekš
alan appleby
alenka malej
ana Gregorič
andrej Čokl
Burton c. Kross
corrado sarzanini
elan J. Gandsman
franc Bizjak
franc Gubenšek
ivan marušič
Janez Štupar
mauro causa
nikola Kallay
Peter stegnar
samuel d. faust
sidney a. Katz
stanko strmčnik
stojan Plesničar
veljko rus
Werner hofmann

senate of the Png
1999-2003
Boštjan Žekš
Gabrijel Kernel
mladen franko
stanko strmčnik
stojan Plesničar
venčeslav Kaučič
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franc Bizjak
Gvido Bratina

2003-2007
Boštjan Žekš
franc Bizjak
Gvido Bratina
mladen franko
venčeslav Kaučič
Gabrijel Kernel
andrej Kranjc
Oto luthar
stojan Plesničar
stanko strmčnik
iztok arčon
tanja Urbančič
robert hudej/Peter Krkoč/aleš Boškin/andreja Palatinus

senate of the Ung
2007-2011
danilo Zavrtanik
Boštjan Žekš
andrej Kranjc
franc Bizjak
franc marušič
Gvido Bratina
iztok arčon
maja ravnikar
mladen franko
Oto luthar
Polonca trebše/matjaž valant
stanko strmčnik
tanja Urbančič
andreja Palatinus/Jernej Premrl/Špela Brajer
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2011-2015
danilo Zavrtanik
andrej Kranjc
Boštjan Potokar
Branka mozetič vodopivec
Gvido Bratina/samo stanič
iztok arčon
Katja mihurko Poniž 
maja ravnikar
matjaž valant/Urška lavrenčič Štangar 
Oto luthar
franc marušič
tadej Bajd
tanja Urbančič
Špela Brajer/aleš Bogovič
Žiga Bis/Peter mišič/mateja nikolić 

2015-2019
danilo Zavrtanik
andrej Kranjc
Boštjan Potokar
Branka mozetič vodopivec
iztok arčon
Katja mihurko Poniž/aleš vaupotič 
maja ravnikar
samo stanič
tadej Bajd 
tanja Urbančič
Urška lavrenčič Štangar/matjaž valant
aleš Bogovič/ester slokar/Klemen cotič/anika velišček
mateja nikolić/Polona Petejan/anja Polajnar
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2019-2023
danilo Zavrtanik
aleš vaupotič/Željko Oset (till July 2021)
andrej Kranjc
Boštjan Potokar
Branka mozetič vodopivec
iztok arčon
maja ravnikar (till October 2019)
matjaž valant
nataša Zabukovec logar
samo stanič/sandra Gardonio
tanja Urbančič
anika velišček/Katja Belec
anja Polajnar/ana Prebil
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MeMbers of ManageMent board

Management board of the ses
1995-1999
Črtomir Špacapan, president
danilo Zavrtanik
Borut lavrič
danilo Kovačič
mladen franko
Štefan Krapše

Management board of the Png
1999-2003
Črtomir Špacapan, president
danilo Zavrtanik
Borut lavrič
aleš nemec
iztok arčon
rafael martinčič
stojan Ščuka
viljem de Brea

2004-2006
Borut lavrič, president
ivo Boscarol
iztok arčon
Polonca trebše
rado riha
robert Golob
egon Pavlica/aleš Boškin 
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Management board of the Ung
2006-2011
Borut lavrič, president
ivo Boscarol
Urška lavrenčič Štangar/melita sternad lemut
rado riha
robert Žerjal
samo stanič/sabina Zelinšček
Kristina Kosič/Jan ferjančič/mateja Založnik
Jana Gregorič 

2011-2015
Boris Peric, president
Borut lavrič
Gregor cevc
matjaž Kuntner
miran veselič
robert Golob
robert Žerjal
Urh Černigoj 
Jana Gregorič

2015-2019
Boris Peric, president
Borut lavrič
Boris Kovač
dejan Paravan
Gregor cevc
Jadran lenarčič
miran veselič
verica trstenjak
ester slokar/Klemen cotič/anika velišček 
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2019-2023
Borut lavrič, predsident
Jadran lenarčič
maja ravnikar
miran veselič
Urška vrhovšek
Zoran Božič
yue ma
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nUMber of bachelor’s gradUates, 
Master’s gradUates, and doctoral 
gradUates by schools and stUdy 
PrograMMes 

(on the 31 October 2021)

vi/2. vii. viii/1. viii/2.

school of arts 55 14 69

school of humanities 98 276 374

school of science 23 12 35

Graduate school 101 253 354

school of environmental sciences 89 161 250

school for viticulture and enology 45 45

school of engineering and  
management 

490 102 592

PnG/UnG 800 565 101 253 1719
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level of the 
qualification study programme285 school number of  

graduates

vi/2.

digital arts and Practices (b. p.) aU 55

industrial engineering economics 
and management (prof. p.) Ptf 347

engineering and management (b. p.) Ptf 143

Physics (b. p.) fn 14

Physics and astrophysics (b. p.) fn 9

cultural history (b. p.) fh 35

environment (b. p.) fZO 89

slovene studies (b. p.) fh 63

viticulture and enology (b. p.) fvv 45

vii.

Physics (b. p.) fn 10

Physics and astrophysics (b. p.) fn 2

engineering and management (b. p.) Ptf 102

media arts and Practices (b. p.) aU 14

european master in migration and 
intercultural relations (b. p.) fh 210

environment (b. p.) fZO 39

environment  (acad.) fZO 122

slovene studies (acad.) fh 39

slovene studies (b. p.) fh 23

slovene studies, ped. p. (b. p.) fh 4
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level of the  
qualification study programme285 school number of 

graduates

viii/1.

economics and techniques for the 
conservation of the architectural and 
environmental heritage (spec.)

fPŠ 26

intercultural studies - comparative 
studies of ideas and cultures  (msc) fPŠ 12

materials characterization (msc) fn 13

Karstology (msc) fPŠ 1

environmental sciences (msc) fZO 49

viii/2.

economics and techniques for the 
conservation of the architectural and 
environmental heritage (b. p.)

fPŠ 18

Physics (b. p.) fPŠ 39

humanities (b. p.) fPŠ 5

intercultural studies - comparative 
studies of ideas and cultures  (b. p.) fPŠ 34

materials characterization (previous 
program) fn 11

Karstology (previous program) fPŠ 10

Karstology (b. p.) fPŠ 16

cognitive science of language (b. p.) fPŠ 2

molecular Genetics and Biotechnology 
graduate study programme (b. p.) fPŠ 34

comparative studies of ideas and 
cultures (b. p.) fPŠ 6

environmental sciences (b. p.) fPŠ 27

environmental sciences 
(previous program) fZO 51

together 1719
285

285 B. p. – Bologna programme; spec. – specialisation study programme; acad. - academic 
study  programme; prof. p. –  professional study programme;  msc – master of science.
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the develoPMent Path 
froM 1995 till today

1995 On 24 september, the agreement establishing the school of 
environmental science (the predecessor of Polytechnic and 
the University of nova Gorica) was concluded at Kromberk 
castle near nova Gorica.
The establishment of the laboratory for environmental 
research.

1996 The establishment of the laboratory for astroparticle 
Physics.

1998 The school of environmental sciences is transformed into 
the nova gorica Polytehnic.
The establishment of the school of environmental sciences.
The establishment of the school of engineering and 
Managment.
The establishment of the nova gorica Polytechnic library.

1999 The promotion of the first doctor of science and awarding 
the first Master’s degree at nova Gorica Polytechnic.
nova Gorica Polytechnic became a co-founder of the 
Primorska technology Park.
The establishment of the laboratory of organic Matter 
Physics.
The establishment of the school of applied sciences.

2000 The awarding of first title of doctor honoris causa to the 
nobel laureate Prof. dr. James w. cronin.

2001 The establishment of the edvard rusjan foundation.
The establishment of the laboratory for Multiphase 
Processes.
The establishment of the Ung Press.
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2003 The establishment of the school of humanities.
On 22 december, the research center of the slovenian 
academy of sciences and arts and the Municipality of 
ajdovščina join the founders, the Jožef stefan institute and 
the municipality of nova Gorica, with the conclusion of an 
agreement.

2004 The establishment of the centre for atmospheric research.
2005 The senate of the nova Gorica Polytechnic adopts a decision 

on the transformation of the nova gorica Polytechnic into 
the University of nova gorica.
The inauguration of the otlica observatory.
The establishment of the research center for humanities.

2006 On 17 march, the council for higher education of the 
republic of slovenia confirmed the application of the nova 
Gorica Polytechnic for the change of status into a university, 
thus enabling the creation of the fourth slovenian university 
– the University of nova gorica.
The establishment of the school for viticulture and enology.
The establishment of the graduate school.

2007 The establishment of the centre for system and information 
technologies.

2008 The establishment of the wine research centre.
The nova Gorica Polytechnic library is transformed into 
the University library of the University of nova gorica.

2009 The establishment of the school of arts.
The establishment of the Materials research laboratory.

2012 The establishment of the laboratory of Qunantum optics.
The establishment of the center for biomedical sciences 
and engineering.

2013 Promotion of the 100th doctor of science.
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2014 The establishment of the Unesco headquaters called the 
Karsology study center (Unesco chair on Karst education).
The establishment of the centre for cognitive science of 
language.
The award of 1000th diploma at the end of studies.
The edvard rusjan foundation is renamed as the University 
of nova gorica foundation.

2015 The University of nova Gorica is awarded the order of 
Merit of the republic of slovenia.
The reserach centre of the slovenian academy of science 
and arts withdraws as a co-founder of the University of 
nova gorica.
The school of applied sciences is renamed as the school of 
science.

2017 The laboratory for astroparticle Physics is renamed as 
the center for astrophysics and cosmology.
The centre for systems and information technologies is 
renamed as the centre for information technologies and 
applied Mathematics.
The laboratory for environmental research is renamed as 
the laboratory for environmental and life sciences.

2019 The Municipality of ajdovščina withdraws as a co-founder 
of the University of nova gorica.
The opening of the University of nova gorica gallery.
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list of doctor of science ProMoted 
by University of nova gorica 

1. Branko KOntiĆ: environmental impact assessment - validity of long-
term predictions: a case study: radioactive waste disposal in slovenia, doc-
toral supervisors: prof. Burt c. Kross in prof. Peter stegnar, december 1998.

2. Barbara vOKal: The carbon transfer in karst areas - an application to 
the study of environmental changes and paleoclimatic reconstruction, doc-
toral supervisorji: dr. ivan Kobal, dr. Bogomil Obelić, dr. dominique Genty, 
november 1999.

3. Jože KOtniK: modeling of mercury and its compounds in lake velenje, 
doctoral supervisor: dr. milena horvat, april 2000.

4. lea POGaČniK: development and application of photothermal biosen-
sor for detection of organophosphate and carbamate pesticides, doctoral 
supervisor: doc. dr. mladen franko, march 2001.

5. Gregor drago ZUPanČiČ: two stage thermophilic anaerobic-aerobic 
mineralization-stabilization of excess activated sludge, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. milenko roš, July 2002

6. Urška KOren: line-source model and evaluation of diffusion and emis-
sion parameters using lidar data, doctoral supervisors: dr. andrej filipčič in 
prof. dr. mladen franko, June 2003.

7. Jasmina KOŽar lOGar: development of laser spectroscopic tech-
niques for characterisation and studies of phytoplankton pigments, doc-
toral supervisorji: prof. dr. mladen franko, doc. dr. vlado malačič, prof. dr. 
alenka malej, June 2003.

8. tjaša JUG: laser spectroscopic investigation and photochemistry of hu-
mic substances, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. mladen franko, prof. dr. Boris 
Šket, June 2004.
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9. marjeta JeraJ: archaeobotanical and palaeoecological reconstruction of 
the southwestern ljubljana moor (ljubljansko Barje), slovenija, doctoral 
supervisorica: prof. dr. lučka Kajfež Bogataj, June 2004.

10. robert hUdeJ: electric charge transport in thin layers of Ptcda, doc-
toral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, October 2004.

11. Jan mavri: development of bioanalytical techniques for environmen-
tal analysis based on surface plasmon resonance (sPr), doctoral supervi-
sors: prof. dr. mladen franko, prof. dr. Peter raspor, november 2004.

12. Borut POlJŠaK: Pro-oxidative vs. antioxidative properties of ascorbic 
acid and trolox in chromium(vi) induced damage, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. stojan Plesničar, prof. dr. Peter raspor, november 2004.

13. Janez PerKO: modelling of transport phenomena by the diffuse ap-
proximate method, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, June 2005.

14. agnes ŠÖmen JOKsiĆ: availability of copper, nickel, lead and zinc in 
dredged sediments: approach to improved risk assessment, doctoral super-
visors: prof. dr. sidney a. Katz, dr. milena horvat, July 2005.

15. monika Peterlin: Perception of environmental data by different so-
cial groups in the eia process: case study: environmental data perception 
and beliefs of Port of Koper employees and the general population in the 
Koper area, doctoral supervisor: prof. Burton c. Kross, prof. Branko Kon-
tić, november 2005.

16. egon Pavlica: transient response in thin organic semiconductor lay-
ers, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, June 2006.

17. martina Čarman: amplification of ground motion at the area of 
Krško nPP due to local site effects, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Peter 
suhadolc, november 2006.

18. nina mali: characterization of transport processes in the unsaturated 
zone of a gravel aquifer by natural and artificial tracers, doctoral supervisor: 
dr. Janko Urbanc, doc. dr. mihael Brenčič, november 2006.
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19. miha ZalOŽniK: modeling of macrosegregation in direct chill cast-
ing, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, december 2006.

20. marko vUdraG: investigation of possible health effects resulting from 
the reconfiguration of the mrzlek water supply, doctoral supervisors: prof. 
sidney a. Katz, prof. maja Primic Žakelj, January 2007.

21. mojca BavcOn KralJ: Oxidation and degradation of organophos-
phorus compounds, doctoral supervisorica: doc. dr. Polonca trebše, april 
2007.

22. Jana laGanis: emergy analysis of black alder (alnus glutinosa (l.) 
Gaertn.) floodplain forest growth, doctoral supervisor: doc. dr. marko de-
beljak, may 2007.

23. nataša ravBar: vulnerability and risk mapping for the protection of 
Karst waters in slovenia, doctoral supervisorji: prof. dr. andrej Kranjc, dr. 
nico Goldscheider, June 2007.

24. ana hOfman: identity politics and the performances of female singers 
in niško Polje in the last third of the twentieth century, doctoral supervisors: 
prof. dr. mirjam milharčič hladnik, doc. dr. svanibor Pettan, July 2007.

25. Urh ČerniGOJ: Photodegradation of organic pollutants in aqueous 
solutions catalyzed by immobilized titanium dioxide: novel routes towards 
higher efficiency, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. Polonca trebše, doc. dr. 
Urška lavrenčič Štangar, august 2007.

26. rebeka KUneJ: Štajeriš na slovenskem: etnokoreološki in plesno-an-
tropološki vidiki, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. marjetka Golež Kaučič, dr.  
tvrtko Zebec, december 2007

27. nataša GreGOriČ BOn: contested spaces and negotiated identities 
in dhërmi/drimades of himarë/himara area, southern albania, doctoral 
supervisorji: prof. Borut telban, prof. duška Knežević hočevar, prof. sarah 
Green, January 2008.

28. nataša mOri: The impact of gravel extraction on hyporheic ecology: a 
case study of the Bača river (W slovenia), doctoral supervisorji: izr. prof. dr. 
anton Brancelj, februar 2008.
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29. Jernej mleKUŽ: Predmet kot akter? Primer bureka v sloveniji, doctoral 
supervisorji: doc. dr. marina lukšič hacin, doc. dr. Jože vogrinc, april 2008.

30. igor KOvaČeviĆ: modelling of solid-solid phase transformations in 
aluminium alloys, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, april 2008.

31. aleš BOŠKin: The application of high sensitivity laser methods for de-
tection of organophosphorus pesticides and cholinesterase activity, doctor-
al supervisors: prof. dr. mladen franko, dr. turk valentina, June 2008.

32. Boštjan GraŠiČ: improvement of the performance of an air-pollution 
dispersion model for use over complex terrain, doctoral supervisors: prof. 
dr. Juš Kocijan, dr. marija Zlata Božnar, september 2008.

33. davor KOntiĆ: introduction of threat analysis for hazardous industri-
al installations into the land-use planning process, doctoral supervisorica: 
doc. dr. nives Ogrinc, december 2008.

34. simon lUKanČiČ: effects of allochthonous substances on two fresh-
water invertebrates, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. dr. anton Brancelj, de-
cember 2008.

35. Primož reBerniK riBiČ: initial stages of organic semiconductor thin 
film growth, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, march 2009.

36. andraž PetrOviĆ: nanoscale electric charge transport in organic thin 
film transistors, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, april 2009.

37. Giosuè BOscatO: numerical analysis and experimental tests on dy-
namic behaviour of GfrP pultruded elements for conservation of the ar-
chitectural and environmental heritage, doctoral supervisor: prof. salvatore 
russo, may 2009.

38. mojca KOvaČiČ: Pritrkavanje - etnomuzikološka fenomenologija po-
java in njegova vključenost v slovenski in evropski prostor, doctoral super-
visors: doc. dr. marjetka Golež Kaučič, prof. dr. svanibor Pettan, June 2009.

39. Janja KOGOvŠeK: Značilnosti pretakanja skozi vadozno cono krasa, 
doctoral supervisor: dr. metka Petrič, dr. sanja Kapelj, June 2009.
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40. małgorzata Piecha: stability and degradation studies of cholesterol-low-
ering statin drugs, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Polonca trebše, July 2009.

41. luka vidmar: struktura in funkcija pisem iz literarnoprerodne kore-
spondence Žige Zoisa, doctoral supervisor: acad. prof. dr. Janko Kos, prof. 
dr. marko Juvan, august 2009.

42. Ksenija BerK: načini izginjanja objekta v sodobni grafiki: ali grafika 
misli?, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. dr. rado riha, doc. dr. Bojana Kunst, 
september 2009.

43. Kaja ŠirOK: Kolektivno spominjanje in kolektivna pozaba v obmejnem 
prostoru : spomini na Gorico 1943-1947, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Oto 
luthar, doc. dr. tanja Petrović, september 2009.

44. mitja PrelOvŠeK: Present-day speleogenetic processes, factors and 
features in the epiphreatic zone, doctoral supervisor: dr. andrej mihevc, dr. 
Philipp häuselmann, October 2009.

45. maša miKOla: traces of diversity: multiculturalism across socio-po-
litical practices in melbourne, doctoral supervisors: dr. marina lukšič ha-
cin, dr. mitja velikonja, december 2009.

46. tadej meZeK: lipids in freshwater ecosystems: case studies from lake 
Bohinj (slovenia) and laurentian Great lakes (north america), doctoral 
supervisor: izr. dr. anton Brancelj, december 2009.

47. Jasminko mUlaOmerOviĆ: determinante i efekti speleoturizma na 
razvoj nerazvijenih područja, doctoral supervisor: doc. dr. andrej mihevc, 
izr. prof. Jasmina Osmanković, december 2009.

48. Jelena ĆaliĆ: Uvala: contribution to the study of karst depressions 
(with selected examples from dinarides and carpatho-Balkanides), doc-
toral supervisors: dr. andrej Kranjc, dr. andrzej tyc, december 2009.

49. ivo lUČiĆ: Povijest poznavanja dinarskog krša na primjeru Popova 
polja, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. andrej Kranjc, prof. dr. Petar t. mila-
nović, december 2009.
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50. alenka ŽUniČ: effects of selected neurotoxic insecticides on vibrational 
communication of the southern green stink bug (nezara viridula, heterop-
tera: Pentatomidae), doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. andrej Čokl, January 2010.

51. mustafa hUssain: Ultra-high energy cosmic rays and galactic mag-
netic field, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, doc. dr. darko 
veberič, January 2010.

52. Janez tUrK: hydrogeological role of large conduits in karst drainage 
system: examples from the ljubljanica river catchment area, doctoral su-
pervisorji: doc. dr. franci Gabrovšek, dr. metka Petrič, prof. dr. Ognjen Bo-
nacci, may 2010.

53. robert vertniK: heat and fluid flow simulation of the continuous 
casting of steel by a meshless method, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar 
Šarler, June 2010.

54. somdutta dhir: integration of heterogeneous data sources for protein 
classification, doctoral supervisor: dr. sándor Pongor, October 2010.

55. ana ČevdeK: development of methods for immunodetection of food 
alergens, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, October 2010.

56. Zulma rocio sUareZ mOrenO: inter-cellular communication (quo-
rum sensing) in plant endophytic Burkholderia sp., doctoral supervisor: dr. 
vittorio venturi, October 2010.

57. erna strniŠa: samoformiranje etičnega subjekta pri nietzscheju in fou-
caultu, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Jelica Šumić riha, november 2010.

58. minoo tasBihi: low-temperature synthesis, characterization and ap-
plication of tiO2 and tiO2/siO2 powders in photodegradation of vOcs, 
doctoral supervisorici: prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štangar, december 2010.

59. maja Gombač: reprezentacija mode v slovenskem periodičnem tisku 
med svetovnima vojnama, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Breda luthar, 
January 2011.
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60. vesna mia iPavec: etnologija in kultura etnološke vede na Goriškem, 
doctoral supervisors: izr. prof. dr. naška Križnar, prof. dr. Oto luthar, January 
2011.

61. agnieszka Zuzanna lOrBiecKa: modelling of microstructure forma-
tion in metals by a novel point automata method, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
dr. Božidar Šarler, april 2011.

62. Gregor KOsec: local meshless method for multi-phase termo-fluid 
problems, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, april 2011.

63. Branko BOGUnOviĆ: Water fluxes at the entrance to the Gulf of tri-
este, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. vlado malačič, april 2011.

64. neža ZaJc: miselno-duhovni krogozor Primoža trubarja in maksima 
Greka (preizkus renesančnega humanizma), doctoral supervisors: prof. 
ddr. igor Grdina, prof. dr. Gelian mihajlovič Prohorov, may 2011.

65. valerija ŽaGer: development of whole cell biosensor systems for de-
tection of genetic damage, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. maja Čemažar, 
prof. dr. metka filipčič, June 2011.

66. luiz eduardo Panisset travassOs: The cultural importance of 
karst and caves, doctoral supervisor: dr. andrej Kranjc, June 2011.

67. franja PaJK: estimation of thermal sensitivity of different species with-
in the genus daphnia, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. anton Brancelj, dr. 
tatjana simčič, september 2011.

68. fabrizia ZOrZenOn: footbridges as new urban spaces, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. enzo siviero, October 2011.

69. iva mraK: multicriteria evaluation for cultural heritage management 
from a sustainable spatial development perspective, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. Giovanni campeol, October 2011.

70. domen nOvaK: evaluation of the effectiveness of biogas production 
with a combination of physiological and molecular approach, doctoral su-
pervisorica: prof. dr. romana marinšek logar, October 2011.
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71. lisa miOrin: visualization and dynamics of flaviviral rna in living 
cells, doctoral supervisor: dr. alessandro marcello, October 2011.

72. eugenio fernando fernandeZ alanis: defective exon recognition 
in disease-associated genes and splicing correction strategies using modi-
fied U1 snrnas, doctoral supervisor: dr. franco Pagani, december 2011.

73. tinkara tinta: Bacterial community structure and function in the 
Gulf of trieste with some application studies, doctoral supervisorica: izr. 
prof. valentina turk, december 2011.

74. lorena mihelaČ: nacionalna identiteta in glasba pri šoloobveznih 
mladostnikih, doctoral supervisors: izr. prof. dr. marina lukšič hacin, izr. 
prof. dr. leon stefanija, January 2012.

75. martin POGaČar: memonautica: yugoslavia in digital memories, me-
morials and storytelling, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. tanja Petrović, dr. 
andrew hoskins, January 2012.

76. Katerina vidner ferKOv: healing feminity - balancing energies: 
Women and new age spirituality in the context of non-institutional com-
plementary practice in slovenia, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. mirjam 
milharčič hladnik, January 2012.

77. damjan BalaBaniČ: determination of endocrine disrupting com-
pounds in paper mill wastewaters, comparison of different wastewater 
treatments for their removal and potential genotoxic activity of paper 
mill wastewaters, doctoral supervisorici: prof. dr. metka filipčič, dr. Katja 
Benčina, februar 2012.

78. dunja mahne: combination of constructed wetland and tiO2 photo-
catalysis for textile wastewater treatment, doctoral supervisorici: prof. dr. 
Polonca trebše, prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štangar, march 2012.

79. romina ŽaBar: Persistence, degradation and toxicity of transforma-
tion products of selected insecticides, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Po-
lonca trebše, march 2012.
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80. fei GaO: study of processes in atmospheric boundary layer over land-
sea transition interface using scanning lidar, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. 
samo stanič, doc. dr. Klemen Bergant, march 2012.

81. andrea PredOnZani: cross-presentation and cancer immunothera-
py, doctoral supervisor: dr. Oscar r. Burrone, april 2012.

82. mateja dOvJaK: individualization of personal space in hospital en-
vironment, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. aleš Krainer, prof. dr. masanori 
shukuya, april 2012.

83. marjeta PisK: Kontekst v raziskavah ljudske pesemske tradicije: Ob-
močje Goriških brd, doctoral supervisorici: izr. prof. dr. marjetka Golež 
Kaučič, dr. marija avbelj Klobučar, may 2012.

84. chandramathy sUrendran Praveen: ab-initio calculations on 
the modulation of electronic band gap of photocatalytic semiconductors, 
doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. matjaž valant, June 2012.

85. Karolina BaBiČ: Konstitucija delavca kot subjekta: Od svobodnega 
dela do subjekta-karkoli, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Jelica Šumić riha, 
June 2012.

86. Juan francisco GOnZaleZ Paredes: interkingdom signalling via a 
luxr-family protein in plant associated bacteria, doctoral supervisor: dr. 
vittorio venturi, august 2012.

87. rok BenČin: vloga estetike v sodobni ontologiji in politični filozofi-
ji: imanenca, reprezentacija, resnica, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Jelica 
Šumić riha, september 2012.

88. Barbara Predan: criticism in design: The search for the conditions 
for a new politics of design emacerkvenik ncipation, doctoral supervisors: 
prof. dr. Jelica Šumić riha, prof. dr. Jonathan m. Woodham, October 2012.

89. Gal Kirn: conceptualisation of politics and reproduction in the work 
of louis althusser: case of socialist yugoslavia, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
rado riha, October 2012.
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90. mateja BreG valJavec: Geoinformatic methods for the detection of 
former waste disposal sites in karstic and nonkarstic regions (case study of 
dolines and gravel pits), doctoral supervisors: acad. dr. andrej Kranjc, dr. 
irena rejec Brancelj, October 2012.

91. rosana cerKveniK: impacts of visitors on cave’s physical environ-
ment and its protection, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. andrej mihevc, prof. 
dr. Ugo sauro, October 2012.

92. nataša GrlJ: development of the confocal PiXe set-up for multiele-
mental depth resolved measurements and three-dimensional microscopy, 
doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. Primož Pelicon, doc. dr. matjaž Žitnik, no-
vember 2012.

93. Uroš ŽiBrat: development of a new biotic index based on hyporheic 
fauna for water quality determination in lotic ecosystems, doctoral super-
visor: prof. dr. anton Brancelj, november 2012.

94. Julya maGaJna: anarhističnost skozi perspektivo shizoanalize: 
Politična ekonomija želečih strojev, doctoral supervisor: dr. Peter Klepec, 
november 2012.

95. alenka staniČ: relocation, flow or escape of research potential: The 
case of slovenia after the act of independence, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. 
Oto luthar, november 2012.

96. Gregor strle: semantics within: The representation of meaning 
through conceptual spaces, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Jelica Šumić 
riha, november 2012.

97. elizabeth archamBaUlt: Women’s experiences in politics and pow-
er: testimonies of female constituent assembly members in nepal, doctoral 
supervisorici: prof. dr. duška Knežević hočevar, prof. dr. mirjam milharčič 
hladnik, december 2012.

98. matija Perne: modelling speleogenesis in transition from pressurised 
to free surface flow, doctoral supervisors: dr. franci Gabrovšek, dr. Georg 
Kaufmann, december 2012.
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99. Olga malev: toxic effects of selected neonicotinoids through different 
organisational levels: in vitro and in vivo studies, doctoral supervisorici: 
prof. dr. Polonca trebše, prof. dr. elsa fabbretti, februar 2013.

100. tingyao he: study of atmospheric aerosol transport processes on local 
and regional scales, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. samo stanič, march 2013.

101. viviana martini: The conservation of historic urban landscapes: an 
approach, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Jukka Jokilehto, doc. dr. saša do-
bričić, april 2013.

102. emanuele reccia: conservation of historical masonry arch bridg-
es: a procedure of modelling and strengthening, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
enzo siviero, april 2013.

103. yang hUi: decorative plasterwork of Guangzhou during the dynasty 
Qing (1644-1911): The study of techniques and materials, doctoral super-
visor: francesco amendolagine, may 2013.

104. luca GUidO: Building the american landscape: territories and cities 
in the 19th century great trasformation, doctoral supervisors: renzo dub-
bini, angelo maggi, may 2013.

105. mingqiang liU: combined tls and microfluidic-fia devices for 
highly sensitive and rapid environmental analysis, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. mladen franko, may 2013.

106. Benoît mahieU: coherence, tunability, spectral and spatial proper-
ties of femtosecond extreme-ultraviolet light sources, doctoral supervisors: 
prof. dr. Giovanni de ninno, dr. david Garzella, June 2013.

107. andreea OarGa: Blackwater treatment at tourist facilities, doctoral su-
pervisorji: doc. dr. tjaša Griessler Bulc, prof. dr. Petter d. Jenssen, June 2013.

108. Jasminka aliJaGiĆ: application of multivariate statistical methods 
and artificial neural network for separation natural background and influ-
ence of mining and metallurgy activities on distribution of chemical ele-
ments in the stavnja valley (Bosnia and herzegovina), doctoral supervisor: 
dr. robert Šajn, november 2013.
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109. Polona lavtar: Genetics biomarkers at multiple sclerosis, doctoral 
supervisor: prof. dr. Borut Peterlin, september 2013.

110. svetlana ZdravKOviĆ: Politika emancipacije: misel-praksa militant-
nega subjekta, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. rado riha, september 2013.

111. dejan aUBrecht: Od evdajmonizma k dionizičnemu pesimizmu: 
tesnoba, dolgčas in obup, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. alenka Zupančič 
Žerdin, september 2013.

112. chiara aPPOcher: molecular characterization of reeP1 function 
in drosophila melanogaster, doctoral supervisor: dr. fabian m. feiguin, 
October 2013.

113. natalija mihelČiĆ: Kultura Kočevske v času socializma, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. dr. Oto luthar, October 2013.

114. Kristina BrataŠevec: determination of the actual uptake of essen-
tial nutrients by different parts of vitis vinifera l. cv. ‘rebula’, doctoral su-
pervisorica: doc. dr. Branka mozetič vodopivec, november 2013.

115. andreja sUŠniK: GPs for weather and space weather studies, doctoral 
supervisor: doc. dr. Klemen Bergant, november 2013.

116. Pierantonio BariZZa: conservation of architectural heritage and fo-
rensic engineering, doctoral supervisors: prof. ing. Paolo faccio, prof. ing. 
enzo siviero, november 2013.

117. sara BUdal: development of new methods for determination of bio-
genic amines and investigation of related enzymatic processes, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, november 2013.

118. Juan Pedro menvielle: study of expression systems for large-scale 
protein production, doctoral supervisor: dr. sergio G. tisminetzky, no-
vember 2013.

119. mirela draGOmir: synthesis and electronic properties of com-
pounds from a Bi2O3−nd2O3−vOx system, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. 
matjaž valant, november 2013.
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120. andreja KUKec: an environmental model for the relationship be-
tween air pollution and respiratory diseases in children: The Zasavje case, 
doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. lijana Zaletel Kragelj, prof. dr. ivan eržen, 
december 2013.

121. shivasankari GOmathinayaGam: Biochemical characterisation of 
the role of the human recQ1 helicase at the replication fork, doctoral su-
pervisor: dr. alessandro vindigni, december 2013.

122. Klaudija sedar: Kulturna podoba Jv Prekmurja v 17. in 18. stoletju, 
doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. stane Granda, december 2013.

123. rosario lUciO rUGGieri: speleological and speleogenetic aspects 
of the monti di capo san vito karst area (north-western sicily): influence 
of morpho-tectonic evolution, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. stanka Šebela, 
prof. dr. Ugo sauro, January 2014.

124. elisabetta calleGarO: The measure of landscape: from auto-refer-
ential reading to evaluation, doctoral supervisor: prof. Giovanni campeol, 
January 2014.

125. mojca stUBelJ ars: decision support in the implementation of sus-
tainable development in protected areas regarding environmental education 
and ecotourism, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. marko Bohanec, februar 2014.

126. tea rOZman clarK: The United nations peacekeepers and local 
population of the United nations safe area srebrenica: (de)reconstruction 
of human relationship, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. mirjam milharčič 
hladnik, februar 2014.

127. melita sternad lemUt: canopy microclimate manipulation in the 
sustainable management of ‘Pinot noir’ vineyard from vipava valley, doc-
toral supervisors: prof. dr. Urška vrhovšek, dr. Klemen lisjak, februar 2014.

128. matej andreJaŠiČ: Optimization od aerodynamic surfaces using 
pressure based functionals, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. Gregor veble, 
march 2014.
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129. Kim meZGa: natural hydrochemical background and dynamics of 
groundwater in slovenia, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Barbara Čenčur 
curk, Janko Urbanc, april 2014.

130. leon KalUŽa: hydrolysis of secondary sludge from industrial waste-
water treatment plant of board production: enhancement of biogas pro-
duction in a UasB reactor, doctoral supervisor: doc. dr. Gregor drago 
Zupančič, april 2014.

131. simone sPamPinati: studies of schemes to obtain coherent vUv 
and X-ray pulses: seeded harmonic generation, self-seeding and self-am-
plified spontaneous emission, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Giovanni de 
ninno, June 2014.

132. tina Jerman Klen: Olive fruit phenols in olive oil processing: The 
fate and antioxidant potential, doctoral supervisorica: doc. dr. Branka 
mozetič vodopivec, June 2014.

133. anja faBiani: diplomacija mehke moči v elementih analize svetovnih 
voditeljev, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. dr. milan Jazbec, June 2014.

134. marjan temOvsKi: evolution of karst in the lower part of crna reka 
river basin, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. andrej mihevc, prof. dr. Philippe 
audra, June 2014.

135. srinivasa raO PathiPati: electronic transport properties of 
graphene and graphene-related materials, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. 
Gvido Bratina, June 2014.

136. manisha chhiKara: study of initial growth of pentacene on 
graphene, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, June 2014.

137. Urška ŽvaB: development of methodology for the evaluation of anti-
microbial activity of prepared tiO2 photocatalytic films, doctoral supervi-
sorici: prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štangar, doc. dr. martina Bergant marušič, 
June 2014.

138. Goran GUmZe: capoeira: influences on depression, aggression and 
violence in salvador, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. ivan Šprajc, prof. dr. 
Borut telban, July 2014.
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139. daniel PassOs da silva: microbial interactions inside the olive knot, 
doctoral supervisor: vittorio venturi, september 2014.

140. Julya reshetniKOva: Perverting the concept of child, doctoral su-
pervisorica: prof. dr. alenka Zupančič Žerdin, september 2014.

141. tanja BadaliČ: reception of european women writers in slovenian 
multicultural territory of the 19th century until the end of the first World 
War, doctoral supervisorica: izr. prof. Katja mihurko Poniž, september 2014.

142. sanjarbek hUdaiBerdiev: computational analysis of quorum sens-
ing systems in bacterial genomes: developing automated annotiation tools, 
doctoral supervisor: prof. sándor Pongor, september 2014.

143. sonal KUmari: comparative genomics in bacterial communication 
and cooperation: functional annotation of n-acyl homoserine lactone 
quorum sensing genes in gram-negative bacteria, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
sándor Pongor, september 2014.

144. andrea dal mas: an rna-based therapeutic approach for inherited 
mis-splicing diseases, doctoral supervisor: dr. franco Pagani, september 2014.

145. Qingguo liU: non-singular method of fundamental solutions for 
problems in micromechanics, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, 
October 2014.

146. iuliia miKUlsKa: structural and magnetic properties of fe-doped 
BatiO3 ceramics, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. iztok arčon, prof. dr. mat-
jaž valant, October 2014.

147. allen Wei liU: epikarst control of the discharge, water quality and 
biodiversity in the velika Pasica cave (central slovenia), doctoral supervi-
sor: prof. dr. anton Brancelj, October 2014.

148. Giulia rOmanO: characterization of tdP-43, an als related protein 
using drosophila melanogaster model, doctoral supervisor dr. fabian m. 
feiguin, november 2014.
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149. simone milanOlO: sources and transport of inorganic carbon in 
the unsaturated, doctoral supervisors: franci Gabrovšek, frank mc der-
mott, november 2014.

150. Katarina mramOr: modelling of continuous casting of steel under 
the influence of electromagnetic field with meshless method, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, november 2014.

151. najete safini: role of autophagy and its enhancing in the clearance 
of tdP-43 aggregates, doctoral supervisor: dr. sergio G. tisminetzky, de-
cember 2014.

152. ambra delneri: novel methods for the detection and removal of cy-
anobacteria and cyanotoxins, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, 
december 2014.

153. sebastjan leBan: Politics of representation: capital, biopower and 
art, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. marina Gržinić, January 2015.

154. maja ciGOJ: The impact of grapevine fanleaf virus (Gflv) on quan-
tity and quality parameters of grapevine, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. 
maruša Pompe novak, izr. prof. Paolo sivilotti, January 2015.

155. vesna lavtiŽar: environmental stability and toxicity assessment of 
chlorantraniliprole and its derivatives, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Po-
lonca trebše, dr. cornelis a. m. van Gestel, februar 2015.

156. romana KriŠtOf: Quantification of biocomponents in fuels by 14c, 
doctoral supervisorici: dr. Jasmina Kožar logar, dr. cristina Otero hernan-
dez, februar 2015.

157. carolyn lee ramsey: morphometry and basic ecological charac-
teristics of dolines in unlogged temperate rainforest karst landscapes of 
northern vancouver island, British columbia, canada: doctoral supervi-
sors: doc. dr. nadja Zupan hajna, dr. timothy r. stokes, march 2015.

158. nina mencin: in vitro selection of dna aptamers for proteins im-
mobilized on magnetic beads and monitoring of ssdna pool evolution, 
doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Kristina Gruden, dr. Jan mavri, march 2015.
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159. danijel stOJKOviĆ: novel applications of oxygenic photosynthetic 
organisms, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. matjaž valant, prof. dr. elsa fab-
bretti, march 2015.

160. Umut hanOGlU: simulation of hot shape rolling of steel by a mesh-
less method, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, may 2015.

161. metka BenČina: Bi2O3−based pyrochlore nanostructures and their 
crystallographic, optoelectronic and photocatalytic properties, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. dr. matjaž valant, June 2015.

162. anastazija JeŽ KreBelJ: Biological role of Grapevine fanleaf virus 
(Gflv) in winegrowing region of northern Primorska, doctoral supervi-
sors: doc. dr. maruša Pompe novak, izr. prof. dr. Paolo sivilotti, July 2015.

163. andraž ŠUliGOJ: development of advanced tiO2/siO2 photocata-
lyst for indoor air cleaning, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič 
Štangar, prof. dr. nataša novak tušar, august 2015.

164. Katarina KOvaČiČ: radioactive isotopes in ground waters of slove-
nia, doctoral supervisors: izr. prof. dr. matej lipoglavšek, dr. Jasmina Kožar 
logar, september 2015.

165. sofia dashKO: exploring biodiversity potential of wine associated 
yeasts, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. lorena Butinar, prof. dr. Uroš Petrovič, 
november 2015.

166. Petra miŠmaŠ: On the optionality of wh-fronting in a multiple 
wh-fronting language, doctoral supervisor: izr. prof. dr. franc marušič, no-
vember 2015.

167. saeede nafOOshe: aspects of micro black hole evaporation, doctor-
al supervisor: prof. dr. martin O’loughlin, november 2015.

168. ana reJec: diagnostic and prognostic markers in canine inflamma-
tory and neoplastic head and neck conditions, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. 
Janoš Butinar, november 2015.
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169. Karla sÁncheZ tOrres: earthen architecture, tradition and mo-
dernity: local self construction through building tradition and technologi-
cal innovation opportunities in chiapas, mexico, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
mauro Bertagnin, november 2015.

170. Katarina ŠrimPf: Ustno izročilo in kolektivni spomin v zgornjem Ob-
sotelju, doctoral supervisorici: dr. monika Kropej telban, izr. prof. maja 
Godina Golija, december 2015.

171. tanja Bele: molecular mechanisms regulating atP signaling in 
mouse sensory neurons, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. elsa fabbretti, 
december 2015.

172. maja KOlareviĆ: depression between biomedicine and ayurvedic 
medicine: a case of patient experiences in slovenia, doctoral supervisorici: 
dr. lilijana Šprah, dr. Barbara Potrata, december 2015.

173. milana KaraJiĆ: Water salinity and the efficiency of constructed wet-
lands, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. danijel vrhovšek, prof. dr. sidney a. 
Katz, december 2015.

174. marko Kete: towards efficient removal of contaminants in water 
from household appliances by tiO2-photocatalysis: design, optimization 
and performance studies of the photoreactor with immobilized catalyst, 
doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štangar, dr. monica ce-
lotto, december 2015.

175. andrej stOPar: v očeh razpadajočega imperija: Podoba slovenije 
v sovjetski zvezi in rusiji v času slovenskega osamosvajanja (1990-1992), 
doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Oto luthar, January 2016.

176. Urška stOlniK: capoeira: conceptualization and presentation of the 
body, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Borut telban, prof. dr. ivan Šprajc, Jan-
uary 2016.

177. lucía craGnaZ: role of tdP-43 aggregation in neurodegeneration: 
a drosophila melanogaster disease model and innovative therapeutic ap-
proaches, doctoral supervisor: dr. marco Baralle, februar 2016.
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178. Karmen BiZJaK Bat: characterization of slovenian apple juice with 
respect to its geographical origin and agricultural production practice, doc-
toral supervisorici: prof. dr. nives Ogrinc, doc. dr. Branka mozetič vodop-
ivec, June 2016.

179. Giuditta de lOrenZO: a reverse genetic system for rotavirus, doc-
toral supervisor: prof. dr. Oscar r. Burrone, June 2016.

180. marija rOGar: single nucleotide polymorphisms of the chromosome 
segregation genes involved in the development of gastric cancer, doctoral 
supervisors: prof. dr. radovan Komel, doc. dr. Petra hudler, July 2016.

181. federica PaPi: ecological studies of epikarst communities in alpine 
and Pre-alpine caves, doctoral supervisors: izr. prof. dr. tanja Pipan, dr. 
david c. culver, august 2016.

182. martina JaKliČ: ecological niche relations of indigenous and inva-
sive crayfish (astacoidea) in slovenia, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. anton 
Brancelj, dr. lovrenc lipej, august 2016.

183. andreja KOritniK: intelektualci in institucije v slovenski zgodovini 
17. stoletja: intelektualna in kulturna zgodovina védnosti med protestantiz-
mom in protireformacijo, doctoral supervisor: prof. ddr. igor Grdina, sep-
tember 2016.

184. Bachir Zarif KeyrOUZ: General framework for the conservation of 
historical rural landscape: case study of Qadisha valley in lebanon, doc-
toral supervisor: prof. dr. Jukka Jokilehto, september 2016.

185. caterina GrOli: Building the shared dimension of the rural land-
scape: an integrated approach to conservation and management of the ru-
ral landscape in venice and its lagoon, doctoral supervisors: prof. Giorgio 
Gianighian, prof. dr. saša dobričić, september 2016.

186. lucija rasPOr dall’OliO: symbiosis ecology of selected scypho-
zoa, doctoral supervisorici: doc. dr. andreja ramšak, prof. dr. alenka 
malej, september 2016.
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187. megi rOŽiČ: The autobiographical experience of migration in the lit-
erary works of women writers of the slovenian literary polysistem, doctoral 
supervisorica: izr. prof. Katja mihurko Poniž, October 2016.

188. Urša PrŠa: transformacija antičnih motivov v slovenski književnosti 
devetnajstega in dvajsetega stoletja = transformation of ancient motifs in 
slovenian literature of 19th and 20th century, doctoral supervisorica: izr. 
prof. ddr. irena avsenik nabergoj, October 2016.

189. Biljana GichevsKi: hydrogeological and speleological research of the 
spring cave slatinski izvor and its recharge area (republic of macedonia), 
doctoral supervisors: dr. metka Petrič, dr. vojo mirčovski, October 2016.

190. Petra GOstinČar: Geomorphological characteristics of karst on 
contact between limestone and dolomite in slovenia, doctoral supervisors: 
doc. dr. nadja Zupan hajna, dr. lukas Plan, december 2016.

191. tatjana radOvanOviĆ vUKaJlOviĆ: novel methods for detec-
tion of bioactive substances and their effects in organisms and in the envi-
ronment, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, January 2017.

192. ibrahimoğlu ÖZnUr ÖZlem: development of an animal model to study 
the role of the phosphatase PtPn22 in the pathogenesis of chronic lymphocyt-
ic leukemia, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. dimitar efremov, februar 2017.

193. ahmed mohamed saleh hassanin Khalil: studies of astro-
physical very-high energy gamma-ray emission with the Pierre auger Ob-
servatory, doctoral supervisors: doc. dr. sergei vorobiov, prof. dr. danilo 
Zavrtanik, februar 2017.

194. franja PrOsenc: novel methods for detection and removal of pollut-
ants from waters, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, april 2017.

195. tina mavriČ: meshless modelling of thermo-mechanics of low-fre-
quency electromagnetic direct chill casting, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. 
matjaž valant, doc. dr. saim emin, June 2017.

196. Usman ali: re-conceptualization of the conservation theory for the 
management of archaeological heritage, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Juk-
ka Jokilehto, prof. dr. saša dobričić, June 2017.
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197. Boštjan mavriČ: meshless modelling of thermo-mechanics of 
low-frequency electromagnetic direct chill casting, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, June 2017.

198. maruška mOle: study of the properties of air flow over orographic 
barrier, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. samo stanič, prof. dr. Klemen Ber-
gant, september 2017.

199. Jinta matheW: Graphene/organic semiconductor systems: morphol-
ogy and charge transport, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Gvido Bratina, sep-
tember 2017.

200. mitja trOJar: development of slovenian linguistic terminology in 
slovenian grammars in the 18th and 19th centuries, doctoral supervisor: 
izr. prof. dr. Kozma ahačič, november 2017.

201. aleksandar ŠOBOt: The impact of europeanisation on the nature pro-
tection system of selected countries of southeast europe on the example of 
the establishment of multi-level governance system of natura 2000, doctor-
al supervisor: prof. dr. andrej lukšič, december 2017.

202. sree GOWrinadh Javvadi: signaling studies in the emerging ki-
wifruit pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae, doctoral supervi-
sor: dr. vittorio venturi, december 2017.

203. Peter KOZel: ecological evaluation of aquatic and terrestrial subterra-
nean fauna in a karst cave, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. tanja Pipan, prof. 
dr. tone novak, februar 2018.

204. Petra KOvaČ KOnrad: speleogenetic factors and processes in the 
karst conduits of Zagorska mrežnica spring cave (croatia), doctoral su-
pervisors: prof. dr. franci Gabrovšek, prof. dr. nenad Buzjak, februar 2018.

205. Katarzyna raJKOWsKa: modified U1 rnas as splicing correctors in hu-
man genetic disorders, doctoral supervisor: prof. franco Pagani, march 2018.

206. rizwan ZahOOr: simulation of gas focused liquid jets, doctoral su-
pervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, march 2018.
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207. mojca ŽOrŽ fUrlan: The detection and study of biologically active 
compounds in environmental processes and samples, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. mladen franko, may 2018.

208. José manuel carita GOnÇalves: distribution of enteric viruses in 
the Gulf of trieste and their interactions with environmental and biological 
parameters, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. valentina turk, dr. ion Gutiér-
rez-aguirre, June 2018.

209. Barbara deBelJaK: structure and functioning of the hyporheic zones 
in the gravel-beds of five rivers in relation to catchment land use, doctoral 
supervisor: prof. dr. anton Brancelj, June 2018.

210. andraž mavriČ: amorphous nanocomposite of polycarbosilanes 
and aluminum oxide, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. matjaž valant, July 2018.

211. dejan BreGar: Polymorphisms in genes for endothelin 1, endothelin 
receptors and nitric oxide synthase 3 in patients with diabetic retinopathy 
and diabetes mellitus type 2, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. mojca Glo-
bočnik Petrovič, september 2018.

212. nazia talat: contribution to development of meshless methods for 
free and moving boundary problems, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar 
Šarler, september 2018.

213. ilaria BOllati: accessibility as a non-prejudicial approach: is culture 
back to normality?, doctoral supervisorji: prof. dr. Xavier Greffe, prof. dr. 
luisa maria collina virginia, september 2018

214. nadiia PastUKhOva: Photo-excitation energy influence on the 
photoconductivity of organic semiconductors, doctoral supervisor: prof. 
dr. egon Pavlica, October 2018.

215. longlong WanG: study of atmospheric aerosol properties in the vipa-
va valley, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. samo stanič, doc. dr. asta Gregorič, 
October 2018.
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216. tihan ČiŽmar: correlations between photocatalytic activity and 
chemical structure of cu-modified tiO2−siO2 nanoparticle composites, 
doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. iztok arčon, prof. dr. Urška lavrenčič Štan-
gar, december 2018.

217. tokunbo laOtan-BrOWn: has evolution been interrupted in the 
african oikos?: merging the self-organization activity approach using af-
rican fractal spatial patterns with tangible and intangible values: yoruba 
cities as a case study, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. saša dobričić, prof. 
Girard l. fusco, January 2019.

218. matej BlatniK: Groundwater distribution in the recharge area of 
ljubljanica springs, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. franci Gabrovšek, izr. 
prof. mihael Brenčič, January 2019.

219. chen shUJie: Urban conservation system in china and its improve-
ment by using historic urban landscape approach, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. Jukka Jokilehto, January 2019.

220. mateja GOleŽ: revitalisation of ruins and the impact on conservation 
policies in slovenia: case study of the carthusian monastery at Žiče, slove-
nia, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Jukka Jokilehto, January 2019.

221. nada PavŠer: environmental crime training needs analysis of slove-
nian police forces, doctoral supervisor: doc. dr. Branko Kotnić, January 2019.

222. Gašper KUKec meZeK: mass composition of ultra-high energy cos-
mic rays at the Pierre auger Observatory, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. an-
drej filipčič, april 2019.

223. andrés UllOa carmiOl: mineralogy and geomicrobiology in ac-
tive volcanic cave environments in central america, doctoral supervisors: 
izr. prof. dr. Janez mulec, izr. prof. dr. Jo de Waele, april 2019.

224. vanja hatiĆ: modelling of macrosegregation of a low-frequency elec-
tromagnetic direct chill casting by a meshless method, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, april 2019.
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225. Blaž WinKler: Oxygen-excess related defects in siO2-based materi-
als: coupling theory and experiments, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. layla 
martin-samos, prof. dr. sylvain Girard, may 2019.

226. Katarina KOsiČ ficcO: evaluation of policy and technical factors for 
the protection of karst aquifers, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. iro d. sasows-
ky, June 2019.

227. maja OPaliČKi slaBe: regional biodiversity and seasonal dynamics 
of the bacterial communities in karstic springs of slovenia, doctoral super-
visor: prof. dr. anton Brancelj, June 2019.

228. sanja ŠKarO: structural and functional determinants of tdP-43 ag-
gregation, doctoral supervisor: dr. marco Baralle, July 2019.

229. rok andres: The reception of the West-european and american 
playwrights in slovenian drama and theatre (1945-1970), doctoral supervi-
sorica: prof. dr. Katja mihurko Poniž, august 2019.

230. leja GOlJat: The detection of metal complexes and organometallic 
compounds in environmental samples by thermal lens spectrometry, doc-
toral supervisor: prof. dr. mladen franko, september 2019.

231. ela ŠeGina: holistic geomorphological spatial analysis of karst on 
Krk island, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. martin Knez, prof. dr. Čedomir 
Benac, september 2019.

232. slavica schUster: factors influencing collected quantities of munici-
pal solid waste, doctoral supervisor: doc. dr. andrej Keržan, september 2019.

233. marta trini: search for neutrinos at extreme energies with the Pierre 
auger Observatory, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. danilo Zavrtanik, prof. 
dr. Jaime alvarez-muñiz, september 2019.

234. nives vOdiŠeK: Photoactive nanocomposite thin films on glass 
and thermosensitive substrates, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. Urška 
lavrenčič Štangar, October 2019.

235. alessio GUGlielmi: dissecting the role of reeP1 in preventing 
tau-mediated neurodegeneration in a d. melanogaster alzheimer’s disease 
model, doctoral supervisor: dr. fabian feiguin, november 2019.
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236. Olena PlieKhOva: Zr/cu−tiO2 catalysts for photocatalytic water 
treatment, doctoral supervisorica: prof. dr. fproUrška lovrenčič Štangar, 
decembra 2019.

237. Paul andre Griffiths: managing karst in coastal British columbia, 
canada: systems and implementation results, doctoral supervisors: dr. an-
drej Kranjc, dr. timothy r. stokes, februar 2020.

238. marija Bervida: Bora wind effects on common structures in the 
vipava valley, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. samo stanič, dr. luca Patruno, 
march 2020.

239. alice avian: development of a novel Pcr-based assay for high-risk 
human papillomavirus detection and genotyping in self collected cervico-
vaginal samples: a new possibility for the cervical cancer screening, doc-
toral supervisorica: dr. Bruna marini, June 2020.

240. sandra fOlarin OlOKetUyi: functionalized nanobodies as diag-
nostic reagents for the detection of toxic microalgae, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. ario de marco, June 2020.

241. marco BOscOlO BielO: seismic vulnerability of a historical ma-
sonry building: a critical comparison of analytical methodologies, doctoral 
supervisors: prof. enzo siviero, prof. Paolo faccio, June 2020.

242. christopher ecKner: constraining dark matter particle properties 
with fermi-lat and the cherenkov telescope array, doctoral supervisor: 
prof. dr. Gabrijela Zaharijaš, september 2020.

243. aurora clerici: a study of stellar debris dynamics during a tidal disrup-
tion event, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. andreja Gomboc, september 2020.

244. matija stUPar: advantages and disadvantages of experiments with 
ultrashort two-color pulses, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. Giovanni de 
ninno, dr. Barbara ressel, november 2020.

245. Klemen teran: household and road dust as indicators of airborne 
particulate matter elemental composition, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. 
Gorazd Žibert, prof. dr. mattia fanetti, december 2020.
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246. ali al mOUssaOUi: Theoretical and experimental aspects of numer-
osity and quantification in lebanese arabic, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. 
Penka stateva, prof. dr. artur stepanov. January 2021.

247. tadej dOBravec: numerical modelling of dendritic solidification 
based on phase field formulation and adaptive meshless solution proce-
dure, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. Božidar Šarler, march 2021.

248. mateja eniKO: Pesniška samorefleksija v sodobni slovenski poeziji po 
drugi svetovni vojni / Poetic self-reflection in the contemporary slovenian 
poetry after the second World War, doctoral supervisor: prof. ddr. irena 
avsenik nabregoj, march 2021.

249. Katja ferfOlJa: structural, morphological and chemical properties 
of metal/topological insulator interfaces, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. mat-
tia fanetti, June 2021.

250. Ksenija maver: sn-modified tiO2 thin film photocatalysts prepared 
by low-temperature sol-gel processing, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. iztok 
arčon, Urška lavrenčič Štangar, June 2021.

251. Thanveer thaJUdheen: spectroscopic investigation of oxygen vacan-
cies in ceO2, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. matjaž valant, september 2021.

252. lukas Zehrer: application of machine learning techniques for cos-
mic ray event classification and implementation of a real-time ultra-high 
energy photon search with the surface detector of the Pierre auger Ob-
servatory, doctoral supervisor: prof. dr. sergey vorobyev, september 2021.

253. mariana timO BarBOsa: Geotourism in arcos-Pains Karst region, 
minas Gerais, Brazil, doctoral supervisors: prof. dr. luiz eduardo Panisset 
travassos, prof. dr. tadej slabe, October 2021.
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University of nova gorica and the 
slovenian acadeMic coMMUnity

Author: Dr. Željko Oset
Review: Prof. Ddr. Igor Grdina

The manuscript of Dr. Oset with the title History of the University of Nova 
Gorica had been sent to me for review.

The manuscript significantly differs from accustomed anniversary publica-
tions despite being published on the occasion of 25th anniversary of the Uni-
versity of Nova Gorica. The difference is in the analytical depth of insight, nar-
ration and also in the synthetic conclusions. Dr. Oset has always been faithful 
to the critical methodology of scientific historiography; therefore, his approach 
is systematic. The manuscript differs from the classical historiographical work 
only in that it cannot fully derive conclusions from the consequences of the de-
scribed actions, as too little time has passed to show all the consequences of a 
certain events, motions and processes. This sometimes requires a multigenera-
tional distance; the classical historian Marc Bloch believed that it should lapse 
approximately 80 years, which means almost three generations (if we “attri-
bute” 30 years to one generation; during this time a certain generation gives 
the basic tone or contour and rhythm of events as well).286 In this perspective, 
the contribution of Dr. Oset can also be understood as an experiment: it will 

286 Bloch’s considerations proved to be correct in the 20th century: the consequences of the 
Great War of 1914-1918 had impacted the world almost the world almost until the 
end of the millennium, when the division into the first and second worlds, which arose 
during the Bolshevik coup in the Russian Revolution of 1917, ended, at least formally.
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be interesting for future generations to compare his findings with those that 
will be written when the same issue will be discussed in a few decades. In 
this sense, the University of Nova Gorica should be called upon to carry out 
the second part of the historiographical experiment at the right time, that is, 
during the 3rd generation of researchers after its establishment.

In my opinion, the submitted work is high above the qualitative level of similar 
texts - which otherwise mostly belong to “anniversary” science - especially due 
to the breadth of insight. The author manages to present the legal framework of 
higher education institutions in the Republic of Slovenia - as much as is neces-
sary, and also that of past times - as well as the institutional and other mental-
ities and political realities without too extensive an inventory and explanation. 
It is these three factors that have generated the most barriers to the formation of 
the UNG. The protagonists of its founding had to overcome all, which explains 
why the path to the UNG was much more winding than the path to other uni-
versities. Political will can suddenly remove all obstacles and establish a new 
state by their own accord. Of course, it can not create a mental climate within 
the new institution, as shown by the case of the University of Primorska, which 
has long been shaken by personal disputes and conflicts. The UNG was spared 
this - with the partial exception of the founding disputes - which had a positive 
effect on relations within the university. These are, of course, always complicat-
ed, as many different professions with different methodologies, goals, missions 
etc., meet at such settings. Finding optimal solutions for all under the same in-
stitutional roof requires a lot of patience and creative thinking - even just to 
ensure existence.

The presented work certainly fulfils its main purpose - to be a credible report 
and an understanding analysis of the circumstances and actions of the pro-
tagonists and their mentality. As there is no demonstration of the functioning 
of individual UNG bodies in the foreground, it can be said that the study does 
not swear by institutional theory. This is also understandable - and explained 
in one place in the text - as it is a history of the creation of an institution in 
which people are decisive. Therefore, it can be concluded that this is a well-
thought-out and logically complete - that is, consistent and coherent - text.
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The peculiarities of the UNG, which are related to the way it was created and 
its border position, as well as to the extravagances of the local political scene, 
are appropriately highlighted. While Italy has been systematically expanding 
its network of academic institutions along the border with the Republic of Slo-
venia for some time, the Republic of Slovenia has equally systematically and 
persistently developed only gambling in its western regions. The UNG was an 
alien in such a constellation. Nevertheless, at least for a while, they managed to 
overcome the border as a dividing line. The fact that the UNG has already with-
drawn from Gorizia, however, shows that the border is not as much a thing of 
the past as is claimed and thought in some locations in the Republic of Slovenia 
- but certainly not in Italy. It is still a factor that has a significant impact on in-
stitutions and their functioning. This imposes certain tasks of wider significance 
on the UNG - especially in the humanities. The UNG has the best opportunities 
to study the culture and phenomena specific to the space in which it operates. 
Leaving their turmoil aside will do them cognitive damage, as it will condemn a 
certain space to silence or a weaker voice in the “consultation of nations.” A vital 
academic institution can in no way afford this. Its duties to the space in which it 
operates and to the people. 

The author based his work on documents, personal interviews and newspaper 
sources. It is clear that, due to the short timeline, only a part of the relevant 
material could be accessible to him. However, it seems that he extracted the 
maximum information possible from the material.

There is a well-known maxim that history, which is not a past in itself, but 
a past that can be reconstructed, includes only events whose historiographer’s 
witnesses can no longer call by telephone. Dr. Oset did not follow this guideline 
concerning “safety at work” - and it is my opinion that history should only praise 
him for this. It is all the more valuable because, in presenting the views of the 
protagonists of the described events, the author did not resort to general labels 
(numerous, many, some), but left people with full personalities, including names 
and surnames. This is not leniency, but honesty and a historically credible posi-
tion. It is true that the author is reluctant to name negative characters - which 
is logical (not just for safety at work) - but they are recognisable nonetheless. 
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Having said that, I can only write that I warmly recommend the work herein. 
The work of Dr. Oset will certainly be an important item in Slovenian histo-
riography. Both because of the theme and because of the paradigm.

Igor Grdina

Ljubljana, 17 August 2020

University of nova gorica and the 
slovenian acadeMic coMMUnity

Author: Dr. Željko Oset
Review: Prof. Dr. Iztok Arčon

The content of the book by Željko Oset contains the history of the University 
of Nova Gorica (UNG) on the occasion of its 25th anniversary. The history 
covers the entire period from the establishment of the postgraduate school - 
the School of Environmental Sciences - as an independent higher education 
institution in 1995 to the present day. The presentation chronologically follows 
the development, growth and transformation of the institution, first into the 
Nova Gorica Polytechnic in 1998, and then the status change to the Univer-
sity of Nova Gorica in 2006, and its growth and development to this day. The 
key organisational forms and decisions that marked the development of the 
institution and the establishment of individual pedagogical and research units 
are presented. The vision and strategies of UNG development by individu-
al periods and the realisation of the set goals are outlined. An international 
comparison of the UNG with other European and American universities is 
given. The reasons why set goals were not always achieved are also described. 
The text draws on various official written sources from the UNG archives and 
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other archival material, as well as on the testimonies of the main participants 
in the development of the UNG, the founders and management of the UNG.

The history of the UNG is placed in a broader social context both in Slovenia 
and in the world. The development of the Slovenian higher education area is 
presented, as well as the changes in Slovenian legislation concerning higher 
education in this period, which represent a formal framework that enabled 
and sometimes also hindered the development of the UNG. The introductory 
part entitled “Prehistory: Slovenian Academic Community and Transition” 
is dedicated to this. The attitude of the state towards the development of the 
UNG is highlighted, which, despite repeated pressures to merge with the then 
emerging University of Primorska, has always managed to maintain its in-
dependent status and follow its vision of development. Throughout the his-
tory of the institution, the UNG’s cooperation with local communities and 
the founders of the UNG, which has been a key factor in the development of 
the institution, has been analysed in particular. Spatial issues are highlighted, 
which in various periods had a key impact on the growth and development of 
the institution. The support or sometimes unresponsiveness of the local com-
munity (municipalities in the Severna Primorska region) in different periods 
enabled the establishment of three university campuses (in Nova Gorica, Aj-
dovščina and Vipava), but on the other hand the issue of a single UNG cam-
pus, for which the institution has been striving since the beginning, remains 
unresolved. 

The publication is an important document that professionally and with refer-
ences supports the development of the UNG and places the UNG in the Slove-
nian and wider international higher education and university space.

Iztok Arčon

Nova Gorica, on 14 August 2020
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Thümmel helene 131
timo Barbosa mariana 178
tinta tinkara 160
tisminetzky sergio G. 164, 168
tišler miha 14
tišma maja 129
tomsič Gaja 129
tomšič nastja 129
topić Jelena 129
toplak Jani 130
toplak ludvik 28, 32
torroni andrea 129
tran d. chieu 50, 125
tratnik irena 64, 67, 68, 72
trbižan Borut 128, 130, 136
trebše Polonca 132, 141, 144, 155, 157, 

160, 163, 168
trini marta 176
troha Jejčič irena 130
trojar mitja 173
trojer smrečnik dejan 127
tronkar Jan 130
trstenjak verica 59, 114 145
turel irena 44, 48, 49, 57, 60, 61, 62, 69, 

72, 81
turk Janez 158
turk martin 134
turk miha 58
turk tom 8
turk valentina 156, 160, 174
turk vito 75
tyc andrzej 157

U 
Ukmar Blaž 129
Ulloa carmiol andrés 175
Urbanc Janko 154, 166

Urbančič Jurij 128, 130
Urbančič tanja 135, 141, 142, 143
Urh Jože 11
Uršič Zupan marica 60, 61

v 
vah mojca 128, 130
valant matjaž 132, 133, 141, 142, 143, 

161, 164, 167, 169, 172, 174, 178
valentić lara 129
van dijk suzan 125
van Gestel cornelis a. m. 168
vaupotič aleš 94, 142, 143
veberič darko 72, 158
veble Gregor 132, 165
velikonja mitja 157
velišček anika 130, 142, 143, 145
venturi vittorio 158, 161, 167, 173
vertnik robert 158
veselič miran 125, 145, 146
vidic rok 126, 129
vidmar cvetko 59
vidmar ines 128
vidmar luka 96, 157
vidner ferkov Katerina 160
vidrih lucija 127, 129
vindigni alessandro 165
vodišek nives 176
vodopivec sara 127
vogrinc Jože 156
vokal Barbara 136, 153
vorobiov sergei 172
vrhovšek danijel 170
vrhovšek Urška 125, 133, 146, 165
vudrag marko 155
vuga Gregorič Johannes 129

w 
Wand longlong 174
Wei liu allen 167
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Winkler Blaž 128, 130, 176
Woodham Jonathan m. 161

y
yue ma 146

Z 
Zabret valerija 131, 138
Zabukovec logar nataša 143
Zaharijaš Gabrijela 114, 134, 177
Zahoor rizwan 173
Zajc neža 105, 159
Zaletel Kragelj lijana 165
Založnik mateja 145
Založnik miha 132, 136
Zamar Joško 127
Zarif Keyrouz Bachir 171
Zavrtanik danilo 7, 8, 17, 18, 19, 

21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 
33, 34, 35, 37, 47, 53, 54, 55, 60, 
61, 64, 66, 68, 76, 80, 81, 82, 83, 
93, 95, 98, 103, 105, 109, 113, 
119, 120, 132, 134, 135, 141, 142, 
143, 144, 158, 172, 176

Zavrtanik marko 134
Zbičajnik Zala 130
Zdravković svetlana 164
Zebec tvrtko 155
Zehrer lukas 178 
Zelinšček sabina 145
Zidanšek aleksander 14
Zorzenon fabrizia 159
Zupan hajna nadja 168, 172
Zupan Jure 46, 63, 77, 80
Zupan Polona 128, 131
Zupančič Boštjan marija 9, 14
Zupančič Gregor drago 153, 166
Zupančič Žerdin alenka 164, 167

Ž 
Žabar romina 160
Žagar anej 130 
Žager valerija 159
Žarnić roko 23
Žekš Boštjan 15, 26, 27, 29, 32, 33, 

36, 47, 54, 60, 64, 70, 79, 81, 82, 
84, 86, 93, 113, 119, 125, 126, 134, 
135, 140, 141

Željan Katja 62, 63, 64, 72, 80, 81
Žerjal robert 145
Žibrat Uroš 162
Žitnik matjaž 162
Žorž furlan mojca 174
Žunič alenka 158
Žvab Urška 166








